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Floodplain Information Directory - Volume 1 
DIRECTORY TO THE ILLINOIS FLOODPLAIN INFORMATION REPOSITORY 
by 
G. Michael Bender, Sandra K. Howard, Cheri A. Chenoweth, and John P. Lardner 
INTRODUCTION 
The federal government has identified approximately 20,000 communities 
in the United States as having flood hazards. Of these communities, more 
than 850 are located in Illinois. Continuing efforts at the local, State, 
and federal levels to reduce flood hazards have been effective in slowing the 
rate of increase in flood damages, but the total amount of losses continues 
to grow. Illinois' share of average annual flood damage is over $250 mil-
lion. 
Since the creation of the Governor's Task Force on Flood Control in 
1973, the State of Illinois has been very active in promoting and guiding 
non-structural Solutions as a way of mitigating these flood damage losses. 
The Task Force's 1975 report presented a detailed assessment of the state's 
flood-related programs. In a section on the State of Illinois' Flood Damage 
Prevention Program, this report noted that the Illinois State Water Survey 
(SWS) had been given responsibility for maintaining a repository of flood-
plain Information. 
The Floodplain Information Repository and other activities related to 
floodplain Information established by SWS have been described by Lardner 
et al. (1979) in SWS Circular 137. This circular and a short brochure 
summarizing the SWS floodplain Information activities have received wide-
spread distribution among public agencies, communities, insurance agents, and 
Consulting engineers. 
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A unified, coherent program of floodplain management can be developed 
and administered at the local level only with the technical support of the 
many other government entities that are responsible for floodplain manage-
ment. Flood problems generally occur in communities that lack resources to 
solve problems and develop programs on their own. Any approach to the flood 
problem begins with a determination of the extent to which a flood hazard 
exists. A significant step in this direction is to learn what Information 
already is available, how appropriate it is for management purposes, and 
whether better Information should be prepared. The Floodplain Information 
Repository is a primary resource for this type of Information, not only for 
local officials but for other public and private establishments as well. 
The Illinois Floodplain Information Directory is a source document for 
all floodplain Information entered in the Repository through September 1984. 
It is printed in four volumes, each of which covers a portion of the state. 
Each volume contains listings by county of all studies, reports, maps, or 
other materials entered in the Repository for the county and its communities. 
For anyone who needs to know the types, extent, and sources of information 
available for particular locations in the state, the directory constitutes a 
useful, current reference. 
FLOODPLAIN INFORMATION DIRECTORY FORMAT AND USE 
Directory Format 
The components of the county entries in the directory are a map of the 
county, a corresponding Repository listing, and a list of pertinent Flood-
Prone Area Maps (FPAMs). The county map includes the following information: 
1 . County boundary 
2. Township boundary indicators 
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3. County Flood Hazard Boundary Map boundaries, with identifying commu-
nity-panel numbers 
4. Principal streams 
5. Locations and names of communities which are featured in Repository 
information 
Communities for which there are no data in the Repository are not plotted. 
The size of the symbol locating a Community depends on the population; four 
sizes from smallest to largest represent population ranges of 0-5,000, 
5,000-25,000, 25,000-100,000, and more than 100,000. The numbers following a 
Community name are the report numbers of the Repository items which are 
concerned with the town. The first nuraber is that of the report considered 
the best available information for the Community. The remaining reports are 
grouped by ascending priority level and then ordered numerically. A priority 
ranking is assigned to a report at the time it is indexed into the Reposi- . 
tory, establishing the relative reliability of the information contained in 
the report. Priority one reports are those which have featured analyses by 
detailed methods and thorough review of results. If a Flood Hazard Boundary 
Map (FHBM) exists, then FHB is the last notation made on the map for the 
Community. The FHBM is not indexed into the Computerized Repository data 
base and has no report number because it does not represent the result of a 
detailed determination of 100-year flood elevation, but only an estimate of 
floodplain extent. At the bottom of the map, similar notation is made for 
reports pertaining to the unincorporated county, with the first number again 
representing the report with best available information and the last being 
FHB or the number of the lowest-ranked report. About 50 communities to date 
have undergone Special Conversion to the regular phase of the National Flood 
Insurance Program (NFIP) without flood insurance studies. In these cases the 
FHBM has become a Flood Insurance Rate Map (FIRM) without any accompanying 
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study to be indexed into the Repository. The notation FIRM, rather than FHB, 
follows the names of these communities on the county maps. 
The Repository listing is comprised of characteristics of all reports in 
the Repository which contain Information about the communities or the county. 
For each Repository item the following data are included: 
1. Report number (1-998 currently) 
2. Report title (abbreviated) 
3. Author 
4. Entries for each stream covered by the report: 
a) stream name (or proposed name if it is unnamed) 
b) stream mile limits of study 
c) method of analysis 
d) geographic location of downstream limit 
e) priority 
A table explaining the abbreviations for authors, report types, and 
methods is included on the inside front cover. 
The list of FPAMs representing the county contains four categories of 
Information: 
1. Streams for which flood-prone area has been defined on the set 
of maps 
2. Names of all quadrangles in the set of maps which show flood-prone 
area for each stream 
3. Map series (7.5 minute or 15 minute) in which each quadrangle 
occurs 
4. Numeric code used at SWS to identify each quadrangle 
This list is printed separately from the Repository summary because FPAMs, 
like FHBMs, are not indexed into the computerized Repository data base. 
Example of Directory Use 
A portion of the directory map for Knox County is shown in Figure 1. The 
figure is labeled for easy identification of county boundary, FHBM boundary 
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Figure 1. Example of directory map - Knox County 
and panel number, stream, and Community name, location, and notation of 
corresponding Repository contents. A user searching for Information on 
Galesburg in Knox County would locate it on the map, note the report numbers 
following the name, and look up the Information displayed under each report 
number in the Repository listing immediately following the county map. 
Wataga is a Community whose only entry in the Repository is an FHBM, while 
Knoxville is a Community which has undergone Special Conversion to the 
regular phase of the NFIP, so that its FHBM has become a FIRM without a 
study. Any Community in the county which does not appear on the map has no 
Information entered in the Repository. 
Updates 
This directory will be updated periodically. Updates will consist of 
listings by county of new reports indexed into the Repository and typed lists 
of changes to be made to county maps. Users of this directory who wish to 
obtain Updates should write to SWS at the address shown below, indicating 
the counties for which Updates are desired. 
Illinois State Water Survey 
Floodplain Information Unit 
2204 Griffith Drive 
Champaign, IL 61820 
(217) 333-2304 
THE FLOODPLAIN INFORMATION REPOSITORY DATA BASE 
Before beginning a project or purchasing property near riverine areas, 
an individual must determine whether and to what extent the area of interest 
is floodprone. The purpose of the Floodplain Information Repository is to 
answer requests on matters such as this, using the best available flood 
hazard Information from the reports on file at SWS. The Repository relies 
upon the Cooperation of engineers and agencies to provide Information to 
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SWS. There are currently 998 reports in the Repository. 
For each of the 998 reports, bibliographic Information, stream data, and 
characteristics of analyses have been entered into a computerized data base. 
Three Computer programs have been written to manage this data base: ENTRY, 
which indexes the information into the system; CHANGE, which enables correc-
tion or alteration of indexed information; and SWAT, which retrieves the 
data in a format specified by the user. A series of SWAT commands permits a 
user to search for any combination of bibliographic or stream information 
items. 
The reports in the Repository are divided into nine basic categories. 
The categories and the total number of reports in each category as of 
September 30, 1984 are shown in the following tabulation. Definitions of the 
nine categories follow. 
Total 
indexed 
1 . Flood Insurance Studies (FIS) 453 
2.. Regulatory Floodplain Studies (REG) 9 
3. Flood Hazard Reconnaissance Studies (REC) 175 
4. Strategic Planning Studies (SPS) 8 
5. Flood Hazard Analyses (FHA) 94 
6. Flood Control Studies (FCS) 24 
7. Floodplain Information Reports (FPI), 49 
8. Project Planning Studies (PPS) 15 
9. Dam Safety Reports (DSR) 171 
998 
1 . Flood Insurance Studies (FIS) 
A flood insurance study usually contains results of detailed stream 
analyses, performed for the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) under 
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their guidelines. Products normally include Flood Boundary and Floodway Maps 
(FBFMs) that show the 100-year and 500-year floodplain and 100-year floodway. 
Also included are FIRMs which show similar flood boundaries, flood insurance 
zone Information, elevation reference marks, and flood profiles for the 10-, 
50-, 100-, and 500-year floods. In almost every FIS, approximate methods are 
also used to estimate flood discharges and elevations and floodplain extent 
for headwaters and tributaries of major streams. Profiles are not plotted 
for these estimated elevations. 
2. Regulatory Floodplain Studies (REG) 
These studies include maps and profiles prepared for floodplain regula-
tions administered by the Illinois Division of Water Resources (DWR) under 
their authority established pursuant to Section 65f, Chapter 19, Illinois 
Revised Statutes. The studies provide orthophoto contour maps depicting the 
100-year floodway and floodplain, as well as 100-year flood profiles includ-
ing DWR regulatory flood protection elevations (1 foot above 100-year). 
3. Flood Hazard Reconnaissance Studies (REC) 
These studies are generally furnished by the Soil Conservation Service 
(under Section 6 of Public Law 83-566), the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 
(under Section 22 of Public Law 93_251), and DWR. They provide an assessment 
of current data on the nature of specific problems and an estimate of average 
annual flood damages. These studies vary in the degree of detail in which 
they present floodplain Information. Generally, approximate methods are 
used. 
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4. Strategic Planning Studies (SPS) 
These studies are the next phase of study for communities that have 
severe flood problems noted in a flood hazard reconnaissance study. They 
show rauch more detail and explore the feasibility of flood control projects. 
5. Flood Hazard Analyses (FHA) 
These again vary in detail and generally are floodplain studies used for 
planning purposes. The majority of these are Hydrologie Investigation Atlas 
maps that show flood boundaries and profiles of historic floods and/or the 
100-year flood in northeastern Illinois. 
6. Flood Control Studies (FCS) 
These studies are generally detailed in nature and include flood pro-
files and floodplain maps that are the technical basis for planning and 
design of a flood control project that would lessen the flood hazard. 
7. Floodplain Information Reports (FPI) 
These are detailed studies of the flood hazard and include profiles and 
flood boundaries of the 100-year flood and sometimes historical floods or 
floods greater than the 100-year. These studies were generally prepared by 
the Corps of Engineers prior to the study efforts of the NFIP and are in-
tended as an aid to local planning and zoning of the flood hazard area. 
8. Project Planning Studies (PPS) 
These studies vary in the amount of detail given in presenting Informa-
tion about a flood hazard area. They are prepared in the planning and design 
of a projeet that may be impacted by floods, such as a bridge or other 
drainage structure. 
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9. Dam Safety Reports (DSR) 
These reports are analyses of the ability of a dam to pass the 100-year 
flood and various percentages of the Probable Maximum Flood. These studies 
use flood routing techniques to determine the 100-year pool elevation of the 
reservoir behind the dam. 
The priority ranking of the reports indexed into the Repository was 
developed in an attempt to define objectively the relative reliability of 
flood elevation data for regulatory purposes. The rankings were based on the 
detail and application of the selected analytical method and the depth and 
breadth of the review of results. A thorough discussion of this ranking 
appears in SWS Circular 137. The priority categories, beginning with the 
most reliable, are as follows: 
1. State-certified data, including FIS data and regulatory data re-
viewed and approved by DWR; 
2. Detailed 100-year flood study data prepared by a federal or State 
agency but not certified by DWR; 
3. Detailed 100-year flood study data prepared by a Consultant; 
4. Adjusted flood of record; 
5. Observed flood of record; 
6. Computations to estimate 100-year flood discharge and elevation to 
satisfy DWR bridge permit requirements; 
7. Computations of approximate 100-year flood discharge and elevation 
at ungaged Sites using regression equations developed for Illinois by the 
U.S. Geological Survey. 
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For publication, the directory has been divided into four volumes. 
Volume 1 Covers the 3ix counties in northeastern Illinois which comprise the 
Chicago metropolitan area; Volume 2 represents 17 counties in north central 
and northwestern Illinois; Volume 3 summarizes 32 counties in the central 
part of the state; and Volume 4 covers 47 counties in southern Illinois. 
Figure 2 shows the division of the counties into regions represented in the 
four directory volumes. It also shows the numbers of items found in the Re-
pository for each county. 
Two other sources of floodplain Information are available in the Reposi-
tory. These are the FPAMs and FHBMs, previously mentioned as not being 
indexed into the Information retrieval Computer program. The FPAMs are 
available for most Illinois streams that meet the following criteria: 
1) Urban and suburban areas where the upstream drainage area exceeds 25 
square miles. 
2) Rural areas where the upstream drainage area exceeds 100 square 
miles. 
The floodprone areas outlined on these maps have approximately a 1 percent 
chance of flooding during any year. U.S. Geological Survey 7.5-minute or 
15-minute topographic maps are used as the bases for the maps (Edelen, 1973). 
The FHBMs were prepared by FEMA. The FHBMs were developed prior to 
detailed hydrologic and hydraulic studies conducted as part of the flood 
insurance studies. The FHBMs were prepared to provide a preliminary indica-
tion of areas of probable flood hazard in communities. For towns and 
counties where flood insurance studies were later completed, FIRMs and FBFMs 
superseded the FHBMs. However in many areas the FHBMs remain the best avail-
able floodplain Information. Most floodprone communities and counties in 
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Figure 2. Distribution of Illinois counties into the four volumes 
of the directory 
Illinois that do not have flood insurance studies have at least had a map of 
this type prepared. Complete sets of both the FPAMs and the FHBMs are located 
at SWS. 
The Northeastern Illinois Planning Commission (NIPC) maintains a supply 
of FIRMs of the communities and counties (Cook, DuPage, Kane, Lake, McHenry, 
and Will) in its jurisdiction. Information for ordering and purchasing these 
maps may be obtained by writing NIPC at 400 W. Madison, Chicago, IL 60606 or 
by telephoning (312) 454-0400. 
THE ROLE OF THE FL00DPLAIN INFORMATION REP0SIT0RY 
Relevance to State Programs 
The Floodplain Information Repository provides data relevant to several 
state programs. Permits issued by the Environmental Protection Agency 
require that Sites such as water and waste treatment plants, hazardous waste 
Sites, and landfill sites be protected from the 100-year flood (flood of a 
magnitude that would be expected once in 100 years). The Repository can 
provide relevant Information to designers of such projects. 
The Governor's Executive Order IV (1979) requires that any construction 
project at a state-supported facility be checked to assure that the project 
is not in a flood hazard area. The Floodplain Information Repository assists 
State agencies, health facilities, housing authorities, and other parties to 
comply with this order. 
Engineers and architects often need information on the 100-year flood 
elevation and boundary in order to plan projects and to obtain necessary 
state and local construction permits. When applying for State permits, 
mining companies are often concerned about whether their mining activities 
will be remote from floodplain areas that are unsuitable for mining and need 
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protection from flooding. The Repository can provide the best available 
Information regarding these areas. 
The principal benefit of the directory to all these users is that it 
provides a resource anyone may consult to determine what Information is 
available for a given Site. By referring to the directory, some users can 
ascertain immediately that no Information exists in the repository for a 
location, or that the Information they already have is the best available. 
Others can identify exactly what Information they require, so that their 
requests directed to SWS may be concise and specific. For all cases the 
directory serves as a handy reference to assure the quality and to expedite 
the delivery of floodplain information. 
Relevance to Federal Programs 
The most relevant federal program supported by the Repository is the 
NFIP. A function of the Repository is to keep sets of flood insurance 
studies with maps and profiles so that this information can be provided when 
it is requested. To obtain this same information from the federal government 
takes several weeks. 
When confronted with the NFIP mandatory requirement to buy flood insur-
ance, prospective homeowners in floodprone areas often request the 
appropriate floodplain maps and flood profiles to determine if property is 
within the flood boundary or if it is above the regulatory 100-year flood 
elevation. As flood insurance premiums increase to reach unsubsidized 
actuarial rates, the demand for this information is likely to increase. 
New rules proposed for the NFIP will require that any new construction 
in an approximate "A" zone (Special Flood Hazard Area—no elevations pro-
vided) must provide a flood elevation before flood insurance can be 
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purchased, which is mandatory if the mortgage is from a federally insured 
lender. The Repository generally can provide this Information when it is 
needed. 
One feature of the directory which is aimed directly at a federal issue 
is the inclusion of panel numbers for the maps covering the unincorporated 
areas of the counties. These numbers are required information when ordering 
maps from the FEMA, and they are useful when requesting similar materials 
from SWS. 
Future Role 
As the federal government shifts control over programs to the state, the 
State will assume increased responsibility for floodplain management. The 
Association of State Floodplain Managers has identified appropriate State and 
federal roles in floodplain management. They have determined that a data 
repository is an important and necessary state role. 
The fraraework for accomplishing floodplain management responsibilities 
in the State of Illinois is established with an existing, functioning data 
repository that can respond to the information needs of those directly 
involved in the Operation of programs to manage floodplain areas in the 
State. Again, the importance of the directory is that it constitutes a 
user-oriented index of the contents of the Repository, which any individual 
can use to determine the types and amount of information available in a 
particular area before Consulting other agencies. 
SUMMARY 
The Illinois Floodplain Information Repository is a valuable resource 
for many users around the state. It was created to provide central storage 
and easy recovery of a variety of floodplain information for communities and 
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counties throughout Illinois. The ability of the State Water Survey to 
furnish Information to users with varying needs has been enhanced by the 
development of the Repository. 
This four-volume directory extends the usefulness of the Repository by 
making available a geographically-based summary of the Repository contents. 
The use of the directory should simplify the determination of data availabil-
ity for a specific location and the evaluation of Information a user already 
has. Furthermore, it should guide the user in the search for the most 
current and reliable information for a site, and make greater precision 
possible in requests for information. This should streamline the process of 
information transfer from the Repository to the user. 
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Cook Unincorporated County - 142 159 183 268 269 298 105 111 113 114 115 116 
119 120 129 132 180 588 940 978 772 773 774 130 
210 211 212 213 214 215 216 217 219 220 221 222 







Broadview 298 289 129 940 182 223 
Brookfield 269 298 265 120 129 182 223 
Chicago 269 405 114 115 978 219 220 223 242 
Countryside 273 
Deerfield 268 11 114 115 116 215 
Elmwood Park 269 266 129 220 
Evanston FIRM 
Forest Park 269 120 220 223 FIRM 
Forest View 129 FHB 
Glencoe 268 259 114 115 116 215 219 
Glenview 268 13 114 115 116 219 
Golf 268 297 115 219 
Kenilworth FHB 
Lincolnwood FHB 
Lyons 298 269 293 120 129 182 238 
Maywood 269 129 940 220 FIRM 
McCook 269 FHB 
Melrose Park 269 281 129 940 220 
Morton Grove 268 304 268 114 115 116 219 
Niles 268 106 269 114 115 116 219 
Norridge 269 129 220 FHB 
North Riverside 269 298 122 129 182 223 
Northbrook 268 269 23 114 115 116 215 219 
Northfield 268 114 115 116 120 323 219 
4 
Northeast Panel (continued) 
Park Ridge 269 115 120 129 219 220 FHB 
River Forest 269 120 129 220 FIRM 
River Grove 269 261 120 129 220 
Riverside 269 45 120 129 182 223 
Skokie 111 115 116 219 
Stickney 269 129 237 FHB 
Summit 269 129 223 FHB 
Wilmette 268 114 115 116 219 FIRM 






Arlington Heights 7 129 217 
Barrington 952 211 212 
Barrington Hills 142 146 211 213 FIRM 
Bartlett 224 
Bellwood 310 129 940 220 223 
Bensenville 129 940 
Buffalo Grove 269 9 129 588 
Des Piaines 269 282 120 129 217 219 220 
Elgin 142 497 146 210 436 
Elk Grove Village 298 10 180 214 
Franklin Park 269 12 129 220 221 
Hanover Park 15 132 133 213 224 
Hillside 940 222 FHB 
Hinsdale 283 129 222 
Hoffman Estates 142 404 214 
Inverness 318 476 214 
La Grange 129 182 FIRM 
La Grange Park 298 20 129 182 222 
Mount Prospect 269 22 129 217 
Northlake 285 129 940 
Palatine 183 24 180 212 214 
Prospect Heights 269 257 129 217 
Rolling Meadows 183 25 180 182 214 
Rosemont 269 26 129 
Schaumburg 183 28 140 146 180 133 130 213 214 
8 
Northwest Panel (continued) 
Schiller Park 269 29 120 129 220 221 
South Barrington 142 396 213 214 
Stone Park 30 129 940 221 
Streamwood 142 96 140 146 213 
Westchester 298 31 129 182 588 940 222 223 
Western Springs 183 352 129 182 222 








Burr Ridge 361 
Chicago Ridge 262 113 237 
Country Club Hills 94 
Crestwood 260 111 113 237 241 
Fernway Park 240 
Hickory Hills 93 237 
Hodgkins 18 223 
Indian Head Park 308 
Justice 397 
Lemont 234 238 FHB 
Matteson 159 429 111 978 240 243 246 
Midlothian 159 111 978 241 243 
Oak Forest 159 287 111 113 978 773 240 243 
Oak Lawn 272 113 241 
Orland Park 237 240 303 
Palos Heights 97 274 113 237 
Palos Park 98 237 
Richton Park 315 111 772 774 246 
Tinley Park 159 305 111 978 240 
Westhaven 416 240 
Willow Springs 254 






Alsip 152 113 241 
Blue Island 159 117 113 978 111 241 
Burnham 111 336 
Calumet City 159 27 111 978 242 244 
Calumet Park 159 111 FIRM 
Chicago Heights 159 43 111 119 978 243 244 245 246 
Dixmoor 159 383 111 119 978 241 
Dolton 159 367 111 242 
East Chicago Heights 159 44 211 978 244 
East Hazel Crest 111 119 978 FIRM 
Evergreen Park FHB 
Flossmoor 159 95 111 978 243 
Glenwood 159 14 111 119 978 244 
Harvey 159 17 111 119 978 241 243 244 
Hazel Crest 159 16 111 116 
Homewood 159 19 111 978 243 
Lansing 159 364 111 119 978 244 
Lynwood 159 365 119 978 
Markham 159 21 111 119 978 
Merionette Park 113 241 FHB 
Olympia Fields 159 358 111 978 243 246 
Park Forest 159 359 111 119 978 246 
University Park 159 357 978 
Phoenix 111 119 978 244 FHB 
Posen 111 119 978 241 FIRM 
14 
Southeast Panel (continued) 
Riverdale 159 33 111 119 241 
Robbins 159 34 111 113 978 241 
Sauk Village 377 119 245 729 978 
South Chicago Heights 111 159 246 FIRM 
South Holland 159 153 111 119 978 244 
Steger 159 111 978 246 FIRM 
Thornton 159 350 111 119 978 244 
15 
COOK 
FLOOD HAZARD BOUNDARY MAP 
FLOOD HAZARD BOUNDARY MAP COMMUNITY NUMBER 170054 




REPORT NUMBER: 7 
REPORT TITLE: ARLINGTON HEIGHTS FIS 
AUTHOR: CRANE 
STREAM NAME: NW QTR, SEC 8, T 41N, R 11E 
PROPOSED NAME: ARLINGTON HEIQHTS BR SALT CR 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 1.8- 2.8 
METHOO: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 23. T 42N, R 1OE 
PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: SE QTR, SEC 17, T 42N, R 11E 
PROPOSED NAME: SOUTH BR MCDONALD CR 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: O.O- .8 
METHOD: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 17, T 42N, R 11E 
PRIORITY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: 9 
REPORT TITLE: BUFFALO GROVE FIS 
AUTHOR: HARZA 
STREAM NAME: BUFFALO CR 
PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 5.1- 8.7 
METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 4, T 42N, R 11E 
PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: NE QTR, SEC 5, T 42N, R 11E 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: WHITE PINE D 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 1.1 
METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 5, T 42N, R 11E 
PRIORITY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: 10 REPORT TITLE: ELK GROVE FIS AUTHOR: HARZA 
STREAM NAME: SALT CR 
PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 26.5- 28.0 
METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 33, T 41N, R 11E 
PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: NW QTR, SEC 29, T 41N, R 11E 
PROPOSED NAME: NED BROWN PRESERVE CR 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 2.1- 2.2 
METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 36, T 41N, R 1OE 
PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: NE QTR, SEC 26, T 41N, R 1OE PROPOSED STREAM NAME: WISE RD TRIB RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 1.0 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 26, T 41N, R 1OE PRIORITY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: 11 
REPORT TITLE: OEERFIELD FIS 
AUTHOR: SCS 
STREAM NAME: WEST FK NORTH BR CHICAGO R 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 8.4- 11.6 
METHOO: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 4, T 42N, R 12E 
PRIORITY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: 12 
REPORT TITLE: FRANKLIN PARK FIS 
AUTHOR: SCS 
STREAM NAME: DESPLAINES R 
PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 55.7- 56.4 
METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 22, T 40N, R 12E 
PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: MCDONALD CR 
PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 5.4- 7.9 
METHOD: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 16, T 42N, R 1OE 
PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: SE QTR, SEC 31, T 43N, R 11E 
PROPOSED NAME: SOUTH BR BUFFALO CR 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: .6- 1.7 
METHOD: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 6, T 42N, R 11E 
PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: NE QTR, SEC 5, T 42N, R 11E 
PROPOSED NAME: FARRINGTON 0 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- .9 
METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 5, T 42N, R 11E 
PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: NE QTR, SEC 33, T 41N, R 11E 
PROPOSED NAME: ELK GROVE BLVO DRAINAGE D 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- .9 
METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 33, T 41N, R 11E 
PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: WEST BR SALT CR 
PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 2.7- 3.6 
METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 25, T 41N, R 1OE 
PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: SILVER CR 
PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 2.7- 6.1 
METHOO: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 28, T 40N, R 12E 
PRIORITY: 2 
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REPORT NUMBER: 13 
REPORT TITLE: GLENVIEW FIS 
AUTHOR: HARZA 
STREAM NAME: WEST FK NORTH BR CHICAGO R STREAM NAME: SW OTR, SEC 26, T 42N, R 12E 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: NAVY D 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 1.2- 4.2 RIVER M1LE LIMITS: 0.0- .4 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 7, T 41N, R 13E  D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 26, T 42N, R 12E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: 14 
REPORT TITLE: GLENWOOD FIS 
AUTHOR: SCS 
STREAM NAME: THORN CR STREAM NAME: BUTTERFIELD CR 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 7.2- 8.3 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- .9 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 4, T 35N, R 14E D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 4, T 33N, R 14E 
PRIORITY: 1 PRIORITY: 1 
STREAM NAME: DEER CR 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- .7 
METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 9, T 35N, R 14E 
PRIORITY: 1 
REPORT NUMBER: 15 
REPORT TITLE: HANOVER PARK FIS 
AUTHOR: CCOE 
STREAM NAME: WEST BR DUPAGE R 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 55.1- 60.4 
METHOD: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 12, T 40N, R 9E 
PRIORITY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: 16 
REPORT TITLE: HAZEL CREST FIS 
AUTHOR: SCS 
STREAM NAME: CALUMET UNION DRAINAGE CANAL STREAM NAME: NW QTR, SEC 20, T 36N, R 14E 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: CHERRY CR 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: .9- 3.0 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 5.3- 5.7 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 25, T 36N, R 13E D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 25, T 36N, R 13E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: NW QTR, SEC 20, T 36N, R 14E STREAM NAME: NW QTR, SEC 20, T 36N, R 14E 
PROPOSED NAME: EAST BR CHERRY CR PROPOSED NAME: WEST BR CHERRY CR 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- .3 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 1.5 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 36, T 36N, R 13E D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 36, T 36N, R 13E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: NW QTR, SEC 20, T 36N, R 14E STREAM NAME: NW QTR, SEC 20, T 36N, R 14E 
PROPOSED NAME: SOUTH LEG WEST BR CHERRY CR PROPOSED NAME: NORTH LEG WEST BR-CHERRY CR 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- .4 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- .6 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 2, T 35N, R 13E D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 2, T 35N, R 13E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: 17 
REPORT TITLE: HARVEY FIS 
AUTHOR: HARZA 
STREAM NAME: LITTLE CALUMET R STREAM NAME: NE QTR, SEC 1, T 36N, R 13E 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: DIXIE CR 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 19.1- 21.2 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 2.7- 3.6 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 5, T 36N, R 14E D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 18, T 36N, R 2E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: 18 REPORT TITLE: HODGKINS FIS AUTHOR: HARZA 
STREAM NAME: DESPLAINES R 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 37.2- 39.6 
METHOD: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 28, T 38N, R 12E 
PRIORITY: 2 
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REPORT NUMBER: 19 
REPORT TITLE: HOMEWOOD FIS 
AUTHOR: SCS 
STREAM NAME: NW QTR, SEC 20, T 36N, R 14E STREAM NAME: BUTTERFIELD CR 
PROPOSED NAME: EAST BR CHERRY CR PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 1.7 RIVER MILE LIMITS: .4- 2.0 
METHOO: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: NW OTR, SEC 20, T 36N, R 13E D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 8, T 35N, R 14E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: 20 
REPORT TITLE: LA GRANGE PARK FIS 
AUTHOR: USGS 
STREAM NAME: SALT CR 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 6.9- 7.9 
METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 32, T 39N, R 12E 
PRIORITY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: 21 
REPORT TITLE: MARKHAM FIS 
AUTHOR: USGS 
STREAM NAME: CALUMET UNION DRAINAGE 0 STREAM NAME: NW QTR, SEC 19, T 36N, R 14E 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: SW BR CALUMET UNION DRAINAGE 0 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 2.2- 6.0 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- .9 
METHOD: J63S METHOD: J635 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 20, T 36N, R 14E D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 19, T 36N, R 14E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: NE QTR, SEC 1, T 36N, R 13E STREAM NAME: NE QTR, SEC 1, T 36N, R 13E 
PROPOSED NAME: I 57 DRAINAGE D PROPOSED NAME: ROESNER DR D 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 3.3- 4.3 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- .8 
METHOD: J63S METHOD: J635 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 13, T 36N, R 13E D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 13, T 36N, R 13E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: 22 
REPORT TITLE: MT PROSPECT FIS 
AUTHOR: USGS 
STREAM NAME: DESPLAINES R STREAM NAME: WELLER CR 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 69.3- 70.5 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 3.5- 6.0 
METHOD: J63S METHOD: J63S 
D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 25, T 42N, R 11E D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 13, T 41N, R 11E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: MCOONALD CR STREAM NAME: FEEHANVILLE D 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: .4- 1.7 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 1.3- 1.4 
METHOD: J635 METHOD: J635 
D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 25, T 42N, R 11E D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 35, T 42N, R 11E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: 23 
REPORT TITLE: NORTHBROOK FIS 
AUTHOR: SCS 
STREAM NAME: WEST FK NORTH BR CHICAGO R STREAM NAME: SE QTR, SEC 15, T 42N, R 12E 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: TECHNY DRAIN 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 5.9- 9.2 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 2.3 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOO: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 10, T 42N, R 12E D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 15, T 42N, R 12E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: SW QTR, SEC 15, T 42N, R 12E STREAM NAME: NW QTR, SEC 4, T 42N, R 12E 
PROPOSED NAME: SOUTH FK TECHNY ORAIN PROPOSED NAME: UNDERWRITERS TRIB 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- .5 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 1.0 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOO: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 16, T 42N, R 12E D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 4, T 42N, R 12E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: MIDDLE FK NORTH BR CHICAGO R 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 3.3- 5.6 
METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 13, T 42N, R 12E 
PRIORITY: 2 
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REPORT NUMBER: 24 
REPORT TITLE: PALATINE FIS 
AUTHOR: USGS 
STREAM NAME: NW QTR, SEC 8, T 41N, R 11E STREAM NAME: SALT CR 
PROPOSED NAME: ARLINGTON HTS BR SALT CR PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 2.8- 7.2 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 39.2- 43.0 
METHOO: E431 METHOD: E431 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 8, T 41N, R 11E D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 27, T 42N, R 10E 
PRIORITY: 1 PRIORITY: 1 
REPORT NUMBER: 25 
REPORT TITLE: R0LLING MEADOWS FIS 
AUTHOR: HARZA 
STREAM NAME: SALT CR STREAM NAME: NW CTR, SEC 8, T 41N, R 11E 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: ARLINGTON HTS BR SALT CR 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 34.6- 39.4 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 1.9 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 8, T 41N, R 11E D/S LIMITS: NW QTR. SEC 8, T 41N, R 11E 
PRIORITY: 1 PRIORITY: I 
STREAM NAME: NW QTR, SEC 34, T 42N, R 1 OE 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: HARPER COLLEGE TRIB TO SALT CR 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- .8 
METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 34, T 42N, R 1 OE 
PRIORITY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: 26 REPORT TITLE: ROSEMONT FIS AUTHOR: SCS 
STREAM NAME: DESPLAINES R STREAM NAME: DESPLAINES R 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 58.8- 60.4 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 73.1- 75.4 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 10, T 40N, R 12E D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 12, T 42N, R 11E 
PRIORITY: 1 PRIORITY: 1 
STREAM NAME: WHEELING DRAINAGE D 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 1.0- 3.4 
METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 12, T 42N, R 11E 
PRIORITY: 1 
REPORT NUMBER: 27 
REPORT TITLE: CALUMET CITY FIS 
AUTHOR: HARZA 
STREAM NAME: GRAND CALUMET R STREAM NAME: LITTLE CALUMET R 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 1.7- 2.8 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 24.2- 29.2 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 6, T 36N, R 15E D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 1, T 36N, R 14E 
PRIORITY: 1 PRIORITY: 1 
REPORT NUMBER: 28 
REPORT TITLE: SCHAUMBURG FIS 
AUTHOR: HARZA 
STREAM NAME: NE QTR, SEC 34, T 42N, R 10E STREAM NAME: SE QTR, SEC 23, T 41N, R 10E 
PROPOSED NAME: ST MICHAEL TRIB PROPOSED NAME: GOLDEN ACRES TRIB 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 1.5 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- .8 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 34, T 42N, R 1OE   D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 23, T 41N, R 1OE 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: SALT CR STREAM NAME: WEST BR SALT CR 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 37.5- 39.0 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 1.4- 8.2 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 34, T 42N, R 1OE D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 25, T 41N, R 1OE 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: SE QTR, SEC 23, T 41N, R 1OE STREAM NAME: NE QTR, SEC 26, T 41N, R 1OE 
PROPOSED NAME: BLACKHAWK SCHOOL TRIB PROPOSED NAME: WISE RD TRIB 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 1.2 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 1.0- 1.2 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 23, T 41N, R 1OE D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 35, T 41N, R 1OE 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: WEST BR DUPAGE R STREAM NAME: SE QTR. SEC 12, T 41N, R 9E 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: SCHAUMBURG TRIB 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 60.3- 61.9 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 1.1- 1.4 
METHOD: HEC2 METHOD: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 29, T 41N, R 1OE D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 18, T 41N, R 1OE 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
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REPORT NUMBER: 29 
REPORT TITLE: SCHILLER PARK FIS 
AUTHOR: SCS 
STREAM NAME: CRYSTAL CR STREAM NAME: SW GTR, SEC 16, T 40N, R 12E 
PROPOSED NAME:                PROPOSED NAME: CRYSTAL CR TRIB 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 1.9 RIVER M1LE LIMITS: 0.0- .6 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 16, T 40N, R 12E D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 16, T 40N, R 12E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: DESPLAINES R 
PROPOSEO STREAM NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 56.3- 58.8 
METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 22, T 40N, R 12E 
PRIORITY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: 30 
REPORT TITLE: STONE PARK FIS 
AUTHOR: SWS 
STREAM NAME: ADDISON CR 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: 
RIVER MILE L I M I T S : 4 . 4 - 5 . 3 
METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 9, T 39N, R 12E 
PRIORITY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: 31 
REPORT TITLE: WESTCHESTER FIS 
AUTHOR: USGS 
STREAM NAME: SE QTR, SEC 29, T 39N, R 12E STREAM NAME: SALT CR 
PROPOSED NAME: WESTCHESTER TRIB SALT CR PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: .4- 1.1 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 6.1- 6.3 
METHOD: E431 METHOD: E431 
D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 29, T 39N, R 12E D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 28, T 39N, R 12E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: ADDISON CR STREAM NAME: SE QTR, SEC 29, T 39N, R 12E 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: S FK WESTCHESTER TRIB SALT CR 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 1.4- 2.3 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- .5 
METHOD: E431 METHOD: E431 
D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 21, T 39N, R 12E D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 29, T 39N, R 12E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: 32 
REPORT TITLE: WHEELING FIS 
AUTHOR: SCS 
STREAM NAME: DESPLAINES R STREAM NAME: WHEELING DRAINAGE D 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 73.1- 75.4 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 1.0- 3.4 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 12, T 42N, R 11E   D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 12, T 42N, R 11E 
PRIORITY: 1 PRIORITY: 1 
STREAM NAME: BUFFALO CR STREAM NAME: MCDONALD CR 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 3.4- 5.3 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 2.0- 3.4 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 3, T 42N, R 11E D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 23, T 42N, R 11E 
PRIORITY: 1 PRIORITY: 1 -
REPORT NUMBER: 33 REPORT TITLE: RIVERDALE FIS AUTHOR: SCS 
STREAM NAME: LITTLE CALUMET R 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 16.2- 21.2 
METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 32, T 37N, R 14E 
PRIORITY: 1 
REPORT NUMBER: 34 
REPORT TITLE: ROBBINS FIS 
AUTHOR: HARZA 
STREAM NAME: NE QTR, SEC 6, T 36N, R 14E 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: MIDLOTHIAN CR 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 1.3- 2.5 
METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 1, T 36N, R 13E 
PRIORITY: 1 
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REPORT NUMBER: 43 
REPORT TITLE: CHICAGO HEIGHTS FIS 
AUTHOR: HARZA 
STREAM NAME: THORN CR STREAM NAME: SE QTR, SEC 17, T 3SN, R 14E 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: BLOOM HIGH SCHOOL TRIB 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 9.7- 13.1 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 1.1 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOO: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 16, T 35N, R 14E D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 17, T 35N, R 14E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: BUTTERFIELD CR STREAM NAME: THIRD CR 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 2.0- 2.3 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 1.3- 2.6 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 8, T 35N, R 14E D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 15, T 3SN, R 14E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: 44 
REPORT TITLE: EAST CHICAGO HEIGHTS FIS 
AUTHOR: HARZA 
STREAM NAME: DEER CR  
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 3.1- 4.9 
METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 14, T 35N, R 14E 
PRIORITY: 1 
REPORT NUMBER: 45 REPORT TITLE: RIVERS IDE FIS AUTHOR: SCS 
STREAM NAME: DESPLAINES R 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 43.4- 46.5 
METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 1, T 38N, R 12E 
PRIORITY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: 93 
REPORT TITLE: HICKORY HILLS FIS 
AUTHOR: TOUPS 
STREAM NAME: SW QTR, SEC 12, T 37N, R 12E 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: LUCAS D CUT OFF 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 1.0- 1.2 
METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 12, T 37N, R 12E 
PRIORITY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: 94 
REPORT TITLE: COUNTRY CLUB HILLS FIS 
AUTHOR: OELEUW CAT 
STREAM NAME: NW QTR, SEC 19, T 36N, R 14E STREAM NAME: NW QTR, SEC 20, T 36N, R 14E 
PROPOSED NAME: SW BR CALUMET UNION DRAINAGE PROPOSED NAME: NORTH LEG WEST BR CHERPY CR 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 3.2- 4.8 RIVER MILE LIMITS: .7- 1.3 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 35, T 36N, R 13E D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 3, T 35N, R 13E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: NW QTR, SEC 19, T 36N, R 14E STREAM NAME: NW QTR, SEC 19, T 36N, R 14E 
PROPOSED NAME: 175TH ST TRIB TO CAL-UNION D PROPOSED NAME: WILLOWVIEW TRIB 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 1.2 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 1.3 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 35, T 36N, R 13E D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 19, T 36N, R 14E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
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REPORT NUMBER: 95 
REPORT TITLE: FLOSSMOOR FIS 
AUTHOR: DELEUW CAT 
STREAM NAME: BUTTERFIELD CR STREAM NAME: NE QTR, SEC 20, T 36N, R 14E 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: SOUTH LEG WEST BR CHERRY CR 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: .3- .5 RIVER MILE LIMITS: .3- .9 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOO: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 7, T 35N, R 14E  D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 2, T 35N, R 13E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: NE QTR, SEC 20, T 36N, R 14E STREAM NAME: SE QTR, SEC 12, T 35N, R 13E 
PROPOSED NAME: EAST BR CHERRY CR PROPOSED NAME: ICQ RR TRIB 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 1.7- 2.5 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- .3 
METHOO: WSP2 METHOD: USP2 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 1, T 35N, R 13E D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 12, T 3SN, R 13E 
PR10RITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: NE QTR, SEC 20, T 35N, R 14E STREAM NAME: SW QTR, SEC 7, T 3SN, R 14E 
PROPOSED NAME: SOUTH FK EAST BR CHERRY CR PROPOSED NAME: ST PAUL TRIB 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- .3 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- .3 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 1, T 35N, R 13E D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 7, T 35N, R 14E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: SE QTR, SEC 12, T 35N, R 13E 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: SOUTH FK I CG RR TRIB 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- .4 
METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 12, T 33N, R 13E 
PRIORITY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: 96 
REPORT TITLE: STREAMWOOD FIS 
AUTHOR: HARZA 
STREAM NAME: SE QTR, SEC 17, T 4IN, R 9E 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: SOUTH BR POPLAR CR 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 1.5- 3.2 
METHOD: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 22, T 41N, R 9E 
PRIORITY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: 97 
REPORT TITLE: PALOS HEIGHTS FIS 
AUTHOR: TOUPS 
STREAM NAME: NE QTR, SEC 30, T 37N, R 13E 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: NAVAJO CR 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: .1- 2.9 
METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 30, T 37N, R 13E 
PRIORITY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: 98 
REPORT TITLE: PALOS PARK FIS 
AUTHOR: TOUPS 
STREAM NAME: MILL CR STREAM NAME: NE QTR, SEC 27, T 37N, R 12E 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: WEST BR MILL CR 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 1.3- 4.1 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- .5 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 27, T 37N, R 12E  D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 27, T 37N, R 12E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: 105 
REPORT TITLE: UNINC COOK COUNTY FIS 
AUTHOR: HARZA 
STREAM NAME: WEST FK NORTH BR CHICAGO R STREAM NAME: SE QTR, SEC 15, T 42N, R 12E 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: TECHNY DRAIN 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 3.5- 6.5 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- .6 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 26, T 42N, R 12E D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 15, T 42N, R 12E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: MIDDLE FK NORTH BR CHICAGO R STREAM NAME: SALT CR 
PROPOSEO NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 15.5- 19.0 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 36.4- 44.7 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOO: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 13, T 42N, R 12E D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 35, T 42N, R 10E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: NE QTR, SEC 20, T 42N, R 10E STREAM NAME: NW QTR, SEC 34, T 42N. R 10E 
PROPOSED NAME: ELA RD TRIB TO SALT CR PROPOSED NAME: HARPER COLLEGE TRIB TO SALT CR 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- .7 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- .9 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 20, T 42N, R 10E D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 34, T 42N, R 10E ' 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
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STREAM NAME: NW QTR, SEC 8, T 41N, R 11E STREAM NAME: WEST BR SALT CR 
PROPOSED NAME: ARLINGTON HEIGHTS BR SALT CR PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 6.0- 7.7 RIVER M1LE LIMITS: 1.5- 7.2 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 14, T 42N, R 10E D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 30, T 41N, R 11E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: NE QTR, SEC 26, T 41N, R 10E STREAM NAME: WHEELING ORAINAGE D 
PROPOSED NAME: WISE RD TRIB PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 1.3 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 1.3 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 26, T 41N, R 10E D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 13, T 42N, R 11E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: SE QTR, SEC 31, T 43N, R 11E STREAM NAME: MCDONALD CR 
PROPOSED NAME: SOUTH BR BUFFALO CR PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 4.6 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 3.8 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 31, T 43N, R 11E D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 36, T 42N, R 11E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: NE QTR, SEC 26, T 42N, R 11E STREAM NAME: NW QTR, SEC 21, T 41N, R 12E 
PROPOSED NAME: WEST BR MCDONALD CR PROPOSED NAME: POTTER RD TRIB TO DESPLAINES R 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 1.0 RIVER MILE LIMITS: .2- .7 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 26, T 42N, R 11E D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 15. T 41N, R 12E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: HIGGINS CR STREAM NAME: NE QTR, SEC 26, T 41N, R 11E 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: BUSSE RD TRIB TO HIGGINS CR 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 2.4 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 1.0 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 36, T 41N, R 11E D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 26, T 41N, R 11E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: SILVER CR STREAM NAME: FLAG CR 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 2.1- 4.3 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 6.1 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 33, T 40N, R 12E D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 1, T 37N, R 11E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: NW QTR, SEC 29, T 38N, R 12E STREAM NAME: SW QTR, SEC 29, T 38N, R 12E 
PROPOSED NAME: PLEASANT DALE SCHOOL TRIB PROPOSED NAME: CORRECTION FARM TRIB 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 1.0 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 1.0 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 29, T 38N, R 12E D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 29, T 38N, R 12E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: NW QTR, SEC 6, T 37N, R 12E STREAM NAME: SE QTR, SEC 11, T 38N, R 12E 
PROPOSED NAME: 79TH ST D PROPOSED NAME: PECK AVE D 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 1.5 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- .6 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 6, T 37N, R 12E D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 8, T 38N, R 12E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: POPLAR CR STREAM NAME: NE QTR, SEC 12, T 41N, R 9E 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: SHOE FACTORY RD TRIB 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 18.0 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- .5 
METHOD: HEC2 METHOD: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 25, T 41N, R 8E D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 12, T 41N, R 9E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: SE QTR, SEC 17, T 41N, R 9E STREAM NAME: SE QTR, SEC 12, T 41N, R 9E 
PROPOSED NAME: SOUTH BR POPLAR CR PROPOSED NAME: SCHAUMBURG TRIB 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 2.1 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 2.2 
METHOD: HEC2 METHOD: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 17, T 41N. R 9E D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 12, T 41N, R 9E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: THORN CR STREAM NAME: NW QTR, SEC 21, T 35N, R 14E 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: SEIFER PARK TRIB 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 4.2- 15.4 RIVER MILE LIMITS: .8- 1.7 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 34, T 36N, R 14E D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 22, T 35N, R 14E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: OEER CR STREAM NAME: THIRD CR 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 7.8 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 2.6 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 9, T 35N, R 14E D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 10, T 35N, R 14E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
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STREAM NAME: SE QTR, SEC 23, T 3SN, R 14E STREAM NAME: BUTTERFIELD CR 
PROPOSED NAME: SOUTH FK DEER CR PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 2.8 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 2.3 
METHOO: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 23, T 3SN, R 14E D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 4, T 33N, R 14E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: NORTH CR STREAM NAME: LANSING DRAINAGE D 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 6.0 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 3.4- 5.6 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 34, T 36N, R 14E D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 20, T 3SN, R 15E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: NE QTR, SEC 30, T 3SN, R 1 SE STREAM NAME: PLUM CR 
PROPOSED NAME: KATZ CORNER SCHOOL TRIB PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- .8 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 6.1- 8.S 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 30, T 35N, R 1 5E D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 29, T 35N, R 15E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: MIDLOTHIAN CR STREAM NAME: SW QTR, SEC 20, T 37N, R 11E 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: LEMONT TRIB 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 3.9- 4.6 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 1.3 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 15, T 36N, R 1 3E D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 20, T 37N, R 11E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: NW QTR, SEC 22, T 37N, R 11E STREAM NAME: NW QTR, SEC 22, T 37N, R 11E 
PROPOSED NAME: CONVENT CR PROPOSED NAME: LITTLE CONVENT CR 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 1.2 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- .7 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 22, T 37N, R 11E D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 22, T 37N, R 11E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: NW QTR, SEC 13, T 37N, R 11E STREAM NAME: NW QTR, SEC 13, T 37N, R I1E 
PROPOSED NAME: SAG BRIDGE TRIB PROPOSED NAME: WEST FK SAG BRIDGE TRIB 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: .7- 2.7 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- .2 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 24, T 37N, R 11E D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 24, T 37N, R 11E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: NE QTR, SEC 27, T 37N, R 12E STREAM NAME: SE QTR, SEC 23, T 37N, R 12E 
PROPOSED NAME: WEST BR MILL CR PROPOSED NAME: PALOS PARK TRIB 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: .8- 2.7 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- .5 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 27, T 37N, R 12E D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 23, T 37N, R 12E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: TINLEY CR STREAM NAME: NE QTR, SEC 33, T 37N, R 13E 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: CRESTWOOD DRAINAGE D 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 5.9- 7.2 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 2.5- 3.0 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 11, T 36N, R 12E D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 9, T 36N, R 13E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: LONG RUN STREAM NAME: SE QTR, SEC 6, T 36N, R 12E 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: ORLANO TRIB TO LONG RUN 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 5.3- 12.9 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- .7 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 32, T 37N, R 11E D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 6, T 36N, R 12E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: SE QTR, SEC 32, T 37N, R 11E STREAM NAME: SE QTR, SEC 32, T 37N, R 11E 
PROPOSED NAME: EAST BR LONG RUN PROPOSED NAME: NORTH FK EAST BR LONG RUN 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 2.3 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- .4 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 32, T 37N, R HE D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 33, T 37N, R 11E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: SE QTR, SEC 32, T 37N, R 11E STREAM NAME: MARLEY CR 
PROPOSED NAME: NORTH BR LONG RUN PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- .4 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 4.5- 9.2 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 32, T 37N, R 11E D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 31, T 36N, R 12E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: SW QTR, SEC 31, T 36N, R 12E STREAM NAME: NE QTR, SEC 31, T 36N, R 12E 
PROPOSED NAME: SOUTHEAST BR MARLEY CR PROPOSED NAME: NORTHWEST FK MARLEY CR 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- .9 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- .6 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 31, T 36N, R 12E  D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 31, T 36N, R 12E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
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STREAM NAME: NE QTR, SEC 31, T 36N, R 12E STREAM NAME: NE QTR, SEC 20 T 36N R 12E 
PROPOSED NAME: HOLLSTEIN TRIB PROPOSED NAME: WESTHAVEN TRIB TO MARLEY CR 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 1.2 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0 0- 1.8 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: NE OTR, SEC 31, T 36N, R 12E D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 20 T 36N R 12E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: SPRING CR STREAM NAME: HICKORY CR 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
METHOD: WSP2 12.3- 15.5 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 22.0- 24.6 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 19, T 36N, R 12E        D/S LIMITS: NW OTR, SEC 30. T 35N R 13E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: NE QTR, SEC 23, T 35N, R 12E STREAM NAME: SE QTR, SEC 1 T 33N R 12E 
PROPOSED NAME: EAST BR HICKORY CR PROPOSED NAME: FLOSSMOOR D 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 2.1- 3.2 RIVER MILE LIMITS: .8- 1.8 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 31, T 35N, R 13E        D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 7, T 3SN, R 13E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: SE QTR, SEC 1, T 33N, R 12E 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: SOUTH BR FLOSSMOOR D 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 1.8 
METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 7, T 35N, R 13E 
PRIORITY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: 106 
REPORT TITLE: NILES FIS 
AUTHOR: HARZA 
STREAM NAME: NORTH BR CHICAGO R 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 50.1- 51.9 
METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 31, T 41N, R 13E 
PRIORITY: 1 
REPORT NUMBER: 111 
REPORT TITLE: L1TTLE CALUMET R S TRIBS FPI 
AUTHOR: CCOE 
STREAM NAME: LITTLE CALUMET R STREAM NAME: MIDLOTHIAN CR 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 16.5- 29.2 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 6.9 
METHOD: SSC METHOD: SSC 
D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 31, T 37, R 14E D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 6, T 36N, R 14E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: THORN CR STREAM NAME: CALUMET UNION DRAINAGE D 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 9.7 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 4.6 
METHOD: SSC METHOD: SSC 
D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 24, T 36N, R 14E D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 15, T 36N, R 14E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: 113 
REPORT TITLE: CALUMET SAG CHANNEL WATERSHED FPI 
AUTHOR: SCS 
STREAM NAME: LUCAS D STREAM NAME: SW QTR, SEC 13, T 37N, R 12E 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: LUCAS D CUT OFF 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 2.0 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 1.2 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 23, T 37N, R 12E   D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 13, T 37N, R 12E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: SE QTR, SEC 7, T 37N, R 13E STREAM NAME: STONY CR 
PROPOSED NAME: MELVINA D PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 1.0 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 0.0 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 7, T 37N, R 13N D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 22, T 37N, R 12E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: TINLEY CR STREAM NAME: NE QTR, SEC 30, T 37N, R 13E 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: NAVAJO CR 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 6.8 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 1.4 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 28, T 37N. R 13E D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 30, T 37N, R 13E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
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REPORT NUMBER: 114 
REPORT TITLE: NORTH BR CHICAGO R FPI 
AUTHOR: CCOE 
STREAM NAME: NORTH BR CHICAGO R STREAM NAME: WEST FK NORTH BR CHICAGO R 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 15.8- 23.0 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 13.8 
METHOD: SSC METHOD: SSC 
D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 30, T 41N, R 13E D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 17, T 41N, R 13E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: SKOKIE R STREAM NAME: MIDDLE FK NORTH BR CHICAGO R 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 18.8 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 18.3 
METHOD: SSC METHOD: SSC 
D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 25, T 43N, R 12E D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 25, T 42N, R 12E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: 115 
REPORT TITLE: NORTH BR CHICAGO R GRAPHIC FPI 
AUTHOR: NIPC 
STREAM NAME: NORTH BR CHICAGO R STREAM NAME: WEST FK NORTH BR CHICAGO R 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 15.8- 23.0 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 13.8 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 30, T 41N, R 13E   D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 17, T 41N, R 13E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: SKOKIE R STREAM NAME: MIDDLE FK NORTH BR CHICAGO R 
PROPOSEO NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 31.6 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 18.3 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 25, T 42N, R 12E D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 25, T 42N, R 12E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: 116 
REPORT TITLE: NORTH BR CHICAGO R WATERSHED FPI 
AUTHOR: SCS 
STREAM NAME: NORTH BR CHICAGO R STREAM NAME: WEST FK NORTH BR CHICAGO R 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 15.8- 23.0 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 12.7 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 30, T 41N, R 13E D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 17, T 41N, R 13E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: SKOKIE R STREAM NAME: MIDDLE FK NORTH BR CHICAGO R 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 20.8 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 17.8 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 25, T 42N, R 12E   D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 2S, T 42N, R 12E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: 117 
REPORT TITLE: BLUE ISLAND FIS 
AUTHOR: TOUPS 
STREAM NAME: LITTLE CALUMET R STREAM NAME: STONY CR 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 16.3- 18.0 RIVER MILE LIMITS: .2- 1.4 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 32, T 37N, R 14E D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 36, T 37N, R 13E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: MIDLOTHIAN CR 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 1.3 
METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 6, T 36N, R 14E 
PRIORITY: 2 
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REPORT NUMBER: 119 
REPORT TITLE: LITTLE CALUMET R FPI 
AUTHOR: SCS 
STREAM NAME: MIDLOTHIAN CR STREAM NAME: LITTLE CALUMET R 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 12.0 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 16.2- 29.2 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 6, T 36N, R 14E   D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 32, T 37, R 14E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: CALUMET UNION DRAINAGE 0 STREAM NAME: THORN CR 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: .1- 4.1 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 16 7 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 15, T 36N, R 14E D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 14, T 36N, R 14E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: NORTH CR STREAM NAME: LANSING DRAINAGE D 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 6.5 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 6.3 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 34, T 36N, R 14E D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 6, T 35N, R 15E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: SW QTR, SEC 30, T 35N, R 15E STREAM NAME: BUTTERFIELD CR 
PROPOSED NAME: LANSING DRAINAGE D EAST TRIB PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- .4 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 13.0 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 30, T 3SN, R 15E D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 4, T 35N, R 14E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: NW QTR, SEC 23, T 35N, R 13E STREAM NAME: DEER CR 
PROPOSED NAME: EAST BR BUTTERFIELD CR PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- .4 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 17.2 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 23, T 35N, R 13E D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 9, T 3SN, R 14E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: PLUM CR 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 6.1- 13.9 
METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 19, T 35N, R 15E 
PRIORITY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: 120 
REPORT TITLE: DESPLAINES R FPI 
AUTHOR: CCOE 
STREAM NAME: DESPLAINES R 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 43.4- 130.2 
METHOD: SSC 
D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 1, T 38N, R 12E 
PRIORITY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: 122 
REPORT TITLE: NORTH RIVERS IDE FIS 
AUTHOR: SCS 
STREAM NAME: DESPLAINES R STREAM NAME: SALT CR 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 46.6- 47.8 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 2.8- 3.1 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 26, T 39N, R 12E D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 27, T 39N, R 12E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: ADDISON CR 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- .3 
METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 27, T 39N, R 12E 
PRIORITY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: 126 
REPORT TITLE: DESPLAINES R FMP (LKE) 
AUTHOR; SCS 
STREAM NAME: DESPLAINES R STREAM NAME: BUFFALO CR 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 74.1- 109.9 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 5.0- 12.2 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 13, T 42N, R 11E D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 3, T 42N, R 11E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
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REPORT NUMBER: 129 
REPORT TITLE: DISPLAINES R FMP (COK & DUP) 
AUTHOR: SCS 
STREAM NAME: OESPLAINES R STREAM NAME: WHEELING DRAINAGE 0 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 41.0- 73.4 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 5.0 
METHOO: WSP2 METHOO: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 11, T 38N, R 12E D/S LIMITS: SE OTR, SEC 13, T 42N, R 11E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: NE QTR, SEC 5, T 42N, R 11E STREAM NAME: MCDONALD CR 
PROPOSED NAME: FARRINGTON D PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- .3 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 6.7 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOO: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 5, T 42N, R 11E   D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 36, T 43N, R 11E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: WELLER CR STREAM NAME: WILLOW CR 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 3.6 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 6.7 
METHOO: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 16, T 41N, R 12E D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 3, T 40N, R 12E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: NE QTR, SEC 26, T 41N, R 11E STREAM NAME: CRYSTAL CR 
PROPOSEO NAME: BUSSE RO TRIB TO HIGGINS CR PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- .3 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 2.3 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 26, T 41N, R 11E D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 13, T 40N, R 12E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: SW QTR, SEC 16, T 40N, R 12E STREAM NAME: SILVER CR 
PROPOSED NAME: MANHEIM GOLF CLUB TRIB PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- .5 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 3.8 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOO: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 16, T 40N, R 12E D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 2, T 39N, R 12E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: ADDISON CR STREAM NAME: SALT CR 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 9.8 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 30.1 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOO: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 27, T 39N, R 12E D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 2, T 38N, R 12E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: FLAG CR STREAM NAME: SE QTR, SEC 18, T 38N, R 12E 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 63RD ST D 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 6.8 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 2.2 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOO: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 1, T 37N, R 11E   D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 18, T 38N, R 12E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: BUFFALO CR STREAM NAME: HIGGINS CR 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 3.0- 12.2 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 2.2 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 3, T 42N, R 11E D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 31, T 41N, R 12E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: BENSENVILLE 0 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 2.8 
METHOO: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 20, T 40N, R 12E 
PRIORITY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: 130 
REPORT TITLE: FLOODS IN LOMBARD QUAD HA-143 FHA 
AUTHOR: USGS 
STREAM NAME: MEACHAM CR 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 2.9 
METHOO: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 12, T 49N, R 1OE 
PRIORITY: 5 
REPORT NUMBER: 132 
REPORT TITLE: WEST BR DUPAGE R FCS 
AUTHOR: DOWR 
STREAM NAME: WEST BR DUPAGE R 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 52.8- 39.2 
METHOD: SSC 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 14, T 40N, R 9E 
PRIORITY: 2 
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REPORT NUMBER: 133 
REPORT TITLE: HANOVER PPS 
AUTHOR: HARZA 
STREAM NAME: WEST BR DUPAGE R 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 27.8- 35.0 
METHOD: HECZ 
D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 12, T 40N, R 9E 
PRIORITY: 5 
REPORT NUMBER: 140 
REPORT TITLE: POPLAR CR FPI 
AUTHOR: SWS 
STREAM NAME: POPLAR CR STREAM NAME: NW QTR, SEC 19, T 41N, R 9E 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: LORDS PARK TRIB 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 15.9 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 1.0 
METHOD: HEC2 METHOD: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 23, T 41N, R 8E D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 19, T 41N, R 9E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: SE OTR, SEC 17, T 41N, R 9E STREAM NAME: NW QTR, SEC 16, T 41N, R 9E 
PROPOSED NAME: SOUTH BR POPLAR CR PROPOSED NAME: RAILROAD TRIB TO POPLAR CR 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 3.2 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- .3 
METHOD: HEC2 METHOD: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 17, T 41N, R 9E D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 16, T 41N, R 9E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: SE QTR, SEC 12, T 41N, R 9E STREAM NAME: EAST BR POPLAR CR 
PROPOSED NAME: SCHAUMBURG TRIB PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- .4 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 2.0 
METHOD: HEC2 METHOD: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: SE OTR, SEC 12, T 41N, R 9E D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 12, T 41N, R 9E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: 142 
REPORT TITLE: POPLAR CR & TRIBS REG 
AUTHOR: DOWR 
STREAM NAME: POPLAR CR STREAM NAME: NW QTR, SEC 19, T 41N, R 9E 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: LORDS PARK TRIB 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 13.9 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 1.0 
METHOD: HEC2 METHOD: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 23, T 41N, R 8E D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 19, T 41N, R 9E 
PRIORITY: 1 PRIORITY: 1 
STREAM NAME: SE QTR, SEC 17, T 41N, R 9E STREAM NAME: NW QTR, SEC 16, T 41N, R 9E 
PROPOSED NAME: SOUTH BR POPLAR CR PROPOSED NAME: RAILROAD TRIB TO POPLAR CR 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 3.2 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- .3 
METHOO: HEC2 METHOD: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 17, T 41N, R 9E D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 16, T 41N, R 9E 
PRIORITY: 1 PRIORITY: 1 
STREAM NAME: SE QTR, SEC 12, T 41N, R 9E STREAM NAME: EAST BR POPLAR CR 
PROPOSED NAME: SCHAUMBURG TRIB PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- .4 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 4.4 
METHOD: HEC2 METHOD: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 12, T 41N, R 9E D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 12, T 41N, R 9E 
PRIORITY: 1 PRIORITY: 1 
REPORT NUMBER: 146 
REPORT TITLE: POPLAR CR WATERSHED FPI 
AUTHOR: SCS 
STREAM NAME: POPLAR CR STREAM NAME: NW QTR, SEC 19, T 41N, R 9E 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: LORDS PARK TRIB 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 13.9 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 1.0 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 25, T 41N, R 8E D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 19, T 41N, R 9E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: SE QTR, SEC 17, T 41N, R 9E STREAM NAME: NW QTR, SEC 16, T 41N, R 9E 
PROPOSED NAME: SOUTH BR POPLAR CR PROPOSED NAME: RAILROAD TRIB TO POPLAR CR 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 3.2 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- .3 
METHOD: HEC2 METHOD: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 17, T 41N, R 9E D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 16, T 41N, R 9E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: SE QTR, SEC 12, T 41N, R 9E STREAM NAME: EAST BR POPLAR CR 
PROPOSED NAME: SCHAUMBURG TRIB PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- .4 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 4.3 
METHOO: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 12, T 41N, R 9E D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 12, T 41N, R 9E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
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REPORT NUMBER: 152 
REPORT TITLE: ALSIP FIS 
AUTHOR: TOUPS 
STREAM NAME: STONY CR STREAM NAME: SE QTR, SEC 26, T 37N, R 13E 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: MERRIONETTE PARK D 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 1.0- 3.6 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- .3 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 26, T 37N, R 13E D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 26, T 37N, R 13E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: 133 
REPORT TITLE: SOUTH HOLLAND FIS 
AUTHOR: DELEUW CAT 
STREAM NAME: LITTLE CALUMET R STREAM NAME: CALUMET UNION DRAINAGE D 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 20.6- 23.7 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 1.3 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 9, T 36N, R 14E D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 13, T 36N, R 14E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: THORN CR 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 2.9 
METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 24, T 36N, R 14E 
PRIORITY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: 159 
REPORT TITLE: CALUMET R S TRIBS REG 
AUTHOR: DOWR 
STREAM NAME: LITTLE CALUMET R STREAM NAME: CALUMET UNION DRAINAGE D 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 16.2- 29.2 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 5.5 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOO: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 32, T 37N, R 14E D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 15, T 36N, R 14E 
PRIORITY: 1 PRIORITY: 1 
STREAM NAME: NW QTR, SEC 20, T 36N, R 14E STREAM NAME: NW QTR, SEC 19, T 36N, R 14E 
PROPOSED NAME: CHERRY CR PROPOSED NAME: SW BR CALUMET UNION DRAINAGE D 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 1.4 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 1.4 
METHOO: WSP2 METHOO: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 20, T 36N, R 14E  D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 19, T 36N, R 14E 
PRIORITY: 1 PRIORITY: 1 
STREAM NAME: MIDLOTHIAN CR STREAM NAME: PLUM CR 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 10.0 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 6.1- 13.8 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 6, T 36N, R 14E  D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 29, T 35N, R 15E 
PRIORITY: 1 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: THORN CR STREAM NAME: BUTTERFIELD CR 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 14.8 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 11.7 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOO: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 24, T 36N, R 14E D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 4, T 35N, R 14E 
PRIORITY: 1 PRIORITY: t 
STREAM NAME: NW QTR, SEC 23, T 35N, R 13E STREAM NAME: NORTH CR 
PROPOSED NAME: EAST BR BUTTERFIELD CR PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- .4 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 5.6 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 23, T 35N, R 13E D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 34, T 36N, R 14E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 1 
STREAM NAME: LANSING DRAINAGE D STREAM NAME: SW QTR, SEC 30, T 33N, R 15E 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: LANSING DRAINAGE D EAST TRIB 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 5.8 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 1.0 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 6, T 35N, R 15E  D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 30, T 35N, R 15E 
PRIORITY: 1 PRIORITY: 1 
STREAM NAME: DEER CR 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 13.8 
METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 9, T 35N, R 14E 
PRIORITY: 1 
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REPORT NUMBER: 180 
REPORT TITLE: UPPER SALT CR FCS 
AUTHOR: SCS 
STREAM NAME: SALT CR STREAM NAME: WEST BR SALT CR 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSEO NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 10.0- 41.3 RIVER M1LE LIMITS: 1.5- 4.6 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: WSPZ 
D/S LIMITS: NW OTR, SEC 31, T 39N, R 12E  D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 19, T 41N, R 11E 
PR10RITY: 2 PRI0R1TY: 2 
STREAM NAME: NW OTR, SEC 8, T 41N, R ME 
PROPOSEO STREAM NAME: ARLINGTON HEIGHTS BR 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 6.0 
METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 8, T 41N, R 11E 
PRIORITY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: 182 REPORT TITLE: SALT CR FCS AUTHOR: DOWR 
STREAM NAME: SALT CR STREAM NAME: WEST BR SALT CR 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 35.9 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- .1 
METHOD: SSC METHOD: SSC 
D/S LIMITS: NW OTR, SEC 2, T 38N, R 12E D/S LIMITS: SW OTR, SEC 20, T 41N, R 11E 
PRIORITY: 2 PR10RITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: ADDISON CR STREAM NAME: NW OTR, SEC 8, T 41N, R 11E 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: ARLINGTON HEIGHTS BR 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- .2 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- .1 
METHOD: SSC METHOD: SSC 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 27, T 39N, R 12E D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 8, T 41N, R 11E PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: 183 
REPORT TITLE: UPPER SALT CR REG 
AUTHOR: DOWR 
STREAM NAME: SALT CR STREAM NAME: NW OTR, SEC 8, T 41N, R 11E 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: ARLINGTON HEIGHTS BR 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 32.0- 41.5 RIVER MILE LIMITS: .2- 5.6 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 29, T 41N, R 11E D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 8, T 41N, R 11E 
PRIORITY: 1 PRIORITY: I 
STREAM NAME: SE QTR, SEC 13, T 42N, R 10E STREAM NAME: WEST BR SALT CR 
PROPOSED NAME: ANDERSON DRIVE TRIB PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- .6 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 4.8 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 13, T 42N, R 10E D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 20, T 41N, R 11E 
PRIORITY: 1 PRIORITY: 1 
REPORT NUMBER: 210 
REPORT TITLE: FLOODS IN ELGIN QUAD HA-147 FHA 
AUTHOR: USGS 
STREAM NAME: POPLAR CR 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 3.5 
METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 25, T 41N, R 8E 
PRIORITY: 5 
REPORT NUMBER: 211 
REPORT TITLE: FLOODS IN BARRINGTON QUAO HA-150 FHA 
AUTHOR: USGS 
STREAM NAME: SPRING CR STREAM NAME FLINT CR 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 8.0 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 14.2 
METHOD: HWM METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: NW OTR, SEC 19, T 43N, R 9E   D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 10, T 43N, R 9E 
PRIORITY: 5 PRIORITY: 5 
REPORT NUMBER: 212 
REPORT TITLE: FLOODS IN LAKE ZURICH OUAD HA-208 FHA 
AUTHOR: USGS 
STREAM NAME: NW QTR, SEC 8, T 41N, R 11E STREAM NAME: SE QTR, SEC 31, T 43N, R 11E 
PROPOSED NAME: ARLINGTON HEIGHTS BR PROPOSED NAME: SOUTH BR BUFFALO CR 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 5.8- 10 9 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 1.9- 8.1 
METHOD: HWM METHOO: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 14, T 42N. R 10E  D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 6, T 42N, R 11E 
PRIORITY: 5                  PRIORITY: 5 
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REPORT NUMBER: 213 
REPORT TITLE: FLOODS IN STREAMWOOD QUAD HA-203 FHA 
AUTHOR: USGS 
STREAM NAME: WEST BR DUPAGE R STREAM NAME: SPRING CR 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 37.0- 60.0 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 5.8- 12.1 
METHOD: HWM METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 6, T 41N, R 10E D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 5, T 41N, R 9E 
STREAM NAME: NE OTR, SEC 29, T 41N, R 9E STREAM NAME: SE QTR, SEC 8, T 42N, R 9E 
PROPOSED NAME: SUTTON TRIB PROPOSED NAME: BATEMAN TRIB 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 2.0 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 2.5 
METHOD: HWM METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 29, T 41N, R 9E D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 8, T 42N, R 9E 
PRIORITY: 5 PRIORITY: 5 
STREAM NAME: POPLAR CR STREAM NAME: EAST BR POPLAR CR 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 2.3- 17.5 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 2.1 
METHOD: HWM METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 19, T 41N, R 8E  D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 12, T 41N, R 9E 
PRIORITY: 5 PRIORITY: 5 
STREAM NAME: SE QTR, SEC 17, T 41N, R 9E 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: SOUTH BR POPLAR CR 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 4.1 METHOD: HWM D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 17, T 41N, R 9E PRIORITY: 5 
REPORT NUMBER: 214 
REPORT TITLE: FLOODS IN PALATINE QUAD HA-87 FHA 
AUTHOR: USGS 
STREAM NAME: SALT CR STREAM NAME: NE QTR, SEC 34, T 42N, R 10E 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: ST MICHAEL TRIB 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 30.0- 44.4 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 4.1 
METHOD: HWM METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 33, T 41N, R 11E D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 34, T 42N, R 10E 
PRIORITY: 5 PRIORITY: 5 
STREAM NAME: NW QTR, SEC 8, T 4 IN, R 11E STREAM NAME: WEST BR SALT CR 
PROPOSED NAME: ARLINGTON HEIGHTS BR PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 6.9 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 7.8 
METHOD: HWM METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 8, T 41N, R 11E D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 20, T 41N, R 11E 
PRIORITY: 5 PRIORITY: 5 
STREAM NAME: EAST BR POPLAR CR 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: .3- 4.5 
METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 7, T 41N, R 10E 
PRIORITY: 5 
REPORT NUMBER: 215 
REPORT TITLE: FLOODS IN HIGHLAND PARK QUAO HA-69 FHA 
AUTHOR: USGS 
STREAM NAME: MIDDLE FK NORTH BR CHICAGO R STREAM NAME: WEST FK NORTH BR CHICAGO R 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 3.2- 14.5 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 5.8- 11.9 
METHOD: HWM METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 14, T 42N, R 12E D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 15, T 42N, R 12E 
PRIORITY: 5 PRIORITY: 5 
STREAM NAME: SKOKIE R 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 14.2 
METHOO: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 25, T 42N, R 12E 
PRIORITY: 5 
REPORT NUMBER: 216 
REPORT TITLE: FLOODS IN WHEELING QUAD HA-71 FHA 
AUTHOR: USGS 
STREAM NAME: DESPLAINES R STREAM NAME: WHEELING DRAINAGE D 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 73.1- 85.0 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 3.4 
METHOD: HWM METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 12, T 42N, R 11E D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 13, T 42N, R 11E 
PRIORITY: 5 PRIORITY: 5 
STREAM NAME: BUFFALO CR STREAM NAME: SE QTR, SEC 31, T 43N. R 11E 
PROPOSED NAME:                 PROPOSED NAME: SOUTH BR BUFFALO CR 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 3.4- 9.7 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 1.2 
METHOD: HWM METHOO: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 3, T 42N, R 11E D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 31, T 43N, R 11E 
PRIORITY: 5  PRIORITY: 5 
PRIORITY: 5 PRIORITY: 5 
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REPORT NUMBER: 217 
REPORT TITLE: FLOODS IN ARLINGTON HTS QUAD HA-67 FHA 
AUTHOR: USGS 
STREAM NAME: DESPLAINES R STREAM NAME: MCDONALD CR 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER M1LE LIMITS: 63.0- 73.0 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0 0- 7 7 
METHOD: HWM METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 28, T 41N, R 12E D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 36 T 41N R 12E 
PRIORITY: 5 PRIORITY: 5 
STREAM NAME: WELLER CR STREAM NAME: WILLOW CR 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 6.1 RIVER MILE LIMITS: .3- 9.3 
METHOD: HWM METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 16, T 41N, R 12E D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 33, T 41N, R 12E 
PRIORITY: 5                   PRIORITY: 5 
STREAM NAME: HIGGINS CR 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 3.8 
METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 31, T 41N, R 12E 
PRIORITY: 5 
REPORT NUMBER: 219 
REPORT TITLE: FLOODS IN PARK RIDGE QUAD HA-83 FHA 
AUTHOR: USGS 
STREAM NAME: DESPLAINES R STREAM NAME: NORTH BR CHICAGO R 
PROPOSEO NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 60.8- 66.9 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 46.1- 38.6 
METHOD: HWM METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 34, T 41N, R 12E D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 4, T 40N, R 13E 
PRIORITY: 5 PRIORITY: 5 
STREAM NAME: WEST FK NORTH BR CHICAGO R STREAM NAME: SKOKIE R 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 6.9 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 6.1 
METHOD: HWM METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 17, T 41N, R 13E D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 23, T 42N, R 12E 
PRIORITY: 5 PRIORITY: 5 
STREAM NAME: MIDDLE FK NORTH BR CHICAGO R 
PROPOSEO STREAM NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: .8- 4.8 
METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 25, T 42N, R 12E 
PRIORITY: 5 
REPORT NUMBER: 220 
REPORT TITLE: FLOODS IN RIVER FOREST QUAD HA-206 FHA 
AUTHOR: USGS 
STREAM NAME: DESPLAINES R STREAM NAME: CRYSTAL CR 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 49.0- 62.0 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 2.3 
METHOD: HWM METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 14, T 39N, R 12E D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 15, T 40N, R 12E 
PRIORITY: 5 PRIORITY: 5 
STREAM NAME: ADDISON CR STREAM NAME: SILVER CR 
PROPOSED NAME:                 PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 2.5- 4.7 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 4.7 
METHOD: HWM METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 16, T 39N, R 12E D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 2, T 39N, R 12E 
PRIORITY: 5 PRIORITY: 5 
STREAM NAME: NORTH BR CHICAGO R 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 46.1- 51.4 
METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 4, T 40N, R 13E 
PRIORITY: 5 
REPORT NUMBER: 221 
REPORT TITLE: FLOODS IN ELMHURST QUAO HA-68 FHA 
AUTHOR: USGS 
STREAM NAME: CRYSTAL CR STREAM NAME: SILVER CR 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE L.MITS: .4- 2.3  RIVER MILE LIMITS: .1- S.8 
METHOD: HWM METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 15, T 40, R 12E  D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 2, T 39N, R 12E 
PRIORITY: 5 PRIORITY: 5 
STREAM NAME: BENSENVILLE D STREAM NAME: ADDISON CR 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 5.8- 9.7 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 2.0- 10.0 
METHOD: HWM METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 20, T 40N, R 124 D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 16, T 39N, R 12E 
PRIORITY: 5 PRIORITY: 5 
STREAM NAME: WILLOW CR 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: .3- 9.4 
METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 3, T 40N, R 12E 
PRIORITY: 5 
REPORT NUMBER: 222 
REPORT TITLE: FLOODS IN HINSDALE OUAD HA-86 FHA 
AUTHOR: USGS 
STREAM NAME: SALT CR STREAM NAME: FLAG CR 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 4.8- 20.1 RIVER MILE LIMITS: .4- 10.7 
METHOD: HWM METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 28, T 39N, R 12E D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 1, T 37N, R 11E 
PRIORITY: 5 PRIORITY: 5 
STREAM NAME: SE QTR, SEC 18, T 38N, R 12E 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: 63RD ST D 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 3.4 
METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 18, T 38N, R 12E 
PRIORITY: 5 
REPORT NUMBER: 223 
REPORT TITLE: FLOODS IN BERWYN QUAD HA-252 FHA 
AUTHOR: USQS 
STREAM NAME: DESPLAINES R STREAM NAME: SALT CR 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 35.6- 50.1 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 5.6 
METHOD: HWM METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 32, T 38N, R 12E D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 2, T 38N, R 12E 
PRIORITY: 5 PRIORITY: 5 
STREAM NAME: ADDISON CR 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 2.8 
METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 27, T 39N, R 12E 
PRIORITY: 5 
REPORT NUMBER: 224 
REPORT TITLE: FLOODS IN W CHICAGO QUAD HA-202 FHA 
AUTHOR: USGS 
STREAM NAME: WEST BR DUPAGE R 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 45.3- 59.1 
METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 13, T 39N, R 9E 
PRIORITY: 5 
REPORT NUMBER: 234 
REPORT TITLE: FLOODS IN ROMEOVILLE QUAD HA-146 FHA 
AUTHOR: USGS 
STREAM NAME: DESPLAINES R STREAM NAME: LONG RUN 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 22.2- 28.3 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 1.1- 5.4 
METHOD: HWM METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 10, T 36N, R 10E  D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 11, T 36N, R 10E 
PRIORITY: 5 PRIORITY: 5 
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REPORT NUMBER: 237 
REPORT TITLE: FLOODS IN PALOS PARK QUAD HA-145 FHA 
AUTHOR: USGS 
STREAM NAME: DESPLAINES R STREAM NAME: TINLEY CR 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 35.7- 37.4 RIVER MILE LIMITS: O.O- 6.1 
METHOD: HWM METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 32, T 38N, R 12E D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 28, T 37N, R 13E 
PRIORITY: 5 PRIORITY: 5 
STREAM NAME: NE QTR, SEC 30, T 37N, R 13E STREAM NAME: SW QTR, SEC 8, T 37N, R 13E 
PROPOSED NAME: NAVAJO CR PROPOSED NAME: OAK LAWN D 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 3.1 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 1.1- 3.4 
METHOD: HWM METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 30, T 37N, R 13E D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 9, T 37N, R 13E 
PRIORITY: 5 PRIORITY: 5 
STREAM NAME: SE QTR, SEC 7, T 37N, R 13E STREAM NAME: STONY CR 
PROPOSED NAME: MELVINA D PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 3.5 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 6.0 
METHOD: HWM METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 7, T 37N, R 13E  D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 22, T 37N, R 12E 
PRIORITY: 5 PRIORITY: 5 
STREAM NAME: LUCAS D STREAM NAME: MILL CR 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 3.4 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 5.3 
METHOD: HWM METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 23, T 37N, R 12E D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 22, T 37N, R 12E 
PRIORITY: 5 PRIORITY: 5 
REPORT NUMBER: 238 
REPORT TITLE: FLOODS IN SAG BRIDGE QUAD HA-149 FHA 
AUTHOR: USGS 
STREAM NAME: DESPLAINES R STREAM NAME: LONG RUN 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 28.2- 37.2 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 5.1- 13.0 
METHOD: HWM METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 20, T 37N, R 11E D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 5, T 36N, R 11E 
PRIORITY: 5 PRIORITY: 5 
STREAM NAME: FLAG CR 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: 




REPORT NUMBER: 239 
REPORT TITLE: FLOODS IN MOKENA QUAD HA-204 FHA 
AUTHOR: USGS 
STREAM NAME: MARLEY CR STREAM NAME: SPRING CR 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 8.3 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 7.7- 17.7 
METHOD: HWM METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 15, T 35N, R 11E  D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 5, T 35N, R 11E 
PRIORITY: 5 PRIORITY: 5 
REPORT NUMBER: 240 
REPORT TITLE: FLOODS IN TINLEY PARK QUAD HA-152 FHA 
AUTHOR: USGS 
STREAM NAME: MARLEY CR STREAM NAME: TINLEY CR 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 7.6- 9.8 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 4.5- 8.8 
METHOD: HWM METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 20, T 36N, R 12E D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 12, T 36N, R 12E 
PRIORITY: 5 PRIORITY: 5 
STREAM NAME: MIDLOTHIAN CR STREAM NAME: BUTTERFIELD CR 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 8.3- 13.7 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 10.0- 14.3 
METHOD: HWM METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 28, T 36N, R 13E D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 16, T 35N, R 13E 
PRIORITY: 5 PRIORITY: 5 
STREAM NAME: UNION D STREAM NAME: SE QTR, SEC 1, T 36N, R 12E 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: FLOSSMOOR D 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 5.6 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 3.2 
METHOD: HWM METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 15, T 35N, R 12E D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 1, T 36N, R 12E 
PRIORITY: 5 PRIORITY: 5 
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REPORT NUMBER: 241 
REPORT TITLE: FLOODS IN BLUE ISLAND QUAD HA-153 FHA 
AUTHOR: USGS 
STREAM NAME: LITTLE CALUMET R STREAM NAME: MIOLOTHIAN CR 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 16.2- 20.6 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 3.5 
METHOD: HWM METHOO: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 28, T 37N, R 14E D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 16, T 36N, R 14E 
PRIORITY: 5 PRIORITY: 5 
STREAM NAME: STONY CR STREAM NAME: SW QTR, SEC 8, T 37N, R 13E 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: OAK LAWN D 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 4.4 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 1.4- 3.4 
METHOD: HWM METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 36, T 37N, R 13E  D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 3, T 37N, R 13E 
PRIORITY: 5 PRIORITY: 5 
REPORT NUMBER: 242 
REPORT TITLE: FLOODS IN LAKE CALUMET OUAD HA-205 FHA 
AUTHOR: USGS 
STREAM NAME: CALUMET R STREAM NAME: LITTLE CALUMET R 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 6.9 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 6.1 
METHOD: HWM METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 5, T 37N, R 15E D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 1, T 36N, R 14E 
PRIORITY: 5 PRIORITY: 5 
STREAM NAME: GRAND CALUMET R 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 3.3 
METHOO: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 1, T 36N, R 14E 
PRIORITY: 5 
REPORT NUMBER: 243 
REPORT TITLE: FLOODS IN HARVEY QUAO HA-90 FHA 
AUTHOR: USGS 
STREAM NAME: THORN CR STREAM NAME: SE QTR, SEC 17, T 35N, R 14E 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: BLOOM HIGH SCHOOL TRIB 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 17.9- 21.0 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 2.2 
METHOD: HWM METHOO: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 9, T 35N, R 14E D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 17, T 35N, R 14E 
PRIORITY: 5 PRIORITY: 5 
STREAM NAME: LITTLE CALUMET R STREAM NAME: BUTTERFIELD CR 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 19.2- 21.7 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 12.9 
METHOD: HWM METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC . 8, T 36N, R 14E D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 4, T 35N, R 14E 
PRIORITY:. 5 PRIORITY: 5 
STREAM NAME: NW QTR, SEC 20, T 36N, R 14E STREAM NAME: NW QTR, SEC 20, T 36N, R 14E 
PROPOSED NAME: CHERRY CR PROPOSED NAME: WEST BR CHERRY CR 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 1.0- 2.5 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 1.5 
METHOD: HWM METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 30, T 36N, R 14E  D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 25. T 36N, R 13E 
PRIORITY: 5 PRIORITY: 5 
STREAM NAME: NW QTR, SEC 20, T 36N, R 14E STREAM NAME: CALUMET UNION DRAINAGE D 
PROPOSED NAME: EAST BR CHERRY CR PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 1.2 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 5.2 
METHOD: HWM METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 25, T 36N, R 13E D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 15, T 36N, R 14E 
PRIORITY: 5 PRIORITY: 5 
STREAM NAME: NW QTR, SEC 19, T 36N, R 14E STREAM NAME: MIOLOTHIAN CR 
PROPOSED NAME: SW BR CALUMET UNION DRAINAGE PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 3.8 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 3.3- 8.8 
METHOD: HWM METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 19, T 36N, R 14E D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 2, T 36N, R 13E 
PRIORITY: 5 PRIORITY: 5 
STREAM NAME: NW QTR, SEC 11, T 36N, R 13E 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: NATALIE CR 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 2.6- 4.5 
METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 10, T 36N, R 13E 
PRIORITY: 5 
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REPORT NUMBER: 244 
REPORT TITLE: FLOODS IN CALUMET CITY QUAO HA-39 FHA 
AUTHOR: US6S 
STREAM NAME: LITTLE CALUMET R STREAM NAME: THORN CR 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 20.9- 31.2 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 10.1 
METHOD: HWM METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 9, T 36N, R 14E  D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 24, T 36N, R 14E 
PRIORITY: 5                   PRIORITY: 5 
STREAM NAME: DEER CR STREAM NAME: NORTH CR 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 2.8 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 5.1 
METHOD: HWM METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 9, T 3SN, R 14E D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 34, T 36N, R 14E 
PRIORITY: 5 PRIORITY: 5 
REPORT NUMBER: 24S 
REPORT TITLE: FLOODS IN DYER QUAD HA-301 FHA 
AUTHOR: USGS 
STREAM NAME: PLUM CR STREAM NAME: DEER CR 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 4.3- 19.6 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 4.0- 10.8 
METHOD: HWM METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: SE OTR, SEC 29, T 35N, R 15E D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 23, T 35N, R 14E 
PRIORITY: 5 PRIORITY: 5 
STREAM NAME: LANSING DRAINAGE D 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 4.3- 8.2 
METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 20, T 3SN, R 15E 
PRIORITY: 5 
REPORT NUMBER: 246 
REPORT TITLE: FLOODS IN STEGER QUAD HA-209 FHA 
AUTHOR: USGS 
STREAM NAME: THORN CR STREAM NAME: SE QTR, SEC 17, T 3SN, R 14E 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: BLOOM HIGH SCHOOL TRIB 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 11.9- 18.8 RIVER MILE LIMITS: .7- 3.3 
METHOD: HWM METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 20, T 35N, R 14E D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 19, T 3SN, R 14E 
PRIORITY: 5 PRIORITY: 5 
STREAM NAME: NW QTR, SEC 23, T 35N, R 13E PROPOSED STREAM NAME: EAST BR BUTTERFIELD CR RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 4.5 METHOD: HWM D/S LIMITS: PRIORITY: 5 
REPORT NUMBER: 249 
REPORT TITLE: FLOODS IN FRANKFORT QUAO HA-231 FHA 
AUTHOR: USGS 
STREAM NAME: HICKORY CR STREAM NAME: NE QTR, SEC 25, T 35N, R 12E 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: EAST BR HICKORY CR 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 19.3- 24.2 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 5.6 
METHOD: HWM METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 23, T 35N, R 12E D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 25, T 35N, R 12E 
PRIORITY: 5 PRIORITY: 5 
REPORT NUMBER: 253 
REPORT TITLE: MIDLOTHIAN FIS 
AUTHOR: SCS 
STREAM NAME: MIDLOTHIAN CR STREAM NAME: NW QTR, SEC 11, T 36N, R 13E 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: NATALIE CR 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 2.5- 4.3 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 1.1- 2.1 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 11, T 36N, R 13E D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 10, T 36N, R 13E 
PRIORITY: 1 PRIORITY: 1 
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REPORT NUMBER: 254 
REPORT TITLE: WILLOW SPRINGS FIS 
AUTHOR: HARZA 
STREAM NAME: DESPLAINES R STREAM NAME: NE QTR, SEC 33, T 37N, R 12E 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSEO NAME: WILLOW SPRINGS TRIB 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 33.4- 37.3 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- .5 
METHOD: HEC2 METHOD: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 6, T 37N, R 12E D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 33, T 37N, R 12E 
PRIORITY: 1 PRIORITY: 1 
STREAM NAME: FLAG CR 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 1.6- 2.4 
METHOD: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 31, T 38N, R 12E 
PRIORITY: 1 
REPORT NUMBER: 257 
REPORT TITLE: PROSPECT HEIGHTS FIS 
AUTHOR: HARZA 
STREAM NAME: DESPLAINES R STREAM NAME: MCDONALO CR 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 71.0- 71.5 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 1.6- S.5 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 19, T 42N, R 12E D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 26, T 42N, R 11E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: NE QTR, SEC 22, T 42N, R 11E 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: PROSPECT HEIGHTS TRIB 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 1.2 
METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 22, T 42N, R 11E 
PRIORITY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: 259 REPORT TITLE: GLENCOE FIS AUTHOR: HARZA 
STREAM NAME: SKOKIE R 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 11.9- 12.9 
METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 18, T 42N, R 13E 
PRIORITY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: 260 
REPORT TITLE: CRESTWOOD FIS 
AUTHOR: TOUPS 
STREAM NAME: TINLEY CR STREAM NAME: NE QTR, SEC 33, T 37N, R 13E 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: CRESTWOOD DRAINAGE D EAST 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: .1- 1.0 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- .7 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOO: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 33, T 37N, R 13E D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 34, T 37N, R 13E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: NW QTR, SEC 33, T 37N, R 13E 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: CRESTWOOD DRAINAGE D WEST 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 1.1 
METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 33, T 37N, R 13E 
PRIORITY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: 261 
REPORT TITLE: RIVER GROVE FIS 
AUTHOR: SCS 
STREAM NAME: DESPLAINES R STREAM NAME: SE QTR, SEC 35, T 40N, R 12E 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: OAK PARK COUNTRY CLUB TRIB 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: S3.3- 55.7 RIVER MILE LIMITS: .3- .4 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 35, T 40N, R 12E D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 35, T 40N, R 12E PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
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REPORT NUMBER: 262 
REPORT TITLE: CHICAGO RIDGE FIS 
AUTHOR: TOUPS 
STREAM NAME: STONY CR STREAM NAME: SE QTR, SEC 7 T 37N R 13E 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: MELVINA D 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 2.5- 4.7  RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 9 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOO: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 18, T 37N, R 13E D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 7, T 37N, R 13E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: SW QTR, SEC 8, T 37N, R 13E 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: OAK LAWN D 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- .6 
METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 8, T 37N, R 13E 
PRIORITY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: 26S 
REPORT TITLE: BROOKFIELD FIS 
AUTHOR: SCS 
STREAM NAME: DESPLAINES R STREAM NAME: SALT CR 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 46.8- 47.0 RIVER MILE LIMITS: .3- 2.8 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 26, T 39N, R 12E D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 35, T 39N, R 12E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: 266 
REPORT TITLE: ELMWOOD PARK FIS 
AUTHOR: SCS 
STREAM NAME: DESPLAINES R STREAM NAME: SE QTR, SEC 35, T 40N, R 12E 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: OAK PARK COUNTRY CLUB TRIB 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 53.0- 53.2 RIVER MILE LIMITS: .5- 1.2 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: SW OTR, SEC 36, T 40N, R 12E D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 36, T 40N, R 12E PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: 268 
REPORT TITLE: NORTH BR CHICAGO R REG 
AUTHOR: DOWR 
STREAM NAME: NORTH BR CHICAGO R STREAM NAME: SKOKIE R 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 15.8- 23.0 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 20.8 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 30, T 41, R 13E D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 25, T 42N, R 12E 
PRIORITY: 1 PRIORITY: 1 
STREAM NAME: MIDDLE FK NORTH BR CHICAGO R STREAM NAME: WEST FK NORTH BR CHICAGO R 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 17.7 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 13.6 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 25, T 42N, R 12E D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 17, T 41N, R 13E 
PRIORITY: 1 PRIORITY: 1 
REPORT NUMBER: 269 
REPORT TITLE: DESPLAINES R REG 
AUTHOR: DOWR 
STREAM NAME: DESPLAINES R 
PROPOSEO STREAM NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 41.0- 109.9 
METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 1, T 38N, R 12E 
PRIORITY: 1 
REPORT NUMBER: 272 
REPORT TITLE: OAK LAWN FIS 
AUTHOR: TOUPS 
STREAM NAME: STONY CR STREAM NAME: SE QTR, SEC 7, T 37N, R 13E 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: MELVINA D 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 3.5- 5.9 RIVER MILE LIMITS: .5- .9 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 8, T 37N, R 13E D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 7, T 37N, R 13E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: SW QTR, SEC 8, T 37N, R 13E 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: OAK LAWN D 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: .6- 1.1 
METHOO: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 8, T 37N, R 13E 
PRIORITY: 2 
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REPORT NUMBER: 273 
REPORT TITLE: COUNTRYSIDE FIS 
AUTHOR: HARZA 
STREAM NAME: SE QTR, SEC 11, T 38N, R 12E STREAM NAME: NW QTR, SEC 14, T 38N, R 12E 
PROPOSED NAME: PECK AVE D PROPOSED NAME: EAST AVE D 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 2.3- 2.7 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 1.8- 2.7 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 8, T 38N, R 12E D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 15, T 38N, R 12E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: NW QTR, SEC 14, T 38N, R 12E STREAM NAME: NW QTR, SEC 27, T 38N, R 12E 
PROPOSED NAME: EAST AVE TRIB PROPOSED NAME: 67TH ST D 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- .5 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 1.3- 1.7 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 15, T 38N, R 12E D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 21, T 38N, R 12E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: 274 
REPORT TITLE: PALOS HILLS FIS 
AUTHOR: TOUPS 
STREAM NAME: STONY CR STREAM NAME: LUCAS D 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 2.S RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 2.0 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 22, T 37N, R 12E D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 23, T 37N, R 12E 
PRIORITY: 1 PRIORITY: 1 
STREAM NAME: SW QTR, SEC 13, T 37N, R 12E PROPOSED STREAM NAME: LUCAS DITCH CUT OFF RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 1.1 METHOD: WSP2 D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 13, T 37N, R 12E PRIORITY: 1 
REPORT NUMBER: 279 
REPORT TITLE: WINNETKA FIS 
AUTHOR: HARZA 
STREAM NAME: SKOKIE R 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 1.4- 3.3 
METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 19, T 42N, R 13E 
PRIORITY: 1 
REPORT NUMBER: 281 
REPORT TITLE: MELROSE PARK FIS 
AUTHOR: HARZA 
STREAM NAME: DESPLAINES R STREAM NAME: SILVER CR 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 31.8- 52.4 RIVER MILE LIMITS: .1- 2.4 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 2, T 39N, R 12E D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 2, T 39N, R 12E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: AODISON CR 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 4.0- 5.3 
METHOO: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 9, T 39N, R 12E 
PRIORITY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: 282 
REPORT TITLE: DESPLAINES FIS 
AUTHOR: USGS 
STREAM NAME: DESPLAINES R STREAM NAME: WILLOW CR 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 62.5- 68.0 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 1.8- 4.2 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 28, T 41N, R 12E D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 33, T 41N, R 12E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: HIGGINS CR STREAM NAME: WELLER CR 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 2.4 RIVER MILE LI MI TS: 1.4- 3.5 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOO: E431 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 31, T 41N, R 12E D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 17, T 41N, R 12E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: NW QTR, SEC 21, T 41N, R 12E STREAM NAME: NW QTR, SEC 21, T 41N, R 12E 
PROPOSED NAME: PRAIRIE CR PROPOSED NAME: POTTER RD TRIB TO DESPLAINES R 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 1.7 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- .3 
METHOD: E431 METHOD: E431 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 21, T 41N, R 12E D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 16, T 41N, R 12E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
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REPORT NUMBER: 283 REPORT TITLE: HINSDALE FIS AUTHOR: HARZA 
STREAM NAME: SW QTR, SEC 18, T 38N, R 12E 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: 59TH ST 0 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: .3- .8 
METHOD: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 18, T 38N, R 12E 
PRIORITY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: 28S REPORT TITLE: NORTHLAKE FIS AUTHOR: SWS 
STREAM NAME: ADDISON CR 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 5.1- 8.4 
METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 3, T 39N, R 12E 
PRIORITY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: 287 
REPORT TITLE: OAK FOREST FIS 
AUTHOR: HARZA 
STREAM NAME: MIDLOTHIAN CR STREAM NAME: NE QTR, SEC 21, T 36N, R 13E 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: WEST TRIB TO MIDLOTHIAN CR 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 4.5- 6.0 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- .9 
METHOD: WSP2   METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 15, T 26N, R 13E D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 21, T 36N, R 13E 
PRIORITY: 1 PRIORITY: 1 
STREAM NAME: NW QTR, SEC 11, T 36N, R 13E STREAM NAME: SW QTR, SEC 5, T 36N, R 13E 
PROPOSED NAME: NATALIE CR PROPOSED NAME: BOCA RIO D 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 2.3- 3.0 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 1.5- 2.8 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOO: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 10, T 36N, R 13E D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 8, T 36N, R 13E 
PRIORITY: 1 PRIORITY: t 
REPORT NUMBER: 289 
REPORT TITLE: BROADVIEW FIS 
AUTHOR: USGS 
STREAM NAME: ADDISON CR STREAM NAME: SALT CR 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 2.3 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 3.1- 3.8 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 27, T 39N, R 12E   D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 27, T 39N, R 12E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: 293 REPORT TITLE: LYONS FIS AUTHOR: HARZA 
STREAM NAME: SALT CR STREAM NAME: DESPLAINES R 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- .5 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 43.1- 46.1 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 2, T 38N, R 12E D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 1, T 38N, R 12E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: 297 
REPORT TITLE: GOLF FIS 
AUTHOR: HARZA 
STREAM NAME: WEST PK NORTH BR CHICAGO R 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: .4- 1.2 
METHOO: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 8, T 41N, R 13E 
PRIORITY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: 298 
REPORT TITLE: LOWER SALT CR & TRIBS REG 
AUTHOR: DOWR 
STREAM NAME: SALT CR STREAM NAME: SE QTR, SEC 29, T 39N, R 12E 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: WESTCHESTER TRIB SALT CR 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 31.5 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 1.1 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 2, T 38N. R 12E   D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 29, T 39N, R 12E 
PRIORITY: 1 PRIORITY: 1 
STREAM NAME: SE QTR, SEC 29, T 39N, R 12E STREAM NAME: NW QTR, SEC 1, T 40N, R 10E 
PROPOSED NAME: S FK WESTCHESTER TRIB SALT CR PROPOSED NAME: NORTH FK MEACHAM CR 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- .3 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- .7 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOO: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 29, T 39N, R 12E D/S LIMITS NW QTR, SEC 1, T 40N, R 10E 
PRIORITY: 1 PRIORITY: 1 
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REPORT NUMBER: 303 
REPORT TITLE: ORLAND PARK FIS 
AUTHOR: TOUPS 
STREAM NAME: MARLEY CR STREAM NAME: NE QTR, SEC 20, T 36N R 12E 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSEO NAME: WESTHAVEN TRIB TO MARLEY CR 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 7.8- 8.3 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 4 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 20, T 36N, R 12E D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 20, T 36N, R 12E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: MILL CR STREAM NAME: TINLEY CR 
PROPOSEO NAME: PROPOSEO NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 1.2 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 6.1- 9.1 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 34, T 37N, R 12E D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 11, T 36N, R 12E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: 304 
REPORT TITLE: MORTON GROVE FIS 
AUTHOR: HARZA 
STREAM NAME: NORTH BR CHICAGO R STREAM NAME: WEST FK NORTH BR CHICAGO R 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 52.7- 55.6 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- .3 
METHOO: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 17, T 41N, R 13E  D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 17, T 41N, R 13E 
PRIORITY: 1 PRIORITY: 1 
REPORT NUMBER: 305 
REPORT TITLE: TINLEY PARK FIS 
AUTHOR: HARZA 
STREAM NAME: MIOLOTHIAN CR STREAM NAME: NE QTR, SEC 25, T 36N, R 12E 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 76TH AVE 0 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 7.6- 11.0 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 1.5 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOO: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 29, T 36N, R 13E D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 25, T 36N, R 12E 
PRIORITY: 1 PRIORITY: 1 
STREAM NAME: UNION D STREAM NAME: SE QTR, SEC 2, T 35N, R 12E 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: TOWER D 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 3.5- 4.8 RIVER MILE LIMITS: .6- 1.5 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOO: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 1, T 35N, R 12E D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 1, T 35N, R 12E 
PRIORITY: 1 PRIORITY: I 
REPORT NUMBER: 308 
REPORT TITLE: INOIAN HEAO PARK FIS 
AUTHOR: HARZA 
STREAM NAME: FLAG CR 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 3.5- 4.4 
METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 29, T 38N, R 12E 
PRIORITY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: 310 
REPORT TITLE: BELLWOOD FIS 
AUTHOR: SWS 
STREAM NAME: ADDISON CR 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 2.3- 4.0 
METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 16, T 39N, R 12E 
PRIORITY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: 315 
REPORT TITLE: RICHTON PARK FIS 
AUTHOR: DELEUW CAT 
STREAM NAME: NW QTR, SEC 23, T 35N, R 13E STREAM NAME: NW QTR, SEC 23, T 35N, R 13E 
PROPOSED NAME: EAST BR BUTTERFIELO CR PROPOSED NAME: RICHTON PARK BR 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 2.2- 3.4 RIVER MILE LIMITS: .7- 2.5 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 27, T 35N, R 13E D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 27, T 35N, R 13E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: NW QTR, SEC 23, T 35N, R 13E 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: WEST FK RICHTON PARK BR 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- .4 
METHOO: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 33, T 3SN, R 13E 
PRIORITY: 2 
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REPORT NUMBER: 318 
REPORT TITLE: INVERNESS FIS 
AUTHOR: HARZA 
STREAM NAME: FLINT CR STREAM NAME: SALT CR 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 14.9- 15.3 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 42.6- 44.3 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 13, T 42N, R 9E D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 16, T 42N, R 10E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: SW QTR, SEC 16, T 42N, R 10E STREAM NAME: NE QTR, SEC 20, T 42N, R 10E 
PROPOSED NAME: INVERNESS TRIB TO SALT CR PROPOSED NAME: ELA RD TRIB TO SALT CR 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 1.1 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- .7 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 16, T 42N, R 10E D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 20, T 42N, R 10E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: 323 
REPORT TITLE: NORTHFIELD FIS 
AUTHOR: HARZA 
STREAM NAME: MIDDLE FK NORTH BR CHICAGO R STREAM NAME: SKOKIE R 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 1.2- 3.1 RIVER MILE LI MI TS: .2- 2.7 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 19, T 42N, R 13E D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 30, T 42N, R 13E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: 324 
REPORT TITLE: BRIDGEVIEW FIS 
AUTHOR: CLARK DTZ 
STREAM NAME: SW QTR, SEC 13, T 37N,R 12E 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: LUCAS D CUTOFF 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- .5 
METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 12, T 37N, R 12E 
PRIORITY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: 336 
REPORT TITLE: BURNHAM FIS 
AUTHOR: CLARK DTZ 
STREAM NAME: GRAND CALUMET R 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 1.7- 2.8 
METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 6, T 36N, R 15E 
PRIORITY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: 330 
REPORT TITLE: THORNTON FIS 
AUTHOR: DELEUW CAT 
STREAM NAME: THORN CR 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 3.9- 4.8 
METHOO: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 34, T 36N, R 14E 
PRIORITY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: 352 
REPORT TITLE: WESTERN SPRINGS FIS 
AUTHOR: HARZA 
STREAM NAME: FLAG CR 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 5.S- 7.2 
METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 18, T 38N, R 12E 
PRIORITY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: 337 
REPORT TITLE: PARK FOREST SOUTH FIS 
AUTHOR: DELEUW CAT 
STREAM NAME: NW QTR, SEC 23, T 33N, R 13E 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: EAST BR BUTTERFIELD CR 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 3.8- 4.7 
METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 34, T 3SN, R 13E 
PRIORITY: 2 
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REPORT NUMBER: 358 
REPORT TITLE: OLYMPIA FIELDS FIS 
AUTHOR: DELEUW CAT 
STREAM NAME: BUTTERFIELD CR STREAM NAME: NW QTR, SEC 23, T 33N, R 13E 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: EAST BR BUTTERFIELD CR 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 4.6- 8.S RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- .3 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 13, T 3SN, R 13E D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 23, T 3SN, R 13E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: SW QTR, SEC 7, T 33N, R 14E PROPOSED STREAM NAME: ST PAUL TRIB RIVER MILE LIMITS: .3- .4 METHOD: WSP2 D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 18, T 35N, R 14E PRIORITY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: 3S9 
REPORT TITLE: PARK FOREST FIS 
AUTHOR: DELEUW CAT 
STREAM NAME: THORN CR 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 15.1- 17.7 
METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 36, T 35N, R 13E 
PRIORITY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: 361 
REPORT TITLE: BURR RIDGE FIS 
AUTHOR: HARZA 
STREAM NAME: SE QTR, SEC 18, T 38N, R 12E STREAM NAME: NW QTR, SEC 6, T 37N, R 12E 
PROPOSED NAME: 63RD ST D PROPOSED NAME: 79TH ST D 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 2.0 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 2.5 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 18, T 38N, R 12E D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 6, T 37N; R 12E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: NE QTR, SEC 19, T 38N, R 12E STREAM NAME: FLAG CR 
PROPOSED NAME: PLAINFIELD RD D PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 1.9 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 2.4- 4.3 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 19, T 38N, R 12E D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 31, T 38N, R 12E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: NW QTR, SEC 29, T 38N, R 12E STREAM NAME: SW QTR, SEC 29, T 38N, R 12E 
PROPOSED NAME: PLEASANT DALE SCHOOL TRIB PROPOSED NAME: CORRECTION FARM TRIB 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- .7 RIVER MILE LIMITS: .1- .8 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 29, T 38N, R 12E D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 29, T 38N, R 12E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: 83RD ST D 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: . 1 - .2 
METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 6, T 37N, R 12E 
PRIORITY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: 364 
REPORT TITLE: LANSING FIS 
AUTHOR: HARZA 
STREAM NAME: LITTLE CALUMET R STREAM NAME: NORTH CR 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 26.4- 29.2 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 5.0- 7.3 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 19, T 36N, R 15E  D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 6, T 35N, R 15E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: LANSING DRAINAGE D STREAM NAME: THORN CR 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 1.4 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 1.3- 2.0 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 6, T 35N, R 15E  D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 25, T 36N, R 14E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: 365 REPORT TITLE: LYNWOOD FIS AUTHOR: HARZA 
STREAM NAME: LANSING DRAINAGE D 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 1.4- 4.4 
METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 8, T 35N, R 15E 
PRIORITY: 2 
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REPORT NUMBER: 367 REPORT TITLE: DOLTON FIS AUTHOR: DELEUW CAT 
STREAM NAME: LITTLE CALUMET R 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 20.1- 23.9 
METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 9, T 36N, R 14E 
PRIORITY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: 377 
REPORT TITLE: SAUK VILLAGE FIS 
AUTHOR: CLARK DTZ 
STREAM NAME: LANSING DRAINAGE D STREAM NAME: SW QTR, SEC 30, T 3SN, R 15E 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: LANSING DRAINAGE D EAST TRIB 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 5.S- 6.3 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- .7 
METHOD: HEC2 METHOD: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 30, T 35N, R 15E D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 30, T 35N, R 15E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: 383 
REPORT TITLE: OIXMOOR FIS 
AUTHOR: DELEUW CAT 
STREAM NAME: LITTLE CALUMET R 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 18.0- 18.6 
METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 6, T 36N, R 14E 
PRIORITY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: 396 
REPORT TITLE: SOUTH BARRINGTON FIS 
AUTHOR: CLARK DTZ 
STREAM NAME: POPLAR CR STREAM NAME: NE QTR, SEC 12, T 41N, R 9E 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: SHOE FACTORY RD TRIB 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 13.0- 14.7 RIVER MILE LIMITS: .6- 1.0 
METHOD: HEC2 METHOD: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 35, T 42N, R 9E D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 35, T 42N, R 9E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: 397 
REPORT TITLE: JUSTICE FIS 
AUTHOR: CLARK DTZ 
STREAM NAME: SW QTR, SEC 27, T 38N, R 12E STREAM NAME: NE QTR, SEC 27, T 38N, R 12E 
PROPOSED NAME: JUSTICE D PROPOSED NAME: 71ST ST D 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: .4- .9 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- .8 
METHOD: HEC2 METHOD: HEC2 . 
D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 27, T 38N, R 12E D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 27, T 38N, R 12E 
PRIORITY: 1 PRIORITY: 1 
STREAM NAME: DESPLAINES R 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 37.2- 37.9 
METHOD: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 28, T 38N, R 12E 
PRIORITY: 1 
REPORT NUMBER: 404 
REPORT TITLE: HOFFMAN ESTATES FIS 
AUTHOR: HARZA 
STREAM NAME: POPLAR CR STREAM NAME: EAST BR POPLAR CR 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 7.4- 11.9 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 2.7 
METHOD: HEC2 METHOD: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 15, T 41N, R 9E D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 12, T 41N, R 9E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: SE QTR, SEC 12, T 41N, R 9E STREAM NAME: SE QTR, SEC 14, T 41N, R 10E 
PROPOSED NAME: SCHAUMBURG TRIB PROPOSED NAME: HOFFMAN ESTATES TRIB 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 2.8 RIVER MILE LIMITS: .7- 1.4 
METHOD: HEC2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 12, T 41N, R 9E  D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 14, T 41N, R 10E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: SE QTR, SEC 14, T 41N, R 10E STREAM NAME: SALT CR 
PROPOSED NAME: HIGGINS RO TRIB PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- .1 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 44.4- 44.6 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 15, T 41N, R 10E D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 20, T 42N, R 10E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
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REPORT NUMBER: 403 
REPORT TITLE: CHICAGO FIS 
AUTHOR: CLARK OTZ 
STREAM NAME: NORTH BR CHICAGO R STREAM NAME: DESPLAINES R 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 43.4- 45.0 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 55.7- 60.-1 
METHOD: HEC2 METHOO: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 12, T 40N, R 13E D/S LIMITS: SE OTR, SEC 22, T 40N, R 12E 
PR10RITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: WILLOW CR 
PROPOSEO STREAM NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 1.3- 4.2 
METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: NW OTR, SEC 4, T 40N, R 12E 
PRIORITY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: 416 
REPORT TITLE: WESTHAVEN FIS 
AUTHOR: DELEUW CAT 
STREAM NAME: TINLEY CR 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 9.4- 10.4 
METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: SW OTR, SEC 23, T 36N, R 12E 
PRIORITY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: 429 
REPORT TITLE: MATTESON FIS 
AUTHOR: DELEUW CAT 
STREAM NAME: BUTTERFIELD CR STREAM NAME: NW OTR, SEC 23, T 35N, R 13E 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSEO NAME: EAST BR BUTTERFIELD CR 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 8.5- 12.2 RIVER MILE LIMITS: .2- 2.2 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 22, T 35N, R 13E D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 23, T 35N, R 13E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: NW QTR, SEC 23, T 35N, R 13E 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: RICHTON PARK BR 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- .7 
METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 27, T 35N, R 13E 
PRIORITY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: 436 
REPORT TITLE: ELGIN REC 
AUTHOR: CCOE 
STREAM NAME: POPLAR CR 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 3.5 
METHOD: DFM 
D/S LIMITS: NW OTR, SEC 25, T 41N. R 8E 
PRIORITY: 7 
REPORT NUMBER: 476 
REPORT TITLE: SHIRES OF INVERNESS FPI 
AUTHOR: CONSOER 
STREAM NAME: NW QTR, SEC 34, T 4 2N, R 10E 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: EUCLIO AVE TRIB 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- .8 
METHOO: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: SE QTR. SEC 28, T 42N, R 10E 
PRIORITY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: 497 
REPORT TITLE: ELGIN FIS 
AUTHOR: CCOE 
STREAM NAME: POPLAR CR STREAM NAME: NW OTR, SEC 19, T 41N, R 9E 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: LORDS PARK TRIB . 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: .4- 3.7 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- .9 
METHOD: WSP2  METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 25, T 41N, R 8E D/S LIMITS. NW QTR, SEC 19, T 41N, R 9E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
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REPORT NUMBER: 588 
REPORT TITLE: DESPLAINES R TRIBS FHA 
AUTHOR: SCS 
STREAM NAME: SE QTR, SEC 29, T 39N, R 12E STREAM NAME: SE QTR, SEC 29, T 39N, R 12E 
PROPOSED NAME: WESTCHESTER TRIB PROPOSED NAME: SOUTH FK WESTCHESTER TRIB 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 1.1 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- .6 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 29, T 39N, R 12E D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 29, T 39N, R 12E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: NW QTR, SEC 1, T 40N, R 10E STREAM NAME: FEEHANVILLE D 
PROPOSED NAME: NORTH FK MEACHAM CR PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- .7 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 2.3 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 1, T 40N, R 10E  D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 36, T 42N, R 11E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: NE QTR, SEC 22, T 42N, R 11E STREAM NAME: MCDONALD CR 
PROPOSED NAME: PROSPECT HEIGHTS TRIB PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: .7- 1.3 RIVER MILE LI MI TS: 6.5- 8.0 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 22, T 42N, R 11E D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 17, T 42N, R 11E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: SE QTR, SEC 17, T 42N, R 11E 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: SOUTH BR MCDONALD CR 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- .7 
METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 17, T 42N, R 11E 
PRIORITY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: 729 
REPORT TITLE: SAUK VILLAGE REC 
AUTHOR: DOWR 
STREAM NAME: LANS1NG DRAINAGE D STREAM NAME: SW QTR, SEC 30, T 35N, R 10W 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: LANSING DRAINAGE D EAST TRIB 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 5.6- 7.9 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 1.0 
METHOD: HWM METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 30, T 35N, R 10W D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 30, T 35N, R 10W 
PRIORITY: 5 PRIORITY: 5 
REPORT NUMBER: 772 
REPORT TITLE: LAKE GEORGE DSR 
AUTHOR: CCOE 
STREAM NAME: LAKE GEORGE 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- .3 
METHOD: HEC1 
D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 33, T 35N, R 13E 
PRIORITY: 5 
REPORT NUMBER: 773 
REPORT TITLE: MIDLOTHIAN CREEK DSR 
AUTHOR: CCOE 
STREAM NAME: MIDLOTHIAN CR 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 5.5- 5.9 
METHOD: HEC1 
D/S LIMITS: NE QTR. SEC 21, T 36N, R 13E 
PRIORITY: 5 
REPORT NUMBER: 774 
REPORT TITLE: RICHTON CROSSING DSR 
AUTHOR: CCOE 
STREAM NAME: NW QTR, SEC 23, T 35N, R 13E 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: RICHTON PARK BR 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 1.3- 1.4 
METHOO: HEC1 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 34, T 35N, R 13E 
PRIORITY: 5 
REPORT NUMBER: 858 
REPORT TITLE: WORTH REC 
AUTHOR: DOWR 
STREAM NAME: STONY CR 
-PROPOSED STREAM NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 3.9 
METHOD: OFM 
D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 22, T 37N, R 12E 
PRIORITY: 7 
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REPORT NUMBER: 940 
REPORT TITLE: ADDISON CREEK FCS 
AUTHOR: DOWR 
STREAM NAME: ADDISON CR 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 9.8 
METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 27, T 39N, R 1 2E 
PRIORITY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: 952 
REPORT TITLE: BARRINGTON FIS 
AUTHOR: CCOE 
STREAM NAME: SW QTR, SEC 35, T 43N, R 9E 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: BARRINGTON BR 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: .1- 3.4 
METHOD: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 35, T 43N, R 9E 
PRIORITY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: 978 
REPORT TITLE: LITTLE CALUMET RIVER WATERSHED FPI 
AUTHOR: SCS '-
STREAM NAME: LITTLE CALUMET RIVER STREAM NAME: CALUMET UNION DRAINAGE D 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 16.2- 29.2 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 4.7 
METHOO: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 32, T 37N, R 14E  D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 15, T 36N, R 14E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: NW OTR, SEC 19, T 36N, R I4E STREAM NAME: THORN CR 
PROPOSED NAME: SW BR CALUMET UNION DRAINAGE PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 1.4 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 16.8 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 19, T 3SN, R 14E D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 24, T 36N, R 14E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: NORTH CR STREAM NAME: LANSING DRAINAGE D 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 7.3 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 5.8 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 34, T 36N, R 14E  D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 6, T 35N, R 15E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: SW QTR, SEC 30, T 3SN, R 15E STREAM NAME: MIDLOTHIAN CR 
PROPOSED NAME: LANSING DRAINAGE D EAST TRIB PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 1.0 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 10.8 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 30, T 35N, R 15E D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 6, T 37N, R 14E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: BUTTERFIELD CR STREAM NAME: DEER CR 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 11.7 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 14.1 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 4, T 35N, R 14E D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 9, T 35N, R 14E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: PLUM CR 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 6.1- 13.8 
METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 29, T 35N, R 15E 
PRIORITY: 2 
COOK COUNTY 
FLOOD PRONE AREA MAPS 
North Branch Chicago River Highland Park 7.5' 29 A 
Park Ridge 7.5' 29 D 
River Forest 7.5' 32 A 
West Fk North Br Chicago R Highland Park 7.5' 29 A 
Park Ridge 7.5' 29 D 
Skokie River Highland Park 7.5' 29 A 
Des Piaines River Wheeling 7.5' 29 B 
Arlington Heights 7.5' 29 C 
Park Ridge 7.5' 29 D 
River Forest 7.5' 32 A 
Berwyn 7.5' 32 D 
Palos Park 7.5' 54 A 
Sag Bridge 7.5' 54 B 
Buffalo Creek Wheeling 7.5' 29 B 
Wheeling Ditch Wheeling 7.5' 29 B 
Arlington Heights 7.5' 29 C 
McDonald Creek Wheeling 7.5' 29 B 
Arlington Heights 7.5' 29 C 
Feehanville Ditch Arlington Heights 7.5' 29 C 
Weller Creek Arlington Heights 7.5' 29 C 
Higgins Creek Arlington Heights 7.5' 29 C 
Willow Creek Arlington Heights 7.5' 29 C 
Elmhurst 7.5' 32 B 
River Forest 7.5' 32 A 
Salt Creek Arlington Heights 7.5' 29 C 
Elmhurst 7.5' 32 B 
Hinsdale 7.5' 32 C 
Berwyn 7.5' 32 D 
Palatine 7.5' 28 D 
Crystal Creek River Forest 7.5' 32 A 
Elmhurst 7.5' 32 B 
Silver Creek River Forest 7.5' 32 A 
Elmhurst 7.5' 32 B 
Addison Creek Berwyn 7.5' 32 D 
River Forest 7.5' 32 A 
Elmhurst 7.5' 32 B 
Bensenville Ditch Elmhurst 7.5' 32 B 
Chicago Sanitary & Ship Canal Berwyn 7.5' 32 D 
Palos Park 7.5' 54 A 
Sag Bridge 7.5' 54 B 
Illinois & Michigan Canal Berwyn 7.5' 32 D 
Palos Park 7.5' 54 A 
Sag Bridge 7.5' 54 B 
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Flag Creek Hinsdale 7.5' 32 C 
Sag Bridge 7.5' 54 B 
Calumet Sag Channel Sag Bridge 7.5' 54 B 
Palos Park 7.5' 54 A 
Blue Island 7.5' 55 B 
Long Run Sag Bridge 7.5' 54 B 
Romeoville 7.5' 53 A 
Mill Creek Palos Park 7.5' 54 A 
Tinley Creek Palos Park 7.5' 54 A 
Tinley Park 7.5' 54 D 
Stony Creek Palos Park 7.5' 54 A 
Blue Island 7.5' 55 B 
Little Calumet River Blue Island 7.5' 55 B 
Lake Calumet 7.5' 55 A 
Harvey 7.5' 55 C 
Calumet City 7.5' 55 D 
Grand Calumet River Lake Calumet 7.5' 55 A 
Thorn Creek Calumet City 7.5' 55 D 
Harvey 7.5' 55 C 
Steger 7.5' 56 B 
North Creek Calumet City 7.5' 55 D 
Deer Creek Calumet City 7.5' 55 D 
Dyer 7.5' 56 A 
Third Creek Calumet City 7.5' 55 D 
Butterfield Creek Calumet City 7.5' 55 D 
Harvey 7.5' 55 C 
Tinley Park 7.5' 54 D 
Frankfort 7.5' 57 A 
Calumet Union Drainage Ditch Calumet City 7.5' 55 D 
Harvey 7.5' 55 C 
Hickory Creek Frankfort 7.5' 57 A 
Midlothian Creek Blue Island 7.5' 55 B 
Harvey 7.5' 55 C 
Tinley Park 7.5' 54 D 
Plum Creek Dyer 7.5' 56 A 
Marley Creek Mokena 7.5' 54 C 
Tinley Park 7.5' 54 D 
Spring Creek Mokena 7.5' 54 C 
Lansing Drainage Ditch Dyer 7.5' 56 A 
Wheeling Drainage Ditch Wheeling 15' 29 
Flint Creek Barrington 7.5' 28 B 
Streamwood 7.5' 28 C 
Palatine 7.5' 28 D 
Poplar Creek Elgin 7.5' 27 D 
Streamwood 7.5' 28 C 
East Branch Poplar Creek Streamwood 7.5' 28 C 
Palatine 7.5' 28 D 
Spring Creek Barrington 7.5' 28 B 
Streamwood 7.5' 28 C 
West Branch DuPage River West Chicago 7.5' 33 B 
Streamwood 7.5' 28 C 
Palatine 7.5' 28 D 
















FLOOD HAZARD BOUNDARY MAP 




REPORT NUMBER: 3 
REPORT TITLE: ELMHURST FIS 
AUTHOR: SWS 
STREAM NAME: SALT CR STREAM NAME: NW QTR, SEC 14, T 39N, R 11E 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: SUQAR CR 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 17.9- 22.3 RIVER M1LE LIMITS: 0.0- .4 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 14, T 39N, R 11E D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 14, T 39N, R 11E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: 4 
REPORT TITLE: OAKBROOK TERRACE FIS 
AUTHOR: SWS 
STREAM NAME: SALT CR STREAM NAME: NE QTR, SEC 23, T 39N, R 11E 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: SPRING RD TRIB SALT CR 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 14.3- 14.5 RIVER MILE LIMITS: .6- 1.7 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 23, T 39N, R 11E D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 22, T 39N, R 11E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: S 
REPORT TITLE: OAKBROOK FIS 
AUTHOR: SWS 
STREAM NAME: SALT CR STREAM NAME: NE QTR, SEC 35, T 39N, R 11E 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: BRONSWOOD TRIB 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 10.1- 17.3 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 1.3 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 36, T 39N, R 11E D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 33, T 39N, R 11E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: SE OTR, SEC 26, T 39N, R HE STREAM NAME: NE QTR, SEC 23, T 39N, R 11E 
PROPOSED NAME: GINGER CR PROPOSED NAME: SPRING RD TRIB 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 3.4 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- .6 
METHOD: HEC2 METHOD: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 26, T 39N, R 11E D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 23, T 39N, R HE 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: 6 
REPORT TITLE: VILLA PARK FIS 
AUTHOR: SWS 
STREAM NAME: SALT CR STREAM NAME: NW QTR, SEC 14, T 39N, R 11E 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: SUGAR CR 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 15.2- 19.7 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 3.0 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 14, T 39N, R 11E D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 14, T 39N, R HE 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: SE OTR, SEC 16, T 39N, R 11E 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: VILLA OAKS SHOP CENTER TRIB 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- .4 
METHOO: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 16, T 39N, R 11E 
PRIORITY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: 15 
REPORT TITLE: HANOVER PARK FIS 
AUTHOR: CCOE 
STREAM NAME: WEST BR DUPAGE R 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 55.1- 60.4 
METHOD: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 12, T 40N, R 9E 
PRIORITY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: 36 
REPORT TITLE: ADDISON FIS 
AUTHOR: HARZA 
STREAM NAME: SALT CR STREAM NAME: SE QTR, SEC 21, T 40N, R 11E 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: WESTWOOO CR 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 22.5- 25.0 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 2.1 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 34, T 40N, R 11E D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 21, T 40N, R 11E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
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REPORT NUMBER: 37 
REPORT TITLE: BARTLETT FIS 
AUTHOR: CCOE 
STREAM NAME: WEST BR DUPAGE R STREAM NAME: SW QTR, SEC 11, T 40N, R 9E 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: COUNTRY CR 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 51.7- 54.8 RIVER M!LE LIMITS: .1- 2.3 
METHOD: HEC2 METHOO: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 23, T 40N, R 9E D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 11, T 40N, R 9E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: BREWSTER CR 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 4.1- 5.6 
METHOO: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 8, T 40N, R 9E 
PRIORITY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: 38 
REPORT TITLE: BENSENVILLE FIS 
AUTHOR: SWS 
STREAM NAME: BENSENVILLE D STREAM NAME: ADDISON CR 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 6.6- 7.8 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 9.3- 9.8 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 13, T 40N, R 11E D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 24, T 40N, R 11E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: NE QTR, SEC 24, T 40N, R 11E STREAM NAME: NE QTR, SEC 24, T 40N, R 11E 
PROPOSED NAME: ADDISON CR NORTH BR PROPOSED NAME: FREDENS CEMETARY TRIB 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- .7 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 1.5 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 24, T 40N, R 11E D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 24, T 40N, R 11E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: NE QTR, SEC 24, T 40N, R 11E STREAM NAME: NE QTR, SEC 24, T 40N, R 11E 
PROPOSED NAME: CHURCHVILLE CR PROPOSED NAME: WHITE PINES GOLF CLUB TRIB 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 1.2 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- .1 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 24, T 40N, R 11E D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 23, T 40N, R 11E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: 39 
REPORT TITLE: GLENDALE HEIGHTS FIS 
AUTHOR: CCOE 
STREAM NAME: EAST BR DUPAGE R STREAM NAME: SW QTR, SEC 36, T 40N, R 10E 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: ARMI TAGE D 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 22.1- 23.0 RIVER MILE LIMITS: .2- 2.2 
METHOD: HEC2 METHOD: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 36, T 40N, R 10E D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 35, T 40N, R 10E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: SW QTR, SEC 36, T 40N, R 10E 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: ARMI TAGE FK 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- .4 
METHOD: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 35, T 40N, R 10E 
PRIORITY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: 40 
REPORT TITLE: CAROL STREAM FIS 
AUTHOR: CCOE 
STREAM NAME: NW QTR, SEC 13, T 39N, R 9E STREAM NAME: SW QTR, SEC I, T 39N, R 9E 
PROPOSED NAME: WINFIELD CR PROPOSED NAME: THUNDERBIRD TRAIL CR 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 5.8- 6.3 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- .3 
METHOD: HEC2 METHOD: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 4, T 39N, R 10E  D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 32, T 40N, R 10E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: SW QTR, SEC 1, T 39N, R 9E STREAM NAME: SW QTR, SEC 1, T 39N, R 9E 
PROPOSED NAME: KLEIN CR PROPOSED NAME: CLOVERDALE TRIB TO KLEIN CR 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 2.1- 5.1 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- .3 
METHOO: HEC2 METHOD: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 31, T 40N, R 10E  D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 20, T 40N, R 10E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
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REPORT NUMBER: 41 REPORT TITLE: ITASCA FIS AUTHOR: SCS 
STREAM NAME: SALT CR STREAM NAME: MEACHAM CR 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 24.0- 23.3 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 1.5- 2.0 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 9, T 40N, R 11E D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 1, T 40N, R 10E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: SPRING BROOK STREAM NAME: NW OTR, SEC 4, T 40N, R 11E 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: DEVON AVE TRIB 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 3.0 RIVER MILE LIMITS: .5- 1.1 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 9, T 40N, R 11E D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 3, T 40N, R 11E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: 42 
REPORT TITLE: DOWNERS GROVE FIS 
AUTHOR: CCOE 
STREAM NAME: EAST BR DUPAGE R STREAM NAME: PRENT ISS CR 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 42.1- 42.7 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 2.4- 3.7 
METHOD: HEC2 METHOD: HEC2 
. D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 36, T 39N, R 10E D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 24, T 38N, R 10E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: ST JOSEPH CR STREAM NAME: NE QTR, SEC 8, T 38N, R 11E 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: NORTH ARM ST JOSEPH CR 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 1.8- 6.6 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- .8 
METHOD: HEC2 METHOD: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 12, T 38N, R 10E D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 8, T 38N, R 11E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: NE QTR, SEC 17, T 38N, R 11E STREAM NAME: LACEY CR 
PROPOSED NAME: SOUTH ARM ST JOSEPH CR PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 1.4 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 3.3 
METHOD: HEC2 METHOD: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 17, T 38N, R 11E D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 36, T 39N, R 10E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: NW QTR, SEC 36, T 39N, R 10E 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: ONE MILE CR 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- .8 
METHOD: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 36, T 39N, R 10E 
PRIORITY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: 47 
REPORT TITLE: GLEN ELLYN FIS 
AUTHOR: CCOE 
STREAM NAME: EAST BR DUPAGE R 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 17.1- 19.1 
METHOD: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 13, T 39N, R 10E 
PRIORITY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: 48 REPORT TITLE: LISLE FIS AUTHOR: CCOE 
STREAM NAME: EAST BR DUPAGE R STREAM NAME: ST JOSEPH CR 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 38.5- 40.3 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 1.3 
METHOD: HEC2 METHOD: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 10, T 38N, R 10E D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 3, T 38N, R 10E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: SE QTR, SEC 3, T 38N, R 10E STREAM NAME: NE QTR, SEC 11, T 38N, R 10E 
PROPOSED NAME: BUCKLEY AVE TRIB PROPOSED NAME: NORTH BR ST JOSEPH CR 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 1.0 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- .5 
METHOD: HEC2 METHOD: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 3, T 38N, R 10E D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 11, T 38N, R 10E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: NE QTR, SEC 10, T 38N, R 10E STREAM NAME: SW QTR, SEC 3, T 38N, R 10E 
PROPOSED NAME: ROTT CR PROPOSED NAME: YACKEY AVE TRIB 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 3.3 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- .6 
METHOD: HEC2 METHOD: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 10, T 38N. R 10E  D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 3, T 38N, R 10E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: NE QTR, SEC 3, T 38N, R 10E STREAM NAME: NE QTR, SEC 22, T 38N, R 10E 
PROPOSED NAME: LEASK CR PROPOSED NAME: SAINT PROCOPIUS CR 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 1.0- 1.2 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 1.3- 2.0 
METHOD: HEC2 METHOD: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 4, T 38N, R 10E D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 13, T 38N, R 10E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
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REPORT NUMBER: 49 
REPORT TITLE: LOMBARD FIS 
AUTHOR: CCOE 
STREAM NAME: EAST BR OUPAGE R STREAM NAME: SE QTR, SEC 24, T 39N, R 10E 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: ST MARYS CEMETARY TRIB 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 43.6- 47.1 RIVER MILE LIMITS: O.O- 1.1 
METHOD: HEC2 METHOO: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 25, T 39N, R 10E D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 24, T 39N, R 10E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: 50 
REPORT TITLE: NAPERVILLE FIS 
AUTHOR: CCOE 
STREAM NAME: WEST BR OUPAGE R STREAM NAME: NE QTR, SEC 14, T 38N, R 9E 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: CRESS CR 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 1.2- 8.9 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 1.1 
METHOD: HEC2 METHOD: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 6, T 37N, R 10E D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 14, T 38N, R 9E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: SPRING BROOK STREAM NAME: SE QTR, SEC 31, T 38N, R 10E 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: FOXCROFT RD CR 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 7.5- 8.4 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- .7 
METHOD: HEC2 METHOD: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 23, T 38N, R 9E D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 31, T 38N, R 10E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: SW QTR, SEC 6, T 37N, R 10E PROPOSED STREAM NAME: GRAVEL RD CR RIVER MILE LIMITS: .5- 1.3 METHOD: HEC2 D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 6, T 37N, R 10E PRIORITY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: 51 
REPORT TITLE: WARRENVILLE FIS 
AUTHOR: CCOE 
STREAM NAME: SPRING BROOK STREAM NAME: WEST BR DUPAGE R 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- .4 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 37.2- 40.8 
METHOD: HEC2 METHOD: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 35, T 39N, R 9E D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 2, T 38N, R 9E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: NW QTR, SEC 11, T 38N, R 9E 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: FERRY CR 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 3.7 
METHOD: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 11, T 38N, R 9E 
PRIORITY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: 52 
REPORT TITLE: WEST CHICAGO FIS 
AUTHOR: CCOE 
STREAM NAME: WEST BR OUPAGE R STREAM NAME: KRESS CR 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 42.6- 43.5 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 1.7- 6.9 
METHOD: HEC2 METHOO: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 15, T 39N, R 9E D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 7, T 39N, R 9E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: NW QTR, SEC 16, T 39N, R 9E 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: NORTH FK KRESS CR 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: .3- 2.3 
METHOD: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 16, T 39N, R 9E 
PRIORITY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: 53 
REPORT TITLE: WINFIELD FIS 
AUTHOR: CCOE 
STREAM NAME: WEST BR DUPAGE R STREAM NAME: NW QTR, SEC 13, T 39N, R 9E 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: WINFIELD CR 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 45.1- 46.4 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 1.6 
METHOD: HEC2 METHOD: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC t3, T 39N, R 9E D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 13, T 39N, R 9E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
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REPORT NUMBER: 54 REPORT TITLE: WOOD OALE FIS AUTHOR: SCS 
STREAM NAME: SALT CR 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 22.5- 25.0 
METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 16, T 40N, R 11E 
PRIORITY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: 55 
REPORT TITLE: WOODRIDGE FIS 
AUTHOR: CCOE 
STREAM NAME: EAST BR DUPAGE R STREAM NAME: SW QTR, SEC 26, T 38N, R 10E 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: CRABTREE CR 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 35.2- 37.0 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 1.1 
METHOD: HEC2 METHOD: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 35, T 38N, R 10E D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 26, T 38N, R 10E 
PRIORITY: 2 PR10RITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: PRENT ISS CR 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: .4- 1.7 
METHOD: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 14, T 38N, R 10E 
PRIORITY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: 62 REPORT TITLE: AURORA FIS AUTHOR: HAR2A 
STREAM NAME: NE QTR, SEC 22, T 38N, R 8E STREAM NAME: WAUBANSEE CR 
PROPOSED NAME: SELMARTEN CR PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 6.6 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 6.7- 9.3 
METHOD: HEC2 METHOD: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 12, T 38N, R 8E  D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 36, T 38N, R 8E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: 105 
REPORT TITLE: UNINC COOK COUNTY FIS 
AUTHOR: HARZA 
STREAM NAME: FLAG CR 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 6.1 
METHOO: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 1, T 37N, R 11E 
PRIORITY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: 108 
REPORT TITLE: WHEATON FIS 
AUTHOR: CCOE 
STREAM NAME: NW QTR, SEC 13, T 39N, R 9E STREAM NAME: NW QTR, SEC 13, T 39N, R 9E 
PROPOSED NAME: WINFIELD.CR PROPOSED NAME: WINFIELD CR TRIB 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: .8- 5.8 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- .4 
METHOD: HEC2 METHOD: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 13, T 39N, R 9E D/S LIMITS: NW OTR, SEC 9, T 39N, R 10E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: SPRING BROOK 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 2.6- 5.8 
METHOO: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 25, T 39N, R 9E 
PRIORITY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: 125 
REPORT TITLE: CLARENDON HILLS FIS 
AUTHOR: HARZA 
STREAM NAME: FLAG CR 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 9.5- 9.8 
METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 11, T 38N, R 11E 
PRIORITY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: 127 
REPORT TITLE: DUPAGE R FCS 
AUTHOR: DOWR 
STREAM NAME: WEST BR DUPAGE R STREAM NAME: EAST BR DUPAGE R 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 24.0 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 22.4 
METHOD: HWM METHOO: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 12, T 37N, R 9E D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 12. T 37N, R 9E 
PRIORITY: 4 PRIORITY: 4 
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REPORT NUMBER: 129 
REPORT TITLE: DESPLAINES R FMP (COK & DUP) 
AUTHOR: SC3 
STREAM NAME: NW QTR, SEC 31, T 41N, R 12E STREAM NAME: AODISON CR 
PROPOSED NAME: EAST BR WILLOW CR PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- .5 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 9.S 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC t, T 40N, R 11E D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 27, T 39N, R 12E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: SALT CR STREAM NAME: SE QTR, SEC 21. T 40N, R 11E 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: WESTWOOD CR 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 30.1 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 1.6 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 2. T 38N, R 12E D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 21, T 40N, R 11E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: SPRING BROOK STREAM NAME: FLAG CR 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 3.0 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 6.8 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 9, T 40N, R 11E D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 1, T 37N, R 11E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: SE QTR, SEC 18, T 38N, R 12E STREAM NAME: SE QTR, SEC 18, T 38N, R 12E 
PROPOSED NAME: 63RD ST D PROPOSED NAME: RUTH LAKE TRIB TO FLAG CR 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 2.2 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- .3 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 18, T 38N, R 12E  D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 13, T 38N, R 11E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: SAWMILL CR STREAM NAME: SW QTR, SEC 34, T 38N, R 11E 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: EAST BR SAWMILL CR 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 5.5 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 2.4 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 15, T 37N, R 11E  D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 34, T 38N, R 11E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: SW QTR, SEC 3, T 37N, R 11E STREAM NAME: BENSENVILLE D 
PROPOSED NAME: WARDS CR PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 2.4 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 2.8 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 3, T 37N, R 11E D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 20, T 40N, R 12E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: 130 
REPORT TITLE: FLOODS IN LOMBARD QUAD HA-143 FHA 
AUTHOR: USGS 
STREAM NAME: EAST BR DUPAGE R STREAM NAME: MEACHAM CR 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 17.6- 24.8 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 2.9 
METHOD: HWM METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 13, T 39N, R 10E D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 12, T 49N, R 10E 
PRIORITY: 5 PRIORITY: 5 
STREAM NAME: SPRING BROOK STREAM NAME: NW QTR, SEC 13, T 39N, R 9E 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: WINFIELD CR 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 7.1 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 3.7- 6.8 
METHOD: HWM METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 9, T 40N, R 11E D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 17, T 39N, R 10E 
PRIORITY: 5 PRIORITY: 5 
REPORT NUMBER: 132 
REPORT TITLE: WEST BR OUPAGE R FCS 
AUTHOR: DOWR 
STREAM NAME: WEST BR OUPAGE R 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 52.8- 59.2 
METHOD: SSC 
D/S LIMITS: NW.QTR, SEC 14, T 40N, R 9E 
PRIORITY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: 133 
REPORT TITLE: HANOVER PPS 
AUTHOR: HARZA 
STREAM NAME: WEST BR DUPAGE R 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 27.8- 35.0 
METHOD: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 12, T 40N, R 9E 
PRIORITY: 5 
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REPORT NUMBER: 135 
REPORT TITLE: WEST BR DUPAGE R FPI 
AUTHOR: CCOE 
STREAM NAME: WEST BR DUPAGE R          STREAM NAME: SW QTR, SEC 1, T 39N, R 9E 
PROPOSED NAME: KLEIN CR 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 1.6- 30.2       RIVER MILE LIMITS: 2- 5 9 
METHOD: HEC2 METHOD: HEC2 D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 31, T 38N, R 10E        D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 1, T 39N, R 9E PRIORITY. 2 PRIORITY: 2 STREAM NAME: KRESS CR 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: . 2 - 6 . 4 
METHOO: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 22, T 39N, R 9E 
PRIORITY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: 180 
REPORT TITLE: UPPER SALT CR FCS 
AUTHOR: SCS 
STREAM NAME: SALT CR 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 10.0- 41.5 
METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 31, T 39N, R 12E 
PRIORITY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: 182 REPORT TITLE: SALT CR FCS AUTHOR: DOWR 
STREAM NAME: SALT CR STREAM NAME: SPRING BROOK 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 35.9 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- .1 
METHOD: SSC METHOD: SSC 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 2, T 38N, R 12E D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 9, T 40N, R 11E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: 221 
REPORT TITLE: FLOODS IN ELMHURST QUAD HA-68 FHA 
AUTHOR: USGS 
STREAM NAME: BENSENVILLE D STREAM NAME: SALT CR 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 5.8- 9.7 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 17.7- 32.0 
METHOD: HWM METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 20, T 40N, R 124 D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 14, T 39N, R 11E 
PRIORITY: 5 PRIORITY: 5 
STREAM NAME: ADOISON CR STREAM NAME: WILL0W CR 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 2.0- 10.0 RIVER MILE LIMITS: .3- 9.4 
METHOD: HWM METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 16, T 39N, R 12E D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 3, T 40N, R 12E 
PRIORITY: 5 PRIORITY: 5 
STREAM NAME: NW QTR, SEC 24, T 40N, R 12E STREAM NAME: NW QTR, SEC 24, T 40N, R 12E 
PROPOSED NAME: FREDENS CEMETARY TRIB PROPOSED NAME: CHURCHVILLE CR 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- .4 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 1.1 
METHOD: HWM METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 29, T 40N, R 12E D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 24, T 40N, R 12E 
PRIORITY: 5 PRIORITY: 5 
REPORT NUMBER: 137 
REPORT TITLE: CHICAGO S ENO LAKE MICHIGAN DUPAGE R FCS 
AUTHOR: CCOE 
PROPOSEO NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: O.O- 33.0 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 24 3 
METHOO: HEC2 METHOD: HEC2 D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 12, T 37N, R 9E         D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 12, T 39N, R 9E  PRIORITY. 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: WEST BR DUPAGE R STREAM NAME: EAST BR DUPAGE R 
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REPORT NUMBER: 222 
REPORT TITLE: FLOOOS IN HINSDALE QUAD HA-86 FHA 
AUTHOR: USGS 
STREAM NAME: SALT CR STREAM NAME: FLAG CR 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 4.8- 20.1 RIVER MILE LIMITS: .4- 10.7 
METHOD: HWM METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 28, T 39N, R 1 2E D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 1, T 37N, R 11E 
PRIORITY: 5 PRIORITY: 5 
STREAM NAME: SE QTR, SEC 18, T 38N, R 12E STREAM NAME: NW QTR, SEC 14, T 39N, R 11E 
PROPOSED NAME: 63RD ST D PROPOSED NAME: SUGAR CR 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 3.4 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 3.2 
METHOD: HWM METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 18, T 38N, R 12E D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 14, T 39N, R 11E 
PRIORITY: 5 PRIORITY: 5 
STREAM NAME: SE QTR, SEC 26, T 39N, R 11E STREAM NAME: ST JOSEPH CR 
PROPOSED NAME: GINGER CR PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 4.3 RIVER MILE LIMITS: S.4- 8.0 
METHOD: HWM METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 26, T 39N, R 11E D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 8, T 38N, R 11E 
PRIORITY: 5 PRIORITY: 5 
REPORT NUMBER: 224 
REPORT TITLE: FLOOOS IN W CHICAGO QUAO HA-202 FHA 
AUTHOR: USGS 
STREAM NAME: WEST BR DUPAGE R STREAM NAME: SW QTR, SEC 1, T 39N, R 9E 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: KLEIN CR 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 45.3- 59.1 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 4.5 
METHOD: HWM METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 13, T 39N, R 9E D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 1, T 39N, R 9E 
PRIORITY: 5 PRIORITY: 5 
STREAM NAME: KRESS CR 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 3.8- 5.9 
METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 7, T 39N, R 9E 
PRIORITY: 5 
REPORT NUMBER: 225 
REPORT TITLE: FLOODS IN NAPERVILLE QUAD HA-154 FHA 
AUTHOR: USGS 
STREAM NAME: WEST BR DUPAGE R STREAM NAME: NW QTR, SEC 13, T 39N, R 9E 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: WINFIELD CR 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 30.9- 47.0 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 3.5 
METHOD: HWM METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 30, T 38N, R 10E D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 13, T 39N, R 9E 
PRIORITY: 5 PRIORITY: 5 
STREAM NAME: KRESS CR STREAM NAME: SPRING BROOK 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 4.5 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 5.8 
METHOD: HWM METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 22, T 39N, R 9E D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 35, T 39N, R 9E 
PRIORITY: 5                 PRIORITY: 5 
STREAM NAME: NW QTR, SEC 11, T 38N, R 9E 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: FERRY CR 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 4.5 
METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 11, T 38N, R 9E 
PRIORITY: 5 
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REPORT NUMBER: 226 
REPORT TITLE: FLOODS IN WHEATON QUAD HA-148 FHA 
AUTHOR: USGS 
STREAM NAME: EAST BR DUPAGE R STREAM NAME: LACEY CR 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER M1LE LIMITS: 3S.7- 46.6 RIVER MILE LIMITS: O.O- 3 S 
METHOD: HWM METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 26, T 38N, R 10E  D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 36, T 39N, R 10E 
PRIORITY: 5 PR10RITY: 5 
STREAM NAME: ST JOSEPH CR STREAM NAME: NW QTR. SEC 10, T 3SN, R 10E 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: ROTT CR 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 6.0 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 3.4 
METHOD: HWM METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 3, T 38N, R 10E D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 10, T 38N, R 10E 
PRIORITY: 5                  PRIORITY: 5 
STREAM NAME: PRENT ISS CR STREAM NAME: SPRING BROOK 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 4.1 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 3.4- 5.7 
METHOD: HWM METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 22, T 38N, R 10E D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 19, T 39N, R 10E 
PRIORITY: 5 PRIORITY: 5 
STREAM NAME: NW QTR, SEC 13, T 39N, R 9E 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: WINFIELD CR 
RIVER MILE L I M I T S : 2 . 4 - 4 . 5 
METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 18, T 39N, R 10E 
PRIORITY: 5 
REPORT NUMBER: 227 
REPORT TITLE: FLOODS IN GENEVA QUAD HA-142 FHA 
AUTHOR: USGS 
STREAM NAME: BREWSTER CR STREAM NAME: NORTON CR 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 3.2 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 4.5 
METHOD: HWM METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 2, T 40N, R 8E D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 15, T 40N, R 8E 
PRIORITY: 5 PRIORITY: 5 
REPORT NUMBER: 233 
REPORT TITLE: FLOODS IN NORMANTOWN QUAD HA-210 FHA 
AUTHOR: USGS 
STREAM NAME: WEST BR DUPAGE R STREAM NAME: SPRING BROOK 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 27.7- 31.8 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 8.1 
METHOD: HWM METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 12, T 37N, R 9E D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 12, T 37N, R 9E 
PRIORITY: 5 PRIORITY: 5 
REPORT NUMBER: 234 
REPORT TITLE: FLOODS IN ROMEOVILLE QUAO HA-146 FHA 
AUTHOR: USGS 
STREAM NAME: EAST BR DUPAGE R 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 2.0- 8.9 
METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 7, T 37N, R 10E 
PRIORITY: 5 
REPORT NUMBER: 238 
REPORT TITLE: FLOODS IN SAG BRIDGE QUAO HA-149 FHA 
AUTHOR: USGS 
STREAM NAME: DESPLAINES R STREAM NAME: SAWMILL CR 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 28.2- 37.2 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 6.7 
METHOD: HWM METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 20, T 37N, R 11E D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 15, T 37N, R 11E 
PRIORITY: 5 PRIORITY: 5 
STREAM NAME: SW QTR, SEC 3, T 37N, R 11E STREAM NAME: SW QTR, SEC 34, T 38N, R 11E 
PROPOSED NAME: WARDS CR PROPOSED NAME: EAST BR SAWMILL CR 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 3.1 RIVER MILE LI MI TS: 0.0- 1.5 
METHOD: HWM METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: SW QTR SEC 3, T 37N, R 11E D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 34, T 38N, R 11E 
PRIORITY: 5 PRIORITY: 5 
STREAM NAME: FLAG CR 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: 





REPORT NUMBER: 270 
REPORT TITLE: WAUBANSEE CR S TRIB REO 
AUTHOR: DOWR 
STREAM NAME: WAUBANSEE CR 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 9.2 
METHOD: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 17, T 37N, R 8E 
PRIORITY: I 
REPORT NUMBER: 280 
REPORT TITLE: WESTMONT FIS 
AUTHOR: HARZA 
STREAM NAME: ST JOSEPH CR STREAM NAME: NE QTR, SEC 16, T 38N R 11E 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 59TH ST TRIB 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 6.4- 7.9 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- S 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 16, T 38N, R 11E D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 16, T 38N R 11E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: 283 
REPORT TITLE: HINSDALE FIS 
AUTHOR: HARZA 
STREAM NAME: SALT CR STREAM NAME: NE QTR, SEC 35, T 39N, R 11E 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: BRONSWOOD TRIB 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 8.9- 9.8 RIVER MILE LIMITS: .8- 1.9 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 36, T 39N, R 11E D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 2, T 38N, R 11E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: SW QTR, SEC 18, T 38N, R 12E 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: 59TH ST D 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: .3- .8 
METHOD: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 18, T 38N, R 12E 
PRIORITY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: 298 
REPORT TITLE: LOWER SALT CR & TRIBS REG 
AUTHOR: DOWR 
STREAM NAME: SALT CR STREAM NAME: SE QTR, SEC 26, T 39N, R 11E 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: GINGER CR 
RIVER MILE.LIMITS: 0.0- 31.5 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 3.2 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 2, T 38N, R 12E  D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 26, T 39N, R 11E 
PRIORITY: 1 PRIORITY: 1 
STREAM NAME: NW QTR, SEC 14, T 39N, R 11E STREAM NAME: SE QTR, SEC 21, T 40N, R 11E 
PROPOSEO NAME: SUGAR CR PROPOSED NAME: WESTWOOD CR 
RIVERMILE LIMITS: 0.0- 2.6 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 3.8 
METHOD: HEC2 METHOO: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 14, T 39N, R 11E D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 21, T 40N, R 11E 
PRIORITY: 1 PRIORITY: 1 
STREAM NAME: SPRING BROOK STREAM NAME: MEACHAM CR 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 6.1 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 2.3 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 9, T 40N, R 11E D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 12, T 40N, R 10E 
PRIORITY: 1 PRIORITY: 1 
STREAM NAME: NW QTR, SEC 1, T 40N, R 10E STREAM NAME: NW QTR, SEC 32, T 40N, R 11E 
PROPOSED NAME: NORTH FK MEACHAM CR PROPOSED NAME: MILITARY RESERVATION TRIB 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 7 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- .2 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 1, T 40N, R 10E D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 32, T 40N, R 11E 
PRIORITY: 1 PRIORITY: 1 
STREAM NAME: SE QTR, SEC 10, T 40N, R 10E 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: WEST BR SPRING BROOK 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 3 
METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 10, T 40N, R 10E 
PRIORITY: 1 
REPORT NUMBER: 301 
REPORT TITLE: CLOVERLEAF DEVELOPMENT FMP 
AUTHOR: WEBSTER 
STREAM NAME: SE QTR, SEC 10, T 40N, R 1 OE 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: WEST BR TRIB TO SPRING BROOK 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 0.0 
METHOO: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 15, T 40N, R 11E 
PRIORITY: 5 
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REPORT NUMBER: 328 
REPORT TITLE: DARIEN FIS 
AUTHOR: HARZA 
STREAM NAME: SAWMILL CR STREAM NAME: SW QTR, SEC 34, T 38N, R 11E 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: EAST BR SAWMILL CR 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 3.9- 3.9 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 2.4- 3.6 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 34, T 38N, R 11E D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 26, T 38N, R 11E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: SW QTR, SEC 3, T 37N, R 11E 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: NORTH FK WARDS CR 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: .3- 1.6 
METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 4, T 37N, R 11E 
PRIORITY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: 329 
REPORT TITLE: WILLOWBROOK FIS 
AUTHOR: HARZA 
STREAM NAME: SE QTR, SEC 18, T 38N, R 12E STREAM NAME: SW QTR, SEC 34, T 38N, R 11E 
PROPOSED NAME: 63RD ST D PROPOSED NAME: EAST BR SAWMILL CR 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 1.9- 2.8 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 1.7- 2.4 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 24, T 38N, R 11E D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 26, T 38N, R 11E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: 346 
REPORT TITLE: BLOOMINGDALE FIS 
AUTHOR: SWS 
STREAM NAME: SPRING BROOK STREAM NAME: SE QTR, SEC 10, T 40N, R 10E 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: WEST BR SPRING BROOK 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 4.4- 6.1 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- .8 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 13, T 40N, R 10E D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 10, T 40N, R 10E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: 361 
REPORT TITLE: BURR RIOGE FIS 
AUTHOR: HARZA 
STREAM NAME: SE QTR, SEC 18, T 38N, R 12E STREAM NAME: NW QTR, SEC 6, T 37N, R 12E 
PROPOSEO NAME: 63RD ST D PROPOSED NAME: 79TH ST D 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 2.0 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 2.S 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 18, T 38N, R 12E D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 6, T 37N, R 12E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: NE QTR, SEC 19, T 38N, R 12E 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: PLAINFIELD RD D 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 1.9 
METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 19, T 38N, R 12E 
PRIORITY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: 372 
REPORT TITLE: UNINC DUPAGE COUNTY FIS 
AUTHOR: CCOE 
STREAM NAME: DESPLAINES R STREAM NAME: EAST BR DUPAGE R 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSEO NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 29.0- 33.5 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 34.4- 51.5 
METHOD: HEC2 METHOD: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 16, T 37N, R 11E D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 34, T 38N, R 10E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: NW QTR, SEC 1, T 39N, R 10E STREAM NAME: SW QTR. SEC 1, T 39N, R 10E 
PROPOSEO NAME: N AV D TO E BR DUPAGE R PROPOSED NAME: SPALOING SCHOOL BR 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: .6- .9 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 1.0 
METHOD: HEC2 METHOD: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 1, T 39N, R 10E  D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 1, T 39N, R 10E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: NE QTR, SEC 25, T 39N, R 10E STREAM NAME: NE QTR, SEC 3, T 38N, R 10E 
PROPOSEO NAME: GLENCREST TRIB PROPOSED NAME: LEASK CR 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 1.S RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 2.7 
METHOD: HEC2 METHOD: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 23, T 39N, R 10E  D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 3, T 38N, R 10E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
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STREAM NAME: NE QTR, SEC 22, T 38N, R 10E STREAM NAME: NW QTR, SEC 26, T 38N, R 10E 
PROPOSED NAME: SAINT PROCOPIUS CR PROPOSED NAME: PALOMINO D TO EAST BR DUPAGE R 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: O.O- 1.3 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 1.3 
METHOD: HEC2 METHOD: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 22, T 38N, R 10E  D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 26, T 38N, R 10E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRI0RITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: WEST BR DUPAGE R STREAM NAME: NW QTR, SEC 7, T 40N, R 10E 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: MALLARD LAKE TRIB 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 29.8- 58.1 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 1.1- 1.9 
METHOD: HEC2 METHOD: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 31, T 38N, R 10E D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 7, T 40N, R 10E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: SW QTR, SEC 11, T 40N, R 9E STREAM NAME: SW QTR, SEC 35, T 40N, R 9E 
PROPOSED NAME: COUNTRY CR PROPOSED NAME: WHEATON COLLEGE TRIB 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 2.1 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 1.5 
METHOD: HEC2 METHOD: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 11, T 40N, R 9E D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 35, T 40N, R 9E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: SW QTR, SEC 35, T 40N, R 9E STREAM NAME: SW QTR, SEC 11, T 39N, R 9E 
PROPOSED NAME: BENJAMIN SCHOOL TRIB PROPOSED NAME: HIGH LAKE TRIB 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 2.0 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- .3 
METHOD: HEC2 METHOD: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 35, T 40N, R 9E D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 11, T 39N, R 9E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: NE QTR, SEC 30, T 38N, R 10E STREAM NAME: SE QTR, SEC 30, T 38N, R 10E 
PROPOSED NAME: PIONEER PARK TRIB PROPOSED NAME: HOBSON SCHOOL TRIB 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- .5 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- .6 
METHOD: HEC2 METHOD: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 30, T 38N, R 10E  D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 30, T 38N, R 10E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: BREWSTER CR STREAM NAME: NW QTR, SEC 11, T 38N, R 9E 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: FERRY CR 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 4.5- 4.7 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 3.4 
METHOD: HEC2 METHOD: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 9, T 40N, R 9E D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 11, T 38N, R 9E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: NW QTR, SEC 11, T 38N, R 9E STREAM NAME: SW QTR, SEC 1, T 39N, R 9E 
PROPOSED NAME: R RD TRIB TO FERRY CR PROPOSED NAME: KLEIN CR 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 1.4 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 6.4 
METHOD: HEC2 METHOD: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 3, T 38N, R 9E  D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 1, T 39N, R 9E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: SW QTR, SEC 1, T 39N, R 9E STREAM NAME: SW QTR, SEC 1, T 39N, R 9E 
PROPOSED NAME: GENEVA RD TROB TO KLEIN CR PROPOSED NAME: CLOVERDALE TRIB TO KLEIN CR 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 1.4 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- .7 
METHOD: HEC2 METHOD: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 1, T 39N, R 9E D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 20, T 40N, R 10E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: KRESS CR STREAM NAME: LACEY CR 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 7.9 RIVER MILE LIMITS: .8- 2.8 
METHOD: HEC2 METHOO: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 22, T 39N, R 9£ D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 36, T 39N, R 10E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: MEACHAM CR STREAM NAME: SE QTR, SEC 13, T 40N, R 8E 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: WAYNE BR TO NORTON CR 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 1.7 RIVER MILE LIMITS: .8- 1.4 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 12, T 40N, R 10E D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 18, T 40N, R 9E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: PRENT ISS CR STREAM NAME: ST JOSEPH CR 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 2.4 RIVER MILE LIMITS: .4- 7.5 
METHOO: HEC2 METHOD: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 22, T 38N, R 10E D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 3, T 38N, R 10E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: SALT CR STREAM NAME: SAWMILL CR 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 14.1- 26.2 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 4.1 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 10, T 39N, R 11E  D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 15, T 37N, R 11E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
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STREAM NAME: SW QTR, SEC 34, T 38N, R 11E STREAM NAME: NE QTR, SEC 15, T 37N, R 11E 
PROPOSED NAME: EAST BR SAWMILL CR  PROPOSED NAME: BAILEY RD TRIB TO DESPLAINES R 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 3.4- 5.O RIVER MILE LIMITS: O.O- 2.3 
METHOD: HEC2 METHOD: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 34, T 38N, R 11E  D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 15, T 37N, R 11E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: SW QTR, SEC 3, T 37N, R 11E STREAM NAME: NW QTR, SEC 13, T 39N, R 9E 
PROPOSED NAME: WARDS CR PROPOSED NAME: WINFIELD CR 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 2.6- 5.2 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 2.8- 6.9 
METHOD: HEC2 METHOD: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 3, T 37N, R 11E D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 24, T 39N, R 9E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: SE QTR, SEC 26, T 39N, R 11E STREAM NAME: SW QTR, SEC 26, T 38N, R 10E 
PROPOSED NAME: GINGER CR PROPOSED NAME: CRABTREE CR 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 1.6- 2.3 RIVER MILE LI MI TS: .3- .6 
METHOD: HEC2 METHOD: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 27, T 39N, R 11E D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 35, T 38N, R 10E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: SE QTR, SEC 24, T 39N, R 10E STREAM NAME: WAUBANSEE CR 
PROPOSED NAME: ST MARYS CEMETARY TRIB PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: .8- 1.0 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 8.0- 8.1 
METHOD: HEC2 METHOD: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 30, T 39N, R 11E D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 30, T 38N, R 9E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: NW QTR, SEC 32, T 38N, R 10E STREAM NAME: NW QTR, SEC 14, T 39N, R 11E 
PROPOSED NAME: WINDING CR PROPOSED NAME: SUGAR CR 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: .5- 1.2 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 1.4- 1.6 
METHOD: HEC2 METHOO: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 30, T 38N, R 10E  D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 15, T 39N, R 11E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: SPRING BROOK STREAM NAME: SPRING BROOK 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 5.3 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 2.8- 8.8 
METHOD: HEC2 METHOD: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 35, T 39N, R 9E D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 36, T 38N, R 9E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: SE QTR, SEC 3, T 38N, R 10E STREAM NAME: NE QTR, SEC 11, T 38N, R 10E 
PROPOSED NAME: BUCKLEY AVE TRIB PROPOSED NAME: NORTH BR ST JOSEPH CR 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: .2- .4 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- .3 
METHOD: HEC2 METHOD: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 2, T 38N, R 10E  D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 11, T 38N, R 10E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: SW QTR, SEC 36, T 40N, R 10E STREAM NAME: SE QTR, SEC 18, T 38N, R 12E 
PROPOSED NAME: ARMITAGE D PROPOSEO NAME: 63RD ST D 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- .2 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 1.7- 2.4 
METHOD: HEC2 METHOD: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 36, T 40N, R 10E D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 13, T 38N, R 11E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: 403 
REPORT TITLE: ROSELLE FIS 
AUTHOR: SWS 
STREAM NAME: SPRING BROOK 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 6.2- 8.0 
METHOO: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 10, T 40N, R 10E 
PRIORITY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: 473 
REPORT TITLE: WAYNE FIS 
AUTHOR: CCOE 
STREAM NAME: NORTON CR STREAM NAME: SE QTR, SEC 13, T 40N, R 8E 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: WAYNE BR TO NORTON CR 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 1.7- 4.7 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 1.3 
METHOD: HEC2 METHOO: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 14, T 40N, R 8E D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 13, T 40N, R 8E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
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REPORT NUMBER: 518 
REPORT TITLE: DARIEN REC 
AUTHOR: CCOE 
STREAM NAME: SAWMILL CR STREAM NAME: SW QTR, SEC 34, T 38N, R 11E 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: EAST BR SAWMILL CR 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 3.9- 3.0 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 2.1- 3.1 
METHOD: WSPZ METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 34, T 38N, R 11E D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 26, T 38N. R 11E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: SW QTR, SEC 3, T 37N, R 11E STREAM NAME: SW QTR, SEC 3, T 37N, R 11E 
PROPOSED NAME: NORTH FK WARDS CR PROPOSED NAME: WARDS CR 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: .2- 1.5 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 1.3- 3.3 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: DFM 
D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 4, T 37N, R 11E D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 4, T 37N, R 11E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 5 
STREAM NAME: SW QTR, SEC 3, T 37N, R 11E 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: PLAINFIELD RD D 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- .5 
METHOD: DFM 
D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 32, T 38N, R 11E 
PRIORITY: 5 
REPORT NUMBER: 521 
REPORT TITLE: EAST BR DUPAGE R S TRIBS FHA 
AUTHOR: CCOE 
STREAM NAME: EAST BRANCH DUPAGE R STREAM NAME: LACEY CR 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 34.5- 52.2 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 4.0 
METHOD: HEC2 METHOD: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 34, T 38N, R 10E D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 36, T 39N, R 10E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: PRENT ISS CR STREAM NAME: ST JOSEPH CR 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 3.7 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 6.7 
METHOD: HEC2 METHOD: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 22, T 38N, R 10E D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 3, T 38N, R 10E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: NE QTR, SEC 8, T 38N, R 11E STREAM NAME: NE QTR, SEC 17, T 38N, R 11E 
PROPOSED NAME: NORTH ARM ST JOSEPH CR PROPOSED NAME: SOUTH ARM ST JOSEPH CR 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- .8 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 1.5 
METHOD: HEC2 METHOD: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 8, T 38N, R 11E D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 17, T 38N, R 11E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: 588 
REPORT TITLE: DESPLAINES R TRIBS FHA 
AUTHOR: SCS 
STREAM NAME: SE QTR, SEC 26, T 39N, R 11E STREAM NAME: SALT CR 
PROPOSED NAME: GINGER CR PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: .2- 3.4 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 18.0- 20.2 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 26, T 39N, R 11E D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 14, T 39N, R 11E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: NW QTR, SEC 14, T 39N, R 11E STREAM NAME: SE QTR, SEC 21, T 40N, R 11E 
PROPOSED NAME: SUGAR CR PROPOSED NAME: WESTWOOD CR 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 2.7 RIVER MILE LIMITS: .9- 3.9 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 14, T 39N, R 11E D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 20, T 40N, R 11E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: SE QTR, SEC 21, T 40N, R 11E STREAM NAME: NW QTR, SEC 1, T 40N, R 10E 
PROPOSED NAME: MILITARY RESERVATION TRIB PROPOSED NAME: NORTH FK MEACHAM CR 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- .4 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- .7 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 32, T 40N, R 11E D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 1, T 40N, R 10E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: MEACHAM CR STREAM NAME: SPRING BROOK 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 2.3 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 3.0- 6.1 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 12, T 40N, R 11E D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 12, T 40N, R 11E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: SE QTR, SEC 10, T 40N, R 10E STREAM NAME: BENSENVILLE D 
PROPOSED NAME: WEST BR SPRING BROOK PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- .3 RIVER MILE LIMITS: .7- 7.8 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 10, T 40N, R 10E D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 18, T 40N, R 12E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
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REPORT NUMBER: 940 
REPORT TITLE: ADDISON CREEK FCS 
AUTHOR: DOWR 
STREAM NAME: ADDISON CR 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 9.8 
METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 27, T 39N, R 12E 
PRIORITY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: 937 
REPORT TITLE: GARY AVENUE GARDENS FPI 
AUTHOR: WEBSTER 
STREAM NAME: SW QTR, SEC 1, T 39N, R 9E 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: GENEVA RD TRIB TO KLEIN CR 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 2.2- 2.9 
METHOD: SSC 
D/S LIMITS. SW QTR, SEC 5, T 39N, R 10E 
PRIORITY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: 981 
REPORT TITLE: DUPAGE RIVER FEA 
AUTHOR: CCOE 
STREAM NAME: DUPAGE R STREAM NAME: WEST BR DUPAGE R 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 27,7 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 33.1 
METHOD: HEC2 METHOD: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 20, T 34N, R 9E D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 12, T 37N, R 9E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: EAST BR DUPAGE R 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 24.4 
METHOD: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: SX QTR, SEC 7, T 37N, R 10E 
PRIORITY: 2 
DUPAGE COÜNTY 
FLOOD PRONE AREA MAPS 
Norton Creek Geneva 7.5' 34 A 
Brewster Creek Geneva 7.5' 34 A 
West Chicago 7.5' 33 B 
West Branch DuPage River West Chicago 7.5' 33 B 
Naperville 7.5' 33 C 
Normantown 7.5' 53 B 
Kress Creek West Chicago 7.5' 33 B 
Naperville 7.5' 33 C 
Spring Brook (W Br DuPage) Naperville 7.5' 33 C 
Wheaton 7.5' 33 D 
Spring Brook (DuPage) Naperville 7.5' 33 C 
Normantown 7.5' 53 B 
Waubansee Creek Aurora South 7.5' 52 A 
Normantown 7.5' 53 B 
Naperville 7.5' 33 C 
East Branch DuPage River Romeoville 7.5' 53 A 
Wheaton 7.5' 33 D 
Lombard 7.5' 33 A 
St Josephs Creek Wheaton 7.5' 33 D 
Hinsdale 7.5' 32 C 
Lacey Creek Wheaton 7.5' 33 D 
Hinsdale 7.5' 32 C 
Salt Creek Elmhurst 7.5' 32 B 
Spring Brook (Salt) Elmhurst 7.5' 32 B 
Lombard 7.5' 33 A 
Addison Creek Elmhurst 7.5' 32 B 
Bensenville Ditch Elmhurst 7.5' 32 B 
Sawmill Creek Sag Bridge 7.5' 54 B 
Hinsdale 7.5' 32 C 
Flag Creek Hinsdale 7.5' 32 C 
Prentiss Creek Wheaton 7.5' 33 D 
Meacham Creek Lombard 7.5' 33 A 
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FLOOD HAZARD BOUNDARY MAP 
COMMUNITY PANEL NUMBER 




REPORT NUMBER: 62 
REPORT TITLE: AURORA FIS 
AUTHOR: HARZA 
STREAM NAME: FOX R STREAM NAME: NE QTR, SEC 22, T 38N, R 8E 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: INDIAN CR 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 47.2- 30.6 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 5.4 
METHOD: HEC2 METHOO: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 28, T 38N, R 8E D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 22, T 38N, R 8E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: NE QTR, SEC 22, T 38N, R 8E STREAM NAME: WAUBANSEE CR 
PROPOSED NAME: SELMARTEN CR PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 6.6 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 6.7- 9.3 
METHOD: HEC2 METHOD: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 12, T 38N, R 8E D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 36, T 38N. R 8E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: 63 
REPORT TITLE: MONTGOMERY FIS 
AUTHOR: SWS 
STREAM NAME: WAUBANSEE CR STREAM NAME: NW QTR, SEC 3, T 37N, R 8E 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: EAST BR AUCUTT RD TRIB 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 5.8- 6.6 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- .3 
METHOD: HEC2 METHOD: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 3, T 37N, R 8E D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 32, T 38N, R 8E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: NW QTR, SEC 5, T 37N, R 8E STREAM NAME: FOX R 
PROPOSED NAME: AUCUTT RD TRIB PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: .2- .5 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 43.3- 46.5 
METHOD: HEC2 METHOD: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 32, T 38N,. R 8E D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 32, T 38N, R 8E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: 105 
REPORT TITLE: UNINC COOK COUNTY FIS 
AUTHOR: HARZA 
STREAM NAME: POPLAR CR 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 18.0 
METHOD: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 25, T 41N, R 8E 
PRIORITY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: 140 
REPORT TITLE: POPLAR CR FPI 
AUTHOR: SWS 
STREAM NAME: POPLAR CR 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 13.9 
METHOD: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 25, T 41N, R 8E 
PRIORITY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: 142 
REPORT TITLE: POPLAR CR S TRIBS REG 
AUTHOR: DOWR 
STREAM NAME: POPLAR CR 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 15.9 
METHOD: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 25, T 41N, R 8E 
PRIORITY: 1 
REPORT NUMBER: 143 REPORT TITLE: WAUBANSEE SPS AUTHOR: DOWR 
STREAM NAME: WAUBANSEE CR 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 6.0 
METHOD: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR. SEC 17, T 37N, R 8E 
PRIORITY: 2 
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REPORT NUMBER: 146 
REPORT TITLE: POPLAR CR WATERSHED FPI 
AUTHOR: SC3 
STREAM NAME: POPLAR CR 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: 
RIVER M1LE LIMITS: 0.0- 15.9 
METHOO: WSP2 
D/S L I M I T S : NU QTR, SEC 2 5 , T 4 1 N , R 8E 
PR IORITY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: 204 
REPORT TITLE: FLOODS IN MARENGO S OUAD HA-463 FHA 
AUTHOR: USGS 
STREAM NAME: NE QTR, SEC 2, T 42N, R 3E 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: HARMONY CR 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 6.8 
METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 2, T 42N, R 5E 
PRIORITY: 5 
REPORT NUMBER: 206 
REPORT TITLE: FLOODS IN HAMPSHIRE QUAD HA-459 FHA 
AUTHOR: USOS 
STREAM NAME: COON CR STREAM NAME: NW QTR, SEC 12, T 42N, R 5E 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: BURLINGTON CR 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 18.0- 29.6 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 9.0 
METHOD: HWM METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 12, T 42N, R 3E D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 12, T 42N, R 3E 
PRIORITY: 5                 PRIORITY: 5 
STREAM NAME: NW QTR, SEC 12, T 42N, R 5E STREAM NAME: SE QTR, SEC 12, T 42N, R SE 
PROPOSED NAME: WEST BR BURLINGTON CR PROPOSED NAME: HAMPSHIRE CR 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 6.5 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 3.1 
METHOD: HWM METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 12, T 42N, R 5E D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 12, T 42N, R 5E 
PRIORITY: 5 PRIORITY: 5 
STREAM NAME: SW QTR, SEC 21, T 42N, R 6E STREAM NAME: VIRGIL D NO 3 
PROPOSED NAME: HAMPSHIRE CR TRIB PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 3.1 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 4.7- 9.0 
METHOD: HWM METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 21, T 42N, R 6E D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 34, T 41N, R 6E 
PRIORITY: 5  PRIORITY: 5 
REPORT NUMBER: 207 
REPORT TITLE: FLOODS IN CRYSTAL LAKE OUAD HA-253 FHA 
AUTHOR: USGS 
STREAM NAME: FOX R STREAM NAME: SOUTH BR KISHWAUKEE R 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 77.7- 87.1 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 13.0- 19.7 
METHOD: HWM METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 23, T 42N, R 8E   D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 33, T 43N, R 7E 
PRIORITY: 5 PRIORITY: 5 
REPORT NUMBER: 208 
REPORT TITLE: FLOODS IN HUNTLEY QUAD HA-361 FHA 
AUTHOR: USGS 
STREAM NAME: SOUTH BR KISHWAUKEE R STREAM NAME: SW QTR, SEC 32, T 43N, R 7E , 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: EAKIN CR 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 5.0- 17.3 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 3.6 
METHOD: HWM METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 11, T 43N, R 6E D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 32, T 43N, R 7E 
PRIORITY: 5 PRIORITY: 5 
REPORT NUMBER: 209 
REPORT TITLE: FLOODS IN PINGREE GROVE QUAD HA-232 FHA 
AUTHOR: USGS 
STREAM NAME: TYLER CR STREAM NAME: NW QTR, SEC 26, T 42N, R 7E 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: TOWER HILL TRIB 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 9.0- 16.1 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 2.8 
METHOO: HWM METHOO: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: SE QTR. SEC 23, T 42N, R 7E D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 26, T 42N, R 7E 
PRIORITY: 5                   PRIORITY: 5 
STREAM NAME: NW QTR, SEC 27, T 42N, R 7E STREAM NAME: SE QTR, SEC 27, T 42N, R 7E 
PROPOSED NAME: REINKING RD TRIB PROPOSED NAME: PINGREE CR 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 3.7 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 8.3 
METHOO: HWM METHOO: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 27, T 42N, R 7E   D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 27, T 42N, R 7E 
PRIORITY: 5                   PRIORITY: 5 
STREAM NAME: SE QTR, SEC 27, T 42N, R 7E STREAM NAME: FITCHIE CR 
PROPOSED NAME: NORTH PLATO D PROPOSEO NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 4.0 RIVER MILE LIMITS: .9- 6.6 
METHOD: HWM METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 10, T 41N, R 7E D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 30, T 41N, R 8E 
PRIORITY: 5                   PRIORITY: 5 
STREAM NAME: SW QTR, SEC 32, T 43N, R 7E STREAM NAME: BOWES CR 
PROPOSED NAME: EAKIN CR PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 3.2- 9.5 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 8.6 
METHOD: HWM METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 9, T 42N, R 7E D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 31, T 41N, R 7E 
PRIORITY: 5 PRIORITY: 5 
STREAM NAME: SE QTR, SEC 21, T 41N, R 7E STREAM NAME: SW QTR, SEC 27, T 41N, R 7E 
PROPOSED NAME: BOWES CR TRIB PROPOSED NAME: DITTMAN CR 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 1.7 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 3.0 
METHOO: HWM METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 21, T 41N, R 7E D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 27, T 41N, R 7E 
PRIORITY: 5  PRIORITY: 5 
REPORT NUMBER: 210 
REPORT TITLE: FLOODS IN ELGIN QUAD HA-147 FHA 
AUTHOR: USGS 
STREAM NAME: OTTER CR STREAM NAME: FITCHIE CR 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 3.2- 6.3 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 3.0 
METHOD: HWM METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 32, T 41N, R 8E   D/S LIMITS: SU QTR, SEC 29, T 41N, R 8E 
PRIORITY: 5  PRIORITY: 5 
STREAM NAME: FOX R STREAM NAME: TYLER CR 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSEO NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 68.0- 82.6 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 10.3 
METHOD: HWM METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 26, T 41N, R 8E   D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 11, T 41N, R 8E 
PRIORITY: 5 PRIORITY: 5 
STREAM NAME: POPLAR CR 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 33 
METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 25, T 41N, R 8E 
PRIORITY: 5 
REPORT NUMBER: 227 
REPORT TITLE: FLOODS IN GENEVA QUAD HA-142 FHA 
AUTHOR: USGS 
STREAM NAME: FOX R STREAM NAME: FOX R 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 56.2- 70 2 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 36.2- 70.2 
METHOD: HWM METHOO: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 13, T 39N, R 8E D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 13, T 39N 3 8E 
PRIORITY: 5                  PRIORITY: 5 
STREAM NAME: BREWSTER CR STREAM NAME: NORTON CR 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 3.2 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 4.3 
METHOD: HWM METHOO: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 2, T 40N, R 8E   D/S LIMITS: SE QTR. SEC 13, T 40N, R 8E 
PRIORITY: 5                  PRIORITY: 5 
STREAM NAME: FERSON CR STREAM NAME: OTTER CR 
PROPOSEO NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 8 6 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 4.2 
METHOO: HWM METHOO: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 22, T 40N, R 8E D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 8, T 40N, R 8E 
PRIORITY: 5                  PRIORITY: 5 
STREAM NAME: STONY CR 
PROPOSEO STREAM NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 1.2 
METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 32, T 41N, R 8E 
PRIORITY: 5 94 
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REPORT NUMBER: 228 
REPORT TITLE: FLOODS IN ELBURN QUAD HA-229 FHA 
AUTHOR: USGS 
STREAM NAME: VIRGIL D NO 2 STREAM NAME: STONY CR 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 4.S- 10.2 RIVER MILE LIMITS: .2- S.S 
METHOD: HWM METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 1, T 40N, R 6E D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 31, T 41N, R 8E 
PRIORITY: 5 PRIORITY: 5 
STREAM NAME: BOWES CR STREAM NAME: NW QTR, SEC 8, T 40N, R 8E 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: WEST BR OTTER CR 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 2.5 RIVER MILE LIMITS: .7- 5.2 
METHOD: HWM METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 31, T 41N, R 8E D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 6, T 40N, R 8E 
PRIORITY: 5 PRIORITY: 5 
STREAM NAME: FERSON CR STREAM NAME: MILL CR 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 7.0- 15.2 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 5.4- 15.1 
METHOD: HWM METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 7, T 40N, R 8E D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 18, T 39N, R 8E 
PRIORITY: 5 PRIORITY: 5 
STREAM NAME: WELCH CR STREAM NAME: BLACKBERRY CR 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 13.0- 15.8 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 29.0- 34.0 
METHOD: HWM METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 18, T 39N, R 7E D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 10, T 39N, R 7E 
PRIORITY: 5 PRIORITY: 5 
REPORT NUMBER: 229 
REPORT TITLE: FLOODS IN SUGAR GROVE QUAD HA-227 FHA 
AUTHOR: USGS 
STREAM NAME: BLACKBERRY CR STREAM NAME: SW QTR, SEC 32, T 39N, R 7E 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: SEAVEY RD TRIB 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 13.1- 31.1 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 22.7- 27.2 
METHOD: HWM METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 25, T 38N, R 7E  D/S LIMITS: sw QTR, SEC 32, T 39N, R 7E 
PRIORITY: 5 PRIORITY: 5 
STREAM NAME: LAKE RUN STREAM NAME: SE QTR, SEC 26, T 39N, R 7E 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: BALD MOUND TRIB TO LAKE RUN 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 5.9 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 2.3 
METHOD: HWM METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 14, T 38N, R 7E D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 26, T 39N, R 7E 
PRIORITY: 5 PRIORITY: 5 
STREAM NAME: SE QTR, SEC 24, T 38N, R 6E STREAM NAME: WELCH CR 
PROPOSED NAME: DUFFIN DRAIN PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 5.3 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 12.4- 14.8 
METHOD: HWM METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 24, T 38N, R 6E D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 24, T 38N, R 6E 
PRIORITY: 5 PRIORITY: 5 
REPORT NUMBER: 230 
REPORT TITLE: FLOODS IN MAPLE PARK QUAD HA-458 FHA 
AUTHOR: USGS 
STREAM NAME: UNION D NO 2 STREAM NAME: UNION D NO 3 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 5.5 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 7.8 
METHOD: HWM METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 23, T 40N, R 5E D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 23, T 40N, R 5E 
PRIORITY: 5 PRIORITY: 5 
STREAM NAME: VIRGIL D NO 1 STREAM NAME: VIRGIL D NO 2 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 7.0 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 5.1 
METHOD: HWM METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 20, T 40N, R 6E D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 22, T 40N, R 6E 
PRIORITY: 5 PRIORITY: 5 
STREAM NAME: VIRGIL D NO 3 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 6.6 
METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 21, T 40N, R 6E 
PRIORITY: 5 
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REPORT NUMBER: 231 
REPORT TITLE: FL00D3 IN BIG ROCK GUAD HA-472 FHA 
AUTHOR: USOS 
STREAM NAME: BIO ROCK CR STREAM NAME: WEST BR BIO ROCK CR 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 12.3- 14.2 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 7.3 
METHOD: HWM METHOO: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 27, T 38N, R 6E  D/S LIMITS: SW OTR, SEC 21, T 36N, R 6E 
PRIORITY: 5 PRIORITY: 5 
STREAM NAME: EAST BR BIO ROCK CR STREAM NAME: SE QTR, SEC 17, T 38N, R 6E 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: MALGREN DRAIN 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 13.2 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 4.0 
METHOD: HWM METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 21, T 38N, R 6E D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 17, T 38N, R 6E 
PRIORITY: 9  PRIORITY: 5 
STREAM NAME: NW QTR, SEC 31, T 39N, R 6E STREAM NAME: WELCH CR 
PROPOSED NAME: YOUNGS CR PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 7.3 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 1.3- 14.2 
METHOD: HWM METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 31, T 39N, R 6E D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 24, T 38N, R 6E 
PRIORITY: 5  PRIORITY: 5 
STREAM NAME: SE QTR, SEC 24, T 38N, R 6E 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: DUFFIN DRAIN 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 1.0- 6.8 
METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 24, T 38N, R 6E 
PRIORITY: 5 
REPORT NUMBER: 232 
REPORT TITLE: FLOODS IN AURORA N QUAD HA-70 FHA 
AUTHOR: USOS 
STREAM NAME: FOX R STREAM NAME: NE QTR, SEC 22, T 38N, R 8E 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: INDIAN CR 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 48.0- 59.0 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 8.1 
METHOD: HWM METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 28, T 38N, R 8E D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 22, T 38N, R 8E 
PRIORITY: 5  PRIORITY: 5 
STREAM NAME: MILL CR STREAM NAME: NE QTR, SEC 27, T 39N, R 8E 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: MAHONNE CR 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 7.1 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 2.3 
METHOD: HWM METHOO: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 33, T 39N, R 8E  D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 27, T 39N, R 8E 
PRIORITY: 5  PRIORITY: 5 
REPORT NUMBER: 270 
REPORT TITLE: WAUBANSEE CR & TRIB REO 
AUTHOR: OOWR 
STREAM NAME: WAUBANSEE CR 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 9.2 
METHOD: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 17, T 37N, R 8E 
PRIORITY: 1 
REPORT NUMBER: 302 
REPORT TITLE: MAHONNE CR (WINDMILL COVE SUB) FHA 
AUTHOR: CEMCON LTD 
STREAM NAME: NE QTR, SEC 27, T 39N, R 8E 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: MAHONNE CR 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 1.0- 1.4 
METHOD: HWM ' 
D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 23, T 39N, R 8E 
PRIORITY: 5 
REPORT NUMBER: 369 
REPORT TITLE: EAST OUNDEE FIS 
AUTHOR: CCOE 
STREAM NAME: FOX R 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 73.7- 77.1 
METHOD: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 26, T 42N, R 8E 
PRIORITY: 2 
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REPORT NUMBER: 375 
REPORT TITLE: NORTH AURORA FIS 
AUTHOR: CCOE 
STREAM NAME: FOX R 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 31.1- 53.0 
METHOD: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 10, T 38N, R 8E 
PRIORITY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: 376 
REPORT TITLE: HAMPSHIRE FIS 
AUTHOR: CCOE 
STREAM NAME: NW QTR, SEC 12, T 42N, R SSE 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: HAMPSHIRE CR TRIB 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 1.6 
METHOD: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 21, T 42N, R 6E 
PRIORITY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: 379 
REPORT TITLE: WEST DUNDEE FIS 
AUTHOR: CCOE 
STREAM NAME: FOX R STREAM NAME: SE QTR, SEC 27, T 42N, R 8E 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: SLEEPY CR 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 73.6- 77.3 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- .8 
METHOD: HEC2 METHOD: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 27, T 42N, R 8E D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 27, T 42N, R 8E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: 380 
REPORT TITLE: SOUTH ELGIN FIS 
AUTHOR: CCOE 
STREAM NAME: FOX R 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 67.4- 69.7 
METHOD: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 35, T 41N, R 8E 
PRIORITY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: 415 
REPORT TITLE: VALLEY VIEW FIS 
AUTHOR: CCOE 
STREAM NAME: FOX R STREAM NAME: BREWSTER CR 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 64.8- 67.0 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- .5 
METHOD: HEC2 METHOD: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 10, T 40N, R 8E  D/S LIMITS: SW OTR, SEC 2, T 40N, R 8E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: SE OTR, SEC 2, T 40N, R 8E 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: NORTH ARM BREWSTER CR 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- .1 
METHOD: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 2, T 40N, R 8E 
PRIORITY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: 426 
REPORT TITLE: GENEVA FIS 
AUTHOR: CCOE 
STREAM NAME: FOX R STREAM NAME: NE QTR, SEC 10, T 39N, R 8E 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: GENEVA CR 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 56.8- 59.5 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- .8 
METHOD: HEC2 METHOD: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 15, T 39N, R 8E D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 10, T 39N, R 8E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
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REPORT NUMBER: 430 
REPORT TITLE: ST CHARLES FIS 
AUTHOR: CCOE 
STREAM NAME: FOX R STREAM NAME: FERSON CR 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 59.4- 62.9 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 1.4 
METHOO: HEC2 METHOD: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: SE OTR, SEC 34, T 40N, R 8E D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 22, T 40N, R 8E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: SE QTR, SEC 34, T 40N, R 8E STREAM NAME: SE OTR, SEC 34, T 40N, R 8E 
PROPOSED NAME: SEVENTH AVE CR PROPOSED NAME: NORTH BR SEVENTH AVE CR 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 2.0 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- .2 
METHOO: HEC2 METHOD: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 34, T 40N, R 8E  D/S LIMITS: SE OTR, SEC 27, T 40N, R 8E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: SW OTR, SEC 27, T 40N, R 8E STREAM NAME: SW OTR, SEC 27, T 40N, R 8E 
PROPOSED NAME: STATE ST CR PROPOSED NAME: NORTH BR STATE ST CR 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- .9 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- .3 
METHOD: HEC2 METHOO: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 27, T 40N, R 8E D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 28, T 40N, R 8E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: 431 
REPORT TITLE: BATAVIA FIS 
AUTHOR: CCOE 
STREAM NAME: FOX R STREAM NAME: NE QTR, SEC 27, T 39N, R 8E 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: MAHONNE CR 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 55.0- 56.9 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 2.3 
METHOD: HEC2 METHOO: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 27, T 39N, R 8E D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 27, T 39N, R 8E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: 436 REPORT TITLE: ELGIN REC AUTHOR: CCOE 
STREAM NAME: FOX R STREAM NAME: TYLER CR 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 69.4- 73.2 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 5.6 
METHOD: DFM METHOD: OFM 
D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 24, T 41N, R 8E D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 11, T 41N, R 8E 
PRIORITY: 7 PRIORITY: 7 
STREAM NAME: POPLAR CR 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 3.5 
METHOO: OFM 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 25, T 41N, R 8E 
PRIORITY: 7 
REPORT NUMBER: 4 73 
REPORT TITLE: WAYNE FIS 
AUTHOR: CCOE 
STREAM NAME: NORTON CR STREAM NAME: SE QTR, SEC 13, T 40N, R 8E 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: WAYNE BR TO NORTON CR 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 1.7- 4.7 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 1.3 
METHOD: HEC2 METHOD: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 14, T 40N, R 8E D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 13, T 40N, R 8E PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: 478 
REPORT TITLE: CARPENTERVILLE FIS 
AUTHOR: CCOE 
STREAM NAME: FOX R STREAM NAME: NW QTR, SEC 22, T 42N, R 10E 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSEO NAME: CARPENTER CR 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 77.2- 80.1 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- .4 
METHOD: HEC2 METHOO: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 22, T 42N, R 10E  D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 22, T 42N, R 8E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: NW QTR, SEC 15, T 42N, R 10E PROPOSED STREAM NAME: FOUR WINDS WAY CR RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- .7 METHOD: HEC2 D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 15, T 42N, R 10E PRIORITY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: 484 
REPORT TITLE: SLEEPY HOLLOW FIS 
AUTHOR: CCOE 
STREAM NAME: SE QTR, SEC 27, T 42N, R 8E STREAM NAME: JELKES CR 
PROPOSED NAME: SLEEPY CR PROPOSED.NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 1.0- 2.4 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 2.5- 3.8 
METHOD: HEC2 METHOD: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 27, T 42N, R 8E D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 29, T 42N, R 8E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: 497 
REPORT TITLE: ELGIN FIS 
AUTHOR: CCOE 
STREAM NAME: FOX R STREAM NAME: TYLER CR 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 69.7- 74.6 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 5.7 
METHOD: HEC2 METHOD: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 25, T 41N, R 8E D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 11, T 41N, R 8E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: NW QTR, SEC 15, T 41N, R 8E STREAM NAME: POPLAR CR 
PROPOSED NAME: RANDALL RD TRIB PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 1.4 RIVER MILE LIMITS: .4- 3.7 
METHOD: HEC2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 15, T 41N, R 8E D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 25, T 41N, R 8E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: 516 
REPORT TITLE: UNINC KANE COUNTY FIS 
AUTHOR: CCOE' 
STREAM NAME: FOX R STREAM NAME: FOX R 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 50.1- 81.7 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 50.1- 81.7 
METHOD: HEC2 METHOD: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 15, T 38N, R 8E D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 15, T 38N, R 8E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: BLACKBERRY CR STREAM NAME: EAST RUN 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 11.8- 33 2 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 2.2 
METHOD: HEC2 METHOD: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 36, T 38N, R 7E D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 13, T 38N, R 7E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: LAKE RUN STREAM NAME: SW QTR, SEC 32, T 39N, R 7E 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: SEAVEY RD TRIB 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 5.6 RIVER MILE LIMITS' 0.0- 3.0 
METHOD: HEC2 METHOD: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 14, T 38N, R 7E D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 32, T 39N, R 7E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: SE QTR, SEC 17, T 39N, R 7E STREAM NAME: BREWSTER CR 
PROPOSED NAME: HUGHES RD TRIB PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 2.3 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- .8 
METHOD: HEC2 METHOO: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 17, T 39N, R 7E D/S LIMITS: SW QTR. SEC 2, T 40N, R 8E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: SE QTR, SEC 2, T 40N. R 8E STREAM NAME' FERSON CR 
PROPOSED NAME: NORTH ARM BREWSTER CR PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- .1 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 5.7 
METHOD: HEC2 METHOD: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 2, T 40N, R 8E D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 22, T 40N, R 8E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: NE QTR, SEC 22, T 38N, R 8E STREAM NAME: JELKES CR 
PROPOSED NAME: INDIAN CR PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 2.1- 5.2 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 2.6 
METHOD: HEC2 METHOD: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR. SEC 13, T 40N, R 8E D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 27, T 42N, R 8E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: NE QTR, SEC 27. T 39N, R 8E STREAM NAME: MILL CR 
PROPOSED NAME: MAHONNE CR PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: .2- 7 RIVER MILE LIMITS 0.0- 5.5 
METHOD: HEC2 METHOD HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 27, T 39N. R 8E D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 33, T 39N, R 8E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: NORTON CR STREAM NAME POPLAR CR 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 3 5 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 1.0 
METHOD: HEC2 METHOO: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 15, T 40N, R 8E  D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 25, T 41N, R 8E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
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STREAM NAME: SE QTR, SEC 27, T 42N, R 8E STREAM NAME: TYLER CR 
PROPOSED NAME: SLEEPY CR PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 1.0 RIVER M1LE LIMITS: 3.0- 7.8 
METHOD: HEC2 METHOD: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 27, T 42N, R 8E  D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 10, T 41N, R 8E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: NW OTR, SEC IS, T 41N, R 8E STREAM NAME: WAUBANSEE CR 
PROPOSED NAME: RANDALL RD TRIB PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 1.7 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 4.9- 6.7 
METHOO: HEC2 METHOD: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 15, T 41N, R 8E  D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 33, T 38N, R 8E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: NW QTR, SEC 12, T 42N, R SE STREAM NAME: NE QTR, SEC 19, T 39N, R 8E 
PROPOSED NAME: HAMPSHIRE CR TRIB PROPOSED NAME: MCKEE RD TRIB 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 1.0 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 2.8 
METHOD: HEC2 METHOD: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 21, T 42N, R 6E D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 19, T 39N, R 8E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: 554 
REPORT TITLE: AURORA/NORTH AURORA REC 
AUTHOR: SCS 
STREAM NAME: FOX R STREAM NAME: NE QTR, SEC 22, T 38N, R 8E 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: INDIAN CR 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 42.0- 52.5 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 5.5 
METHOD: HWM METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 28, T 38N, R 8E D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 22, T 38N, R 8E 
PRIORITY: 5  PRIORITY: 5 
REPORT NUMBER: 573 REPORT TITLE: TARA LAKE DSR AUTHOR: CCOE 
STREAM NAME: TARA LAKE 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 0.0 
METHOO: HEC1 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 20, T 42N, R 8E 
PRIORITY: 5 
REPORT NUMBER: 610 
REPORT TITLE: HAMPSHIRE REC 
AUTHOR: GLOBETROTT 
STREAM NAME: SE QTR, SEC 12, T 42N, R 5E STREAM NAME: SE OTR, SEC 12, T 42N, R 5E 
PROPOSED NAME: HAMPSHIRE CR PROPOSED NAME: HAMPSHIRE CR TRIB 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 4.8- 3.7 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 1.6 
METHOD: DFM METHOD: DFM 
D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 21, T 42N, R 6E D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 21, T 42N, R 6E 
PRIORITY: 7 PRIORITY: 7 
REPORT NUMBER: 648 
REPORT TITLE: LAKE MARIAN DSR 
AUTHOR: CCOE 
STREAM NAME: LAKE MARIAN 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- .4 
METHOO: HEC1 
D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 11, T 42N, R 8E 
PRIORITY: 5 
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 KANE COUNTY 
FLOOD PRONE AREA MAPS 
Fox River Wauconda 7.5' 8 C 
Crystal Lake 7.5' 27 A 
Geneva 7.5' 34 A 
Aurora North 7.5' 34 D 
Big Rock Creek Sandwich 7.5' 51 A 
Big Rock 7.5' 35 D 
Little Rock Creek Sandwich 7.5' 51 A 
East Branch Big Rock Creek Big Rock 7.5' 35 D 
West Branch Big Rock Creek Big Rock 7.5' 35 D 
Welch Creek Sandwich 7.5' 51 A 
Big Rock 7.5' 35 D 
Sugar Grove 7.5' 34 C 
Mill Creek Aurora North 7.5' 34 D 
Blackberry Creek Sugar Grove 7.5' 34 C 
Yorkville 7.5' 52 B 
Lake Run Sugar Grove 7.5' 34 C 
Norton Creek Geneva 7.5' 34 A 
Otter Creek Elgin 7.5' 27 D 
Geneva 7.5' 34 A 
Ferson Creek Geneva 7.5' 34 A 
Fitchie Creek Pingree Grove 7.5' 27 C 
Elgin 7.5' 27 D 
Tyler Creek Pingree Grove 7.5' 27 C 
Elgin 7.5' 27 D 
Waubansee Creek Aurora South 7.5' 52 A 
Poplar Creek Elgin 7.5' 27 D 
Jelkes Creek Elgin 7.5' 27 D 
Eakin Creek Pingree Grove 7.5' 27 C 
South Br Kishwaukee R East Crystal Lake 7.5' 27 A 
Huntley 7.5' 27 B 
Union Ditch No 3 Maple Park 7.5' 35 A 
Union Ditch No 2 Maple Park 7.5' 35 A 
Union Ditch No 1 Maple Park 7.5' 35 A 
Virgil Ditch No 1 Maple Park 7.5' 35 A 
Virgil Ditch No 2 Maple Park 7.5' 35 A 
Virgil Ditch No 3 Maple Park 7.5' 35 A 
Coon Creek Hampshire 7.5' 26 D 
Burlington Creek Hampshire 7.5' 26 D 
West Branch Burlington Creek Hampshire 7.5' 26 D 
Big Creek Yorkville 7.5' 52 B 
Hampshire Creek Hampshire 7.5' 26 D 
North Branch Hampshire 7.5' 26 D 
South Branch Hampshire 7.5' 26 D 
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LAKE UNINCORPORATED COUNTY 268 269 528 114 115 116 120 126 129 141 
522 588 650 651 652 653 187 189 190 191 















FLOOD HAZARO BOUNDARY MAP 
COMMUNITY PANEL NUMBER 
FLOOD HAZARD BOUNDARY MAP COMMUNITY NUMBER 170357 
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LAKE COUNTY 
REPORT NUMBER: 9 
REPORT TITLE: BUFFALO GROVE FIS 
AUTHOR: HARZA 
STREAM NAME: NE QTR, SEC 5, T 42N, R 11E 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: FARRINGTON 0 
RIVER M1LE LIMITS: 0.0- .9 
METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 5, T 42N, R 11E 
PRIORITY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: 11 REPORT TITLE: DEERFIELD FIS AUTHOR: SCS 
STREAM NAME: MIOOLE FK NORTH BR CHICAGO R STREAM NAME: WEST FK NORTH BR CHICAGO R 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 6.3- 9.5 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 8.4- 11.6 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 34, T 43N, R 12E D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 4, T 42N, R 12E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: 70 REPORT TITLE: FOX LAKE FIS AUTHOR: USGS 
STREAM NAME: SOUAW CR 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 1.2 
METHOD: E431 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 11, T 45N, R 20E 
PRIORITY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: 71 
REPORT TITLE: LINCOLNSHIRE FIS 
AUTHOR: USGS 
STREAM NAME: DESPLAINES R STREAM NAME: INOIAN CR 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 78.4- 79.9 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 9 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 23, T 43N, R 11E D/S LIMITS' NW QTR, SEC 23, T 43N, R 11E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: 72 
REPORT TITLE: ROUND LAKE PARK FIS 
AUTHOR: WESTON 
STREAM NAME: SQUAW CR 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 7.3- 11.2 
METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 29, T 45N. R 10E 
PRIORITY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: 112 
REPORT TITLE: BANNOCKBURN FIS 
AUTHOR: HNTB 
STREAM NAME: M1DDLE FK NORTH BR CHICAGO R STREAM NAME: WEST FK NORTH BR CHICAGO R 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 9.5- 10 0 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 11.8- 12.6 
METHOD: HEC2 METHOD: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 20, T 43N, R 12E D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 19, T 43N, R 12E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: 114 
REPORT TITLE: NORTH BR CHICAGO R FPI 
AUTHOR: CCOE 
STREAM NAME: WEST FK NORTH BR CHICAGO R STREAM NAME: SKOKIE R 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 13.8 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 18.8 
METHOD: SSC METHOD: SSC 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 17, T 41N, R 13E D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 25, T 43N, R 12E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: MIDOLE FK NORTH BR CHICAGO R 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 18.3 
METHOD: SSC 
D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 25, T 42N, R 12E 
PRIORITY: 2 
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REPORT NUMBER: 115 
REPORT TITLE: NORTH BR CHICAGO R GRAPHIC FPI 
AUTHOR: NIPC 
STREAM NAME: WEST FK NORTH BR CHICAGO R STREAM NAME: SKOKIE R 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 13.8 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 31.6 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 17, T 4IN, R 13E  D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 25, T 42N, R 12E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: MIDDLE FK NORTH BR CHICAGO R 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 18.3 
METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 25, T 42N, R 12E 
PRIORITY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: 116 
REPORT TITLE: NORTH BR CHICAGO R WATERSHED FPI 
AUTHOR: SCS 
STREAM NAME: WEST FK NORTH BR CHICAGO R STREAM NAME: SKOKIE R 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 12.7 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 20.8 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 ; 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 17, T 41N, R 13E D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 23, T 42N, R 12E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: MIDDLE FK NORTH BR CHICAGO R 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 17.8 
METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 25, T 42N, R 12E 
PRIORITY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: 120 
REPORT TITLE: DESPLAINES R FPI 
AUTHOR: CCOE 
STREAM NAME: DESPLAINES R 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 43.4- 130.2 
METHOD: SSC 
D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 1, T 38N, R 12E 
PRIORITY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: 124 
REPORT TITLE: GURNEE FIS 
AUTHOR: USGS 
STREAM NAME: DESPLAINES R STREAM NAME: NU QTR, SEC 23, T 45N, R 11E 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: GURNEE TRIB TO DESPLAINES R 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 95.3- 99.3 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 1.3 
METHOD: HEC2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 27, T 43N, R 11E D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 23, T 45N, R 11E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: NW QTR, SEC 23, T 45N, R 11E 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: S FK GURNEE TRIB 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- .8 
METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 23, T 45N, R 11E 
PRIORITY: 2 
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REPORT NUMBER: 126 
REPORT TITLE: DESPLAINES R FMP (LKE) 
AUTHOR: SCS 
STREAM NAME: DESPLAINES R STREAM NAME: BUFFALO CR 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 74.1- 109.9 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 5.0- 12.2 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 13, T 42N, R 11E D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 3, T 42N, R 11E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: NE QTR, SEC 33, T 43N, R 11E STREAM NAME: MILL CR 
PROPOSED NAME: APTAKISIC CR PROPOSEO NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 1.6 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 13.5 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 35, T 43N, R 11E D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 34, T 46N, R 11E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: NORTH MILL CR STREAM NAME: HASTINGS CR 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 7.9 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 3.0 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 31, T 46N, R 11E D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 24, T 46N, R 10E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: BULL CR STREAM NAME: NE QTR, SEC 8, T 44N, R 11E 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: BULL CR TRIB 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 3.3 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 1.3 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 4, T 44N, R 11E D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 8, T 44N, R 11E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: INDIAN CR STREAM NAME: SE QTR, SEC 2, T 43N, R 10E 
PROPOSEO NAME: PROPOSED NAME: GILMER TRIB 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 9.3 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- .8 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 23, T 43N, R 11E  D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 2, T 43N, R 10E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: SW QTR, SEC 6, T 43N, R 11E STREAM NAME: SEAVEY DRAINAGE D 
PROPOSED NAME: DIAMOND LAKE DRAIN PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 2.0 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 4.6 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 6, T 43N, R 11E D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 16, T 43N, R 11E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: 129 
REPORT TITLE: DESPLAINES R FMP (COK & DUP) 
AUTHOR: SCS 
STREAM NAME: SE QTR, SEC 26, T 43N, R 10E STREAM NAME: NE QTR, SEC 5, T 42N, R 11E 
PROPOSED NAME: LONG GROVE TRIB TO BUFFALO CR PROPOSED NAME: FARRINGTON D 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 1.1 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- .5 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 26, T 43N, R 10E D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 5, T 42N, R 11E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: BUFFALO CR 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 5.0- 12.2 
METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 3, T 42N, R 11E 
PRIORITY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: 141 
REPORT TITLE: FOX R CHAIN OF LAKES FHA 
AUTHOR: DOWR 
STREAM NAME: FOX R 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 97.7- 115.9 
METHOD: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 12, T 44N, R 8E 
PRIORITY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: 144 
REPORT TITLE: FOX R FCS 
AUTHOR: DOWR 
STREAM NAME: FOX R 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 81.3- 104.7 
METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 34, T 43N, R 8E 
P R I O R I T Y : 2 
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REPORT NUMBER: 156 
REPORT TITLE: HIGHLAND PARK F!S 
AUTHOR: HARZA 
STREAM NAME: SKOKIE R STREAM NAME: MIDOLE FK NORTH BR CHICAGO R 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 6.7- 12.1 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 6.2- 10.6 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 35, T 43N, R 12E  D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 34, T 43N, R 12E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: 157 
REPORT TITLE: LAKE BARRINGTON F1S 
AUTHOR: CCOE 
STREAM NAME: FOX R STREAM NAME: FLINT CR 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 89.1- 90.9 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 4.5 
METHOD: HEC2 METHOO: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 16, T 43N, R 9E  D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 10, T 43N, R 9E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: SE QTR, SEC 15, T 43N, R 9E 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: NORTH ARM FLINT CR 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- .7 
METHOD: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 15, T 43N, R 9E 
PRIORITY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: 158 
REPORT TITLE: VERNON HILLS FIS 
AUTHOR: WESTON 
STREAM NAME: SEAVEY DRAINAGE D 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: .3- 3.3 
METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 8, T 43N, R 11E 
PRIORITY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: 187 
REPORT TITLE: FLOODS IN ZION QUAD HA-233 FHA 
AUTHOR: USGS 
STREAM NAME: KELLOGG RAVINE STREAM NAME: NE QTR, SEC 16, T 46N, R 12E 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: NORTH BR KELLOGG RAVINE 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 6.5 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 3.0 
METHOO: HWM METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 14, T 46N, R 12E D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 16, T 46N, R 12E 
PRIORITY: 5 PRIORITY: 5 
STREAM NAME: WAUKEGAN R STREAM NAME: BULL CR 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 5.5 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 5.7 
METHOO: HWM METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 17, T 45N, R 12E D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 23, T 46N, R 12E 
PRIORITY: 5 PRIORITY: 5 
STREAM NAME: SW QTR, SEC 2, T 46N, R 12E 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: LAKE MICHIGAN TRIB 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 3.8 
METHOO: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 2, T 46N, R 12E 
PRIORITY: 5 
REPORT NUMBER: 189 
REPORT TITLE: FLOODS IN LIBERTYVILLE QUAD HA-88 FHA 
AUTHOR: USGS 
STREAM NAME: OESPLAINES R STREAM NAME: BULL CR 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 83.6- 98.0 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0 0- 4.8 
METHOD: HWM METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 34, T 44N, R 11E D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 4, T 44N R 11E 
PRIORITY: 5 PRIORITY: 5 
STREAM NAME: SEAVEY DRAINAGE D STREAM NAME: SKOKIE R 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 5.8- 9.3 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 19.3- 21.8 
METHOD: HWM METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 33, T 44N, R UE  D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 6 T 44N R 12E 
PRIORITY: 5 PRIORITY: 5 
STREAM NAME: MIDDLE FK NORTH BR CHICAGO R 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 14.5- 19.2 
METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 31, T 44N, R 12E 
PRIORITY: 5 
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REPORT NUMBER: 190 
REPORT TITLE: FLOODS IN WAUKEGAN QUAD HA-234 FHA 
AUTHOR: USGS 
STREAM NAME: WAUKEGAN R STREAM NAME: SE QTR, SEC 21, T 45N, R 12E 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: ROOSEVELT PARK BR 
RIVER M1LE LIMITS: 0.0- 3.7  RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 1.0 
METHOD: HWM METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 22, T 45N, R 12E D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 21, T 45N, R 12E 
PRI0R1TY: 3 PRI0R1TY: 5 
STREAM NAME: NE QTR, SEC 9, T 44N, R 12E STREAM NAME: SKOKIE R 
PROPOSED NAME: PETTIBONE CR PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 2.4 RIVER M1LE LIMITS: 14.2- 19.7 
METHOD: HWM METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 9, T 44N, R 12E D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 32, T 44N, R 12E 
PR10RITY: 5  PRIORITY: 5 
REPORT NUMBER: 191 
REPORT TITLE: FLOODS IN WADSWORTH QUAD HA-144 FHA 
AUTHOR: USGS 
STREAM NAME: OESPLAINES R STREAM NAME: NW QTR, SEC 14, T 43N, R 11E 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: WAUKEGAN TRIB TO OESPLAINES R 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 97.1- 109.9 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 3.6 
METHOO: HWM METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 14, T 43N, R 11E  D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 14, T 43N, R 11E 
PRIORITY: 5  PRIORITY: 5 
STREAM NAME: NE QTR, SEC 10, T 46N, R 11E STREAM NAME: MILL CR 
PROPOSED NAME: RUSSELL TRIB TO DESPLAINES R PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 4.4 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 10.2 
METHOO: HWM METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 19, T 46N, R 11E D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 34, T 46N, R 11E 
PRIORITY: 5 PRIORITY: 5 
STREAM NAME: NORTH MILL CR STREAM NAME: NE QTR, SEC 10, T 46N, R 11E 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: EAST FK RUSSELL TRIB 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 5.5 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 1.8 
METHOD: HWM METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 31, T 46N, R 11E  D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 12, T 46N, R 11E 
PRIORITY: 5 PRIORITY: 5 
REPORT NUMBER: 192 
REPORT TITLE: FLOODS IN ANTIOCH QUAD HA-226 FHA 
AUTHOR: USGS 
STREAM NAME: SEQUOIT CR STREAM NAME: HASTINGS CR 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 6.3 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 6.0 
METHOO: HWM METHOO: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 7, T 46N, R 10E D/S LIMITS: 
PRIORITY: 5  PRIORITY: 5 
STREAM NAME: EAGLE CR STREAM NAME: NORTH MILL CR 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 4.1 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 1.1- 11.3 
METHOD: HWM METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 13, T 45N, R 9E D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 31, T 46N, R 11E 
PRIORITY: 5 PRIORITY: 5 
STREAM NAME: MILL CR STREAM NAME: TREVOR CR 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 9.5- 13.5 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 1.1 
METHOD: HWM METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 18, T 43N, R 11E  D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 1, T 46N, R 9E 
PRIORITY: 5 PRIORITY: 5 
STREAM NAME: DUTCH GAP CANAL 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 11.3- 13.5 
METHOO: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 12, T 46N, R 10E 
PRIORITY: 5 
REPORT NUMBER: 193 
REPORT TITLE: FLOODS IN FOX LAKE QUAD HA-151 FHA 
AUTHOR: USGS 
STREAM NAME: NIPPERSINK CR STREAM NAME: FOX R 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 9.3 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 97.7- 116.6 
METHOD: HWM METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 4, T 43N, R 9E   D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 13. T 45N, R 8E 
PRIORITY: 5                PRIORITY: 5 
STREAM NAME: SQUAW CR 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 3.6 
METHOD: HWM 
D/S L I M I T S : NW QTR, SEC 1 1 , T 4 3 N , R 9E 
P R I O R I T Y : 3 
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REPORT NUMBER: 194 
REPORT TITLE: FLOODS IN GRAYSLAKE QUAD HA-230 FHA 
AUTHOR: USGS 
STREAM NAME: HILL CR STREAM NAME: SQUAW CR 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 11.6- '13.5 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 1.9- 13.9 
METHOD: HWM METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 14, T 45N, R 10E  D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 13, T 4SN, R 9E 
PRIORITY: 5 PRIORITY: 5 
STREAM NAME: INDIAN CR STREAM NAME: NW QTR, SEC 24, T 45N, R 10E 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: AVON FREMONT D 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 11.2- 13.3 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 13.5- 16.9 
METHOD: HWM METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 35, T 44N, R 10E D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 24, T 45N, R 10E 
PRIORITY: 5 PRIORITY: 5 
STREAM NAME: NW QTR, SEC 19, T 45N, R 10E PROPOSED STREAM NAME: ROUND LAKE DRAIN RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 2.3 METHOD: HWM D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 19, T 43N, R 10E PRIORITY: 5 
REPORT NUMBER: 195 
REPORT TITLE: FLOODS IN WAUCONDA QUAD HA-207 FHA 
AUTHOR: USGS 
STREAM NAME: SE QTR, SEC 28, T 44N, R 9E STREAM NAME: NW QTR, SEC 4, T 43N, R 9E 
PROPOSED NAME: BANGS LAKE DRAIN PROPOSED NAME: SLOCUM LAKE DRAIN 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 2.7- 5.1 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 2.0' 
METHOD: HWM METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 28, T 44N, R 9E D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 4, T 43N, R 9E 
PRIORITY: 5 PRIORITY: 5 
STREAM NAME: MUTTON CR STREAM NAME: NW QTR, SEC 23, T 45N, R 9E 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: UOOSTER LAKE DRAIN 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 2.7- 6.5 RIVER MILE LIMITS:' 0.0- .4 
METHOD: HWM METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 21, T 44N, R 9E D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 23, T 45N, R 9E 
PRIORITY: 5 PRIORITY: 5 
STREAM NAME: SW QTR, SEC 23, T 45N, R 9E 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: FISH LAKE DRAIN 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 1.8 
METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 23, T 45N, R 9E 
PRIORITY: 5 
REPORT NUMBER: 211 
REPORT TITLE: FLOODS IN BARRINGTON QUAD HA-150 FHA 
AUTHOR: USGS 
STREAM NAME: FOX R STREAM NAME: FLINT CR 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 82.6- 96.3 RIVER MILE LIMITS- 0.0- 14.2 
METHOD: HWM METHOD' HWM 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 34, T 43N, R 8E D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 10, T 43N, R 9E 
PRIORITY: 5 PRIORITY: 5 
STREAM NAME: SE QTR, SEC 15, T 43N, R 9E STREAM NAME SW OTR, SEC 35, T 43N, R 9E 
PROPOSED NAME: NORTH ARM FL I NT CR PROPOSED NAME: BARRINGTON BR 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 3.5 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 1.8 
METHOD: HWM METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 15, T 43N, R 9E D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 35, T 43N, R 9E 
PRIORITY: 5 PRIORITY: 5 
REPORT NUMBER: 212 
REPORT TITLE: FLOODS IN LAKE ZURICH QUAD HA-208 FHA 
AUTHOR: USGS 
STREAM NAME: INDIAN CR STREAM NAME: BUFFALO CR 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 6.0- 13 3 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 9.5- 15.8 
METHOD: HWM METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 7. T 43N, R 11E D/S LIMITS' NW QTR, SEC 30, T 43N, R 11E 
PRIORITY: 5 PRIORITY: 5 
STREAM NAME: SE QTR, SEC 15. T 4 3N, R 9E 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: NORTH ARM FL I NT CR 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 2.9- 6 8 
METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 13, T 43N, R 9E 
PRIORITY: 5 
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REPORT NUMBER: 215 
REPORT TITLE: FLOODS IN HIGHLAND PARK QUAD HA-69 FHA 
AUTHOR: USGS 
STREAM NAME: MIDDLE FK NORTH BR CHICAGO R STREAM NAME: WEST FK NORTH BR CHICAGO R 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 3.2- 14.5 RIVER M1LE LIMITS: 3.8- 11.9 
METHOD: HWM METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 14, T 42N, R 12E  D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 15, T 42N, R 12E 
PRIORITY: 5 PRIORITY: 5 
STREAM NAME: SKOKIE R 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 14.2 
METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: NE OTR, SEC 23, T 42N, R 12E 
PRIORITY: 5 
REPORT NUMBER: 216 
REPORT TITLE: FLOODS IN WHEELING QUAD HA-71 FHA 
AUTHOR: USGS 
STREAM NAME: DESPLAINES R STREAM NAME: INDIAN CR 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 73.1- 83.0 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 7.1 
METHOD: HWM METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 12, T 42N, R 11E D/S LIMITS: NW OTR, SEC 23, T 43N, R 11E 
PRIORITY: 5 PRIORITY: 5 
STREAM NAME: SW QTR, SEC 6, T 43N, R 11E STREAM NAME: SEAVEY DRAINAGE D 
PROPOSED NAME: DIAMOND LAKE DRAIN PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 2.6 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 6.0 
METHOD: HWM METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 6, T 43N, R 11E D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 16, T 43N, R 11E 
PRIORITY: 5 PRIORITY: 5 
STREAM NAME: NE QTR, SEC 17, T 43N, R 11E STREAM NAME: BUFFALO CR 
PROPOSED NAME: SOUTH BR INDIAN CR PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 3.0 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 3.4- 9.7 
METHOD: HWM METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 17, T 43N, R 11E D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 3, T 42N, R 11E 
PRIORITY: 5 PRIORITY: 5 
STREAM NAME: SE OTR, SEC 31, T 43N, R 11E STREAM NAME: MIDDLE FK NORTH BR CHICAGO R 
PROPOSED NAME: SOUTH BR BUFFALO CR PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 1.2 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 13.6- 17.8 
METHOD: HWM METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 31, T 43N, R 11E D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 6, T 43N, R 12E 
PRIORITY: 5 PRIORITY: 5 
REPORT NUMBER: 268 
REPORT TITLE: NORTH BR CHICAGO R REG 
AUTHOR: DOWR 
STREAM NAME: SKOKIE R STREAM NAME: MIDDLE FK NORTH BR CHICAGO R 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 20.8 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 17.7 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 23, T 42N, R 12E D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 25, T 42N, R 12E 
PRIORITY: 1 PRIORITY: 1 
STREAM NAME: WEST FK NORTH BR CHICAGO R 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 13.6 
METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 17, T 41N, R 13E 
PRIORITY: 1 
REPORT NUMBER: 269 
REPORT TITLE: DESPLAINES R REG 
AUTHOR: DOWR 
STREAM NAME: DESPLAINES R 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 41.0- 109.9 
METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 1, T 38N, R 12E 
PRIORITY: 1 
REPORT NUMBER: 276 
REPORT TITLE: LAKE BLUFF FIS 
AUTHOR: HARZA 
STREAM NAME: SKOKIE R 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 13.9- 17.4 
METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 20, T 44N, R 12E 
PRIORITY: 2 
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REPORT NUMBER: 286 REPORT TITLE: ZION FIS AUTHOR: HARZA 
STREAM NAME: KELLOGG RAVINE 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 3.8- 6.1 
METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 16, T 46N, R 12E 
PRIORITY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: 314 
REPORT TITLE: WADSWORTH FIS 
AUTHOR: USGS 
STREAM NAME: DESPLAINES R STREAM NAME: MILL CR 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 100.9- 102.9 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- .7 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 3, T 45N, R 11E D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 34, T 46N, R 11E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: 317 
REPORT TITLE: WINTHROP HARBOR FIS 
AUTHOR: HARZA 
STREAM NAME: SW QTR, SEC 2, T 46N, R 12E STREAM NAME: KELLOGG RAVINE 
PROPOSED NAME: LAKE MICHIGAN TRIB PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 1.1- 2.5 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 1.4- 1.9 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 10, T 46N, R 12E D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 15, T 46N, R 12E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: NE QTR, SEC 16, T 46N, R 1 2E 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: NORTH BR KELLOGG RAVINE 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 1.5 
METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 16, T 46N, R 12E 
PRIORITY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: 326 
REPORT TITLE: LAKE FOREST FIS 
AUTHOR: HARZA 
STREAM NAME: SKOKIE R STREAM NAME: MIDDLE FK NORTH BR CHICAGO R 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 18.4- 22.3 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 10.6- 15.1 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 9, T 43N, R 12E D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 17, T 43N, R 12E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: 330 
REPORT TITLE: LIBERTYVILLE FIS 
AUTHOR: USGS 
STREAM NAME: DESPLAINES R 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 84.0- 90.0 
METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 34, T 44N, R 11E 
PRIORITY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: 331 
REPORT TITLE: LINDENHURST FIS 
AUTHOR: WESTON 
STREAM NAME: HASTINGS CR 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 2.3- 3.0 
METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 26, T 46N, R 10E 
PRIORITY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: 332 
REPORT TITLE: ROUND LAKE HEIGHTS FIS 
AUTHOR: WESTON 
STREAM NAME: NW QTR, SEC 19, T 45N, R 10E 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: ROUNO LAKE BEACH TRIB 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 1.1- 1.3 
METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 17, T 45N, R 10E 
PRIORITY: 2 
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REPORT NUMBER: 333 
REPORT TITLE: THIRD LAKE F!S 
AUTHOR: WESTON 
STREAM NAME: MILL CR 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 12.4- 13.6 
METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 13, T 45N, R 10E 
PRIOR1TY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: 338 
REPORT TITLE: GREEN OAKS FIS 
AUTHOR: SCS 
STREAM NAME: SE QTR, SEC 9, T 44N, R 11E STREAM NAME: SE QTR, SEC 9, T 44N, R 11E 
PROPOSED NAME: 2ND ORDER TRIB TO OESPLAINES PROPOSED NAME: 3RD ORDER TRIB TO DESPLAINES R 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: .2- 1.0 RIVER MILE LIMITS: .1- .7 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 10, T 44N, R 11E D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 3, T 44N, R 11E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: 340 
REPORT TITLE: KILDEER FIS 
AUTHOR: WESTON 
STREAM NAME: BUFFALO CR STREAM NAME: SE QTR, SEC 26, T 43N, R 10E 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: LONG GROVE TRIB TO BUFFALO CR 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 11.0- 13.6 RIVER MILE LIMITS: .8- 2.7 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 26, T 43N, R 10E D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 26, T 43N, R 10E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: SE QTR, SEC 26, T 43N, R 10E STREAM NAME: NW QTR, SEC 17, T 43N, R 11E 
PROPOSED NAME: SOUTH FK LONG GROVE TRIB PROPOSED NAME: SOUTH BR INDIAN CR 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- .2 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 3.9- 4.6 
METHOD: HEC2 METHOD: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 27, T 43N, R 10E D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 23, T 43N, R 10E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: 341 
REPORT TITLE: LONG GROVE FIS 
AUTHOR: WESTON 
STREAM NAME: INDIAN CR STREAM NAME: NW QTR, SEC 17, T 43N, R 11E 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: SOUTH BR INDIAN CR 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 4.3- 8.4 RIVER MILE LIMITS: .7- 3.8 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 17, T 43N, R 11E  D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 20, T 43N, R 11E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: BUFFALO CR STREAM NAME: NW QTR, SEC 17, T 43N, R 11E 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: MCHENRY RD TRIB 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 7.4- 11.9 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- .9 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 31, T 43N, R 11E D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 19, T 43N, R 11E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: SE QTR, SEC 26, T 43N, R 10E 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: LONG GROVE TRIB TO BUFFALO CR 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- .9 
METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 26, T 43N, R 10E 
PRIORITY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: 348 
REPORT TITLE: ROUND LAKE FIS 
AUTHOR: WESTON 
STREAM NAME: SQUAW CR STREAM NAME: NW QTR, SEC 19, T 45N, R 10E 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: ROUND LAKE DRAIN 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 3.7- 7.3 RIVER MILE LIMITS: .8- 1.5 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 24, T 4SN, R 9E  D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 19, T 45N, R 10E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: 349 
REPORT TITLE: OLD MILL CREEK FIS 
AUTHOR: WESTON 
STREAM NAME: MILL CR STREAM NAME: NORTH MILL CR 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: .9- 4.9 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- .6 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 33, T 46N, R 11E D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 31, T 46N, R 11E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
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REPORT NUMBER: 351 
REPORT TITLE: ROUND LAKE BEACH FIS 
AUTHOR: WESTON 
STREAM NAME: NW QTR, SEC 19, T 45N, R 10E STREAM NAME: NW QTR, SEC 19, T.45N, R 10E 
PROPOSED NAME: ROUND LAKE DRAIN PROPOSED NAME: ROUND LAKE BEACH TRIB 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: .7- 2.3 RIVER MILE LIMITS: .2- 1.3 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 19, T 45N, R 10E D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 20, T 43N, R 10E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: 353 
REPORT TITLE: RIVERWOODS FIS 
AUTHOR: US6S 
STREAM NAME: DESPLAINES R STREAM NAME: WEST FK NORTH BR CHICAGO R 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 76.0- 77.7 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 11.6- 13.2 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 33, T 43N, R 11E D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 30, T 43N, R 12E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: 363 REPORT TITLE: GRAYSLAKE FIS AUTHOR: WESTON 
STREAM NAME: NW QTR, SEC 24, T 43N, R 10E 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: AVON DRAINAGE D 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 1.6- 4.0 
METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 26, T 45N, R 10E 
PRIORITY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: 373 
REPORT TITLE: TOWER LAKES FIS 
AUTHOR: SCS 
STREAM NAME: NW QTR, SEC 10, T 43N, R 9E STREAM NAME: NW QTR, SEC 10, T 43N, R 9E 
PROPOSED NAME: TOWER LAKE CR PROPOSED NAME: LAKE BARRINGTON DRAIN 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: .8- 1.7 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- .4 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 10, T 43N, R 9E D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 2, T 43N, R 9E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: NW QTR, SEC 10, T 43N, R 9E 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: TIMBER LAKE DRAIN 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 1.0 
METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 2, T 43N, R 9E 
PRIORITY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: 378 
REPORT TITLE: WAUKEGAN FIS 
AUTHOR: HARZA 
STREAM NAME: DESPLAINES R STREAM NAME: WAUKEGAN R 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 50.8- 51.7 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 2.6- 3.7 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 4, T 44N, R 11E D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 17, T 45N, R 12E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: BULL CR STREAM NAME: NE QTR, SEC 14, T 45N, R 11E 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: SUBURBAN COUNTRY CLUB TRIB 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 4.1- 4.6 RIVER MILE LIMITS: .9- 2.5 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 32, T 46N, R 12E  D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 11, T 45N, R 11E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: NW QTR, SEC 11, T 45N, R 12E 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: NORTH SHORE D 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- .7 
METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 8, T 43N, R 12E 
PRIORITY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: 385 
REPORT TITLE: METTAWA FIS 
AUTHOR: USGS 
STREAM NAME: DESPLAINES R 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 81.3- 86.3 
METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 10, T 43N, R 11E 
PRIORITY: 2 
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REPORT NUMBER: 398 REPORT TITLE: PARK CITY FIS AUTHOR: WESTON 
STREAM NAME: NW QTR, SEC 23, T 45N, R ME 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: SOUTH FK GURNEE TRIB 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 1.0- 1.7 
METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 25, T 45N, R HE 
PRIORITY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: 399 
REPORT TITLE: ANTIOCH FIS 
AUTHOR: SCS 
STREAM NAME: SEQUOIT CR STREAM NAME: NE QTR, SEC 27, T 46N, R 9E 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: ANTIOCH LAKE DRAIN 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 2.8 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- .2 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 7, T 46N, R 10E  D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 18, T 46N, R 10E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: SW QTR, SEC 36, T 1N, R 20E STREAM NAME: NE QTR, SEC 17, T 46N, R 10E 
PROPOSED NAME: CROSS LAKE TRIB PROPOSED NAME: SILVER LAKE DRAIN 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- .1 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- .3 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC S, T 46N, R 10E D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 17, T 46N, R 10E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: 400 
REPORT TITLE: LAKE VILLA FIS 
AUTHOR: SCS 
STREAM NAME: SW QTR, SEC 33, T 46N, R 10E STREAM NAME: SW QTR, SEC 33, T 46N, R 10E 
PROPOSED NAME: LAKE VILLA CR PROPOSED NAME: SOUTH BR LAKE VILLA CR 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 2.2- 3.7 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- .4 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 33, T 46N, R 10E  D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 33, T 46N, R 1 OE 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: SW QTR, SEC 28, T 46N, R 10E STREAM NAME: EAGLE CR 
PROPOSED NAME: NORTH SHORE DRAIN PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: .9- 1.6 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 1.6- 2.8 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 29, T 46N, R 10E D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 8, T 45N, R 10E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: SE QTR, SEC 5, T 43N, R 10E STREAM NAME: NW QTR, SEC 8, T 45N, R 10E 
PROPOSED NAME: NORTH BR EAGLE CR PROPOSED NAME: EAST BR EAGLE CR 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- .1 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- .2 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 5, T 43N, R 10E  D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 8, T 45N, R 10E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: 402 
REPORT TITLE: MUNDELEIN FIS 
AUTHOR: USGS 
STREAM NAME: BULL CR STREAM NAME: SEAVEY DRAINAGE D 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 3.S- 6.7 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 4.0- 5.0 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: NE QTR. SEC 19, T 44N, R 11E D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 29, T 44N, R 11E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: SW QTR, SEC 6, T 43N, R 11E 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: DIAMONO LAKE DRAIN 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 3.0- 3.6 
METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 6, T 43N, R 11E 
PRIORITY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: 419 
REPORT TITLE: GRAYSLAKE FLOODWATER DAMAGE MAP 
AUTHOR: MCCLURE 
STREAM NAME: SW QTR, SEC 12, T 43N, R 10E STREAM NAME: SW QTR, SEC 12, T 45N, R 10E 
PROPOSED NAME: AVON FREMONT 0 PROPOSED NAME: WEST BR AVON FREMONT D 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 1.6- 4 0 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- .9 
METHOD: HWM METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 26, T 43N, R 10E  D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 26, T 45N, R 10E 
PRIORITY: 5                   PRIORITY: 5 
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REPORT NUMBER: 420 
REPORT TITLE: ANTIOCH FLOODWATER DRAINAGE MAP 
AUTHOR: MCCLURE 
STREAM NAME: SEQUOIT CR 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 2.6 
METHOO: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 7, T 46N, R 10E 
PRI0R1TY: S 
REPORT NUMBER: 432 REPORT TITLE: GURNEE REC AUTHOR: CCOE 
STREAM NAME: DESPLAINES R 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 94.2- 97.8 
METHOD: DFM 
D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 25, T 43N, R 11E 
PRIORITY: 7 
REPORT NUMBER: 486 
REPORT TITLE: WAUCONOA FIS 
AUTHOR: SCS 
STREAM NAME: NW QTR, SEC 29, T 44N, R 9E STREAM NAME: NW QTR, SEC 29, T 44N, R 9E 
PROPOSED NAME: WILLOW RD CR PROPOSED NAME: BANGS LAKE DRAIN 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: .3- .7 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 1.3- 3.3 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 27, T 44N, R 9E  D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 26, T 44N, R 9E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: NW QTR, SEC 29, T 44N, R 9E STREAM NAME: NW QTR, SEC 29, T 44N, R 9E 
PROPOSED NAME: GARLAND RD TRIB PROPOSED NAME: KIMBALL AVE TRIB 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: '0.0- .3 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- .3 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 24, T 44N, R 9E  D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 25, f 44N, R 9E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: 505 
REPORT TITLE: LAKE ZURICH REC 
AUTHOR: CCOE 
STREAM NAME: BUFFALO CR STREAM NAME: SE QTR, SEC 15, T 43N, R 9E 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: NORTH ARM FLINT CR 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: ' 14.4- 15.2 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 6.4- 7.1 
METHOD: DFM METHOO: OFM 
D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 21, T 43N, R 10E D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 18, T 43N, R 10E 
PRIORITY: 7 PRIORITY: 7 
REPORT NUMBER: 522 
REPORT TITLE: FOX R CHAIN OF LAKES FHA 
AUTHOR: CCOE 
STREAM NAME: FOX R 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 99.0- 116.0 
METHOD: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 12, T 44N, R 8E 
PRIORITY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: 528 
REPORT TITLE: LAKE COUNTY UNINC FIS 
AUTHOR: WESTON 
STREAM NAME: DESPLAINES R STREAM NAME: NE QTR, SEC 10, T 46N, R 11E 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: RUSSELL TRIB TO DESPLAINES R 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 75.4- 109.9 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 3.1 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 33, T 43N, R 11E D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 10, T 46N, R 11E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: NE QTR, SEC 10, T 46N, R 11E STREAM NAME: FOX R 
PROPOSED NAME: EAST FK RUSSELL TRIB PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: ' 0.0- 1.8 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 103.4- 115.1 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 12, T 46N, R 11E D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 9, T 45N, R 9E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: SKOKIE R STREAM NAME: MIDOLE FK NORTH BR CHICAGO R 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 16.7- 19.1 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 10.0- 19.2 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOO: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 7, T 44N, R 12E D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 17, T 43N, R 12E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
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STREAM NAME: WEST FK NORTH BR CHICAGO R STREAM NAME: HASTING CR 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 11.3- 13.6 RIVER MILE LIMITS: O.O- 6.6 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOO: WSPZ 
D/S LIMITS: SE OTR, SEC 30, T 43N, R 12E D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 24, T 46N, R 10E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: MILL CR STREAM NAME: NORTH MILL CR 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: .3- 18.0 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 7.5 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 34, T 46N, R 11E D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 31, T 46N, R 11E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: BUFFALO CR STREAM NAME: SW QTR, SEC 27, T, 43N, R 1 OE 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: LONG GROVE TRIB TO BUFFALO CR 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 6.8- 14.3 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 2.3- 2.S 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 32, T 43N, R 11E D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 27, T 43N, R 10E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: MUTTON CR STREAM NAME: INDIAN CR 
PROPOSED NAME:" PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: .2- 2.2 RIVER MILE LIMITS: .3- 13.4 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 21, T 44N, R 9E  D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 13, T 43N, R 11E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: SE QTR, SEC 2, T 43N, R 10E STREAM NAME: NW QTR, SEC 17, T 43N, R 11E 
PROPOSED NAME: GILMER TRIB PROPOSEO NAME: SOUTH BR INDIAN CR 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: .2- 1.8 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 4.6 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 2, T 43N, R 10E D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 17, T 43N, R 11E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: NE QTR, SEC 33, T 43N, R 11E STREAM NAME: NE QTR, SEC 33, T 43N, R 11E 
PROPOSED NAME: APTAKISIC CR PROPOSED NAME: NORTH BR APTAKISIC CR 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 4.6 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- .4 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 35, T 43N, R 11E D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 29, T 43N, R 11E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: SW QTR, SEC 9, T 44N, R 11E STREAM NAME: SW QTR, SEC 9, T 44N, R 11E 
PROPOSED NAME: MEADOWHAVEN CR PROPOSED NAME: IRONDALE CR 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- .1 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 1.5 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 10, T 44N, R 11E D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 10, T 44N, R 11E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: FLINT CR STREAM NAME: EAGLE CR 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 3.0 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 1.9- 3.0 
METHOO: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 10, T 43N, R 9E D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 8, T 45N, R 10E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: BULL CREEK STREAM NAME: SE QTR, SEC 8, T 44N, R 11E 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: WEST BR BULL CR 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 4.2 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 2.4 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 4, T 44N, R 11E D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 8, T 44N, R 11E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: SE QTR, SEC 8, T 44N, R 11E STREAM NAME: SE QTR, SEC 8, T 44N, R 11E 
PROPOSED NAME: NORTH BR BULL CR TRIB PROPOSED NAME: WEST BR BULL CR TRIB 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- .3 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- .2 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 7, T 44N, R 11E D/S LIMITS: NW OTR, SEC 7, T 44N, R 11E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: NW QTR, SEC 23, T 45N, R 11E STREAM NAME: NIPPERSINK CR 
PROPOSED NAME'- SOUTH FK GURNEE TRIB PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: .8- 1.7 RIVER MILE LIMITS: .5- 1.1 
METHOO: WSP2 METHOO: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 24, T 45N, R 11E D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 4, T 45N, R 9E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: SEQUOIT CR STREAM NAME: SQUAW CR 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: .7- 2.9 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 10.6 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOO: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: NE OTR, SEC 7, T 46N, R 10E D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 11, T 45N, R 9E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
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STREAM NAME: NW QTR, SEC 10, T 43N, R 9E STREAM NAME: SE QTR, SEC 27, T 44N, R 9E 
PROPOSED NAME: TOWER LAKE CR PROPOSED NAME: WILLOW ROAD CR 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: .8- .9 RIVER MILE LIMITS: .2- .7 
METHOO: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 10, T 43N, R 9E D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 27, T 44N, R 9E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: SW QTR, SEC 24, T 44N, R 9E STREAM NAME: NE QTR, SEC 14, T 43N, R 11E 
PROPOSED NAME: GARLAND ROAD TRIB PROPOSED NAME: SUBURBAN COUNTRY CLUB TRIB 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- .4 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 4.6 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 24, T 44N, R 9E D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 14, T 43N, R 11E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: NE QTR, SEC 14, T 45N, R 11E STREAM NAME: SE QTR, SEC 9, T 44N, R 11E 
PROPOSED NAME: SOUTH FK SUBURBAN CC TRIB PROPOSED NAME: BUCKLEY RD BR 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- .3 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 1.9 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 1, T 45N, R 11E D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 9, T 44N, R 11E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: SW QTR, SEC 25, T 44N, R 9E STREAM NAME: NE QTR, SEC 5, T 42N, R 11E 
PROPOSED NAME: KIMBALL AVE TRIB PROPOSED NAME: FARRINGTON D 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: .2- .3 RIVER MILE LIMITS: .4- .9 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 23, T 44N, R 9E  D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 32, T 43N, R 11E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: SEAVEY DRAINAGE D STREAM NAME: NE QTR, SEC 7, T 43N, R 11E 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: DIAMOND LAKE DRAIN 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 3.1 RIVER MILE LIMITS: .7- 2.0 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 16, T 43N, R 11E D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 6, T 43N, R 11E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: SE QTR, SEC 33, T IN, R 21E STREAM NAME: SW QTR, SEC 1, T 43N, R 10E 
PROPOSED NAME: DEER LAKE DRAIN PROPOSED NAME: FOREST LAKE DRAIN 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: .5- 3.1 RIVER MILE LIMITS: .2- 1.2 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: NW OTR, SEC 1, T 46N, R 10E D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 12, T 43N, R 10E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: SW QTR, SEC 28, T 46N, R 10E STREAM NAME: NW QTR, SEC 19, T 45N, R 10E 
PROPOSED NAME: NORTH SHORE DRAIN PROPOSED NAME: ROUND LAKE DRAIN 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: .9- 1.2 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 1.5 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 29, T 46N, R 10E D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 19, T 45N, R 10E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: NW QTR, SEC 19, T 45N, R 11E STREAM NAME: SW QTR, SEC 28, T 44N, R 9E 
PROPOSED NAME: ROUND LAKE BEACH TRIB PROPOSED NAME: BANGS LAKE DRAIN 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0/0- .2 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 2.7- 3.1 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 20, T 43N, R 11E  D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 28, T 44N, R 9E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: NW QTR, SEC 4, T 43N, R 9E STREAM NAME: NW QTR, SEC 17, T 46N, R 10E 
PROPOSED NAME: SLOCUM LAKE DRAIN PROPOSED NAME: SILVERLAKE DRAIN 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 2.0 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- .4 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 4, T 43N, R 9E D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 17, T 46N, R 10E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: KELLOGG RAVINE STREAM NAME: SE QTR, SEC 15, T 43N, R 9E 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: NORTH ARM FLINT CR 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 3.6- 6.0 RIVER MILE LIMITS: .7- .8 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 16, T 46N, R 12E D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 14, T 46N, R 12E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: BULL CR 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS:' 1.7- 4.5 
METHOO: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 34, T 46N, R 1 2E 
PRIORITY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: 338 
REPORT TITLE: ISLAND LAKE FIS 
AUTHOR: BENESCH 
STREAM NAME: COTTON CR STREAM NAME: MUTTON CR 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 2.4 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- .8 
METHOD: HEC2 METHOO: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 30, T 44N, R 9E D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 21, T 44N, R 9E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
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REPORT NUMBER: 563 
REPORT TITLE: FOREST LAKE DSR 
AUTHOR: CCOE 
STREAM NAME: FOREST LAKE 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: O.O- 0.0 
METHOD: HEC1 
D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 10, T 43N, R 10E 
PRIORITY: 5 
REPORT NUMBER: 588 
REPORT TITLE: DESPLAINES R TRIBS FHA 
AUTHOR: SCS 
STREAM NAME: NE QTR, SEC 35, T 43N, R 11E STREAM NAME: NE QTR, SEC 25, T 43N, R 11E 
PROPOSED NAME: FAIRINGTON D PROPOSED NAME: APTAKISIC CR 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: .4- t.O RIVER MILE LIMITS: 1.8- 5.2 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 32, T 43N, R 11E D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 27, T 43N, R 11E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: BUFFALO CR STREAM NAME: NW QTR, SEC 17, T 43N, R 11E 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: SOUTH BR INDIAN CR 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 12.2- 15.2 RIVER MILE LIMITS: .1- 4.5 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 26, T 43N, R 10E  D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 17, T 43N, R 11E  
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: NW QTR, SEC 17, T 43N, R 11E STREAM NAME: INDIAN CR 
PROPOSED NAME: MCHENRY ROAD TR1B PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- .9 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 8.0- 13.3 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 19, T 43N, R 11E  D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 1, T 43N, R 10E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: SW QTR, SEC 1, T 43N, R 10E STREAM NAME: SE QTR, SEC 2, T 43N, R 10E 
PROPOSED NAME: FOREST LAKE DRAIN PROPOSED NAME: GILMER TRIB 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 2.4 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 1.8 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 1, T 43N, R 10E  D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 2, T 43N, R 10E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: SEAVEY D STREAM NAME: BULL CR 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSEO NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 4.7- 6.3 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 6.4 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 29, T 44N, R 11E D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 4, T 44N, R 11E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: DESPLAINES R STREAM NAME: SE QTR, SEC 9, T 44N, R 11E 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: BUCKLEY ROAD BR 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 90.4- 109.9 RIVER MILE LIMITS: .4- 2.7 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 9, T 44N, R 11E D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 10, T 44N, R 11E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: SE QTR, SEC 9, T 44N, R 11E STREAM NAME: SE QTR, SEC 9, T 44N, R 11E 
PROPOSED NAME: IRONDALE CR PROPOSED NAME: MEADOWHAVEN CR 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 1 3 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- .8 
METHOO: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 10, T 44N, R 11E  D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 10, T 44N, R 11E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: SE QTR, SEC 8, T 44N, R 11E STREAM NAME: SE QTR, SEC 8, T 44N, R 11E 
PROPOSEO NAME: WEST BR BULL CR PROPOSEO NAME: NORTH BR BULL CR TRIB 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 2.3 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- .3 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 8. T 44N, R 11E D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 7, T 44N, R 11E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: SE QTR, SEC 8. T 44N, R UE STREAM NAME: MILL CR 
PROPOSED NAME: WEST BR BULL CR TRIB PROPOSEO NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 2 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 9.6- 18.6 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 7, T 44N, R 11E  D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 18, T 45N, R 11E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: SW QTR, SEC 12. T 45N, R 10E STREAM NAME NW QTR. SEC 23, T 45N, R 11E 
PROPOSED NAME: FOURTH LAKE DRAIN PROPOSED NAME: GURNEE TRIB TO DESPLAINES R 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 1 0 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 1.2 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOO: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 12, T 45N, R 1 OE D/S LIMITS NE QTR, SEC 23, T 45N, R 11E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
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STREAM NAME: NW QTR, SEC 23, T 45N, R 11E STREAM NAME: NE QTR, SEC 14, T 45N, R 11E 
PROPOSED NAME: SOUTH FK GURNEE TRIB PROPOSED NAME: SUBURBAN COUNTRY CLUB TRIB 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: O.O- 1.7 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 4.6 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 23, T 45N, R 11E D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 14, T 43N, R 11E 
PR10RITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: NE QTR, SEC 14, T 45N, R 11E STREAM NAME: NE QTR, SEC 10, T 46N, R 11E 
PROPOSED NAME: SOUTH FK SUBURBAN CC TRIB PROPOSED NAME: RUSSELL TRIB TO DESPLAINES R 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- .5 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 5.1 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 1, T 4SN, R 11E D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 10, T 46N, R 11E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: HASTINGS CR STREAM NAME: SE QTR, SEC 23, T IN, R 21E 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: DEER LAKE DRAIN 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 3.0- 6.6 RIVER MILE LIMITS: .5- 3.1 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 26, T 46N, R 10E D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 1, T 46N, R 10E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: 630 
REPORT TITLE: COUNTRYSIDE LAKE DSR 
AUTHOR: CCOE 
STREAM NAME: COUNTRYSIDE LAKE 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 1.9 -
METHOD: HEC1 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 3S, T 44N, R 10E 
PRIORITY: 5 
REPORT NUMBER: 651 
REPORT TITLE: LOCH LOMOND DSR ' 
AUTHOR: CCOE 
STREAM NAME: LOCH LOMOND DAM 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- .6 
METHOD: HEC1 
D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 24, T 44N, R 10E 
PRIORITY: 5 
REPORT NUMBER: 652 
REPORT TITLE: ROUNO LAKE DSR 
AUTHOR: CCOE 
STREAM NAME: ROUNO LAKE 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 1.2 
METHOD: HEC1 
D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 20, T 45N, R 10E 
PRIORITY: 5 
REPORT NUMBER: 653 
REPORT TITLE: ST MARYS LAKE DSR 
AUTHOR: CCOE 
STREAM NAME: ST MARYS LAKE 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 1.0 
METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 20, T 44N, R 11E 
PRIORITY: 4 
REPORT NUMBER: 882 
REPORT TITLE: LAKE ZURICH FIS 
AUTHOR: SCS 
STREAM NAME: SE QTR, SEC 15, T 43N, R 9E STREAM NAME: BUFFALO CR 
PROPOSED NAME: NORTH ARM FLINT CR PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 3.9- 4.6 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 14.1- 14.5 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 18, T 43N, R 10E D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 21, T 43N, R 10E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
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REPORT NUMBER: 885 
REPORT TITLE: NORTH BARRINGTON FIS 
AUTHOR: SCS 
STREAM NAME: FLINT CR STREAM NAME: NW QTR, SEC 22, T 43N, R 9E 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: EAST TRIB FLINT CR 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 2.4- 2.S RIVER MILE LIMITS: .3- .4 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 22, T 43N, R 9E D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 22, T 43N, R 9E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: SE QTR, SEC 15, T 43N, R 9E STREAM NAME: SE QTR, SEC 15, T 43N, R 9E 
PROPOSED NAME: NORTH ARM FLINT CR PROPOSED NAME: SIGNAL HILL TRIB 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: .5- 3.3 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- .4 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 15, T 43N, R 9E D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 13, T 43N, R 9E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: SE QTR, SEC 15, T 43N, R 9E 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: HONEY LAKE DR 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 2.0 
METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 14, T 43N, R 9E 
PRIORITY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: 894 
REPORT TITLE: HAWTHORN WOODS FIS 
AUTHOR: SCS 
STREAM NAME: INDIAN CR STREAM NAME: SW QTR, SEC 1, T 43N, R 10E 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: GILMER TRIB 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 8.7- 10.0 ' RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 1.7 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 1, T 43N, R 10E  D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 2, T 43N, R 10E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: SE QTR, SEC 15, T 43N, R 9E STREAM NAME: SW QTR, SEC 1, T 43N, R 10E 
PROPOSED NAME: NORTH ARM FLINT CR PROPOSED NAME: FOREST LAKE DRAIN 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 4.5- 6.3 RIVER MILE LIMITS: .4- 2.3 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 7, T 43N, R 10E D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 12, T 43N, R 10E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: 902 
REPORT TITLE: HAINESVILLE FIS 
AUTHOR: WESTON 
STREAM NAME: SQUAW CR 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 8.4- 8.8 
METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 33, T 45N, R 10E 
P R I O R I T Y : 2 
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LAKE COÜNTY 
FLOOD PRONE AREA MAPS 
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DesPlaines River Wadsworth 7.5' 7 B 
Libertyville 7.5' 7 C 
Wheeling 7.5' 29 B 
Mill Creek Wadsworth 7.5' 7 B 
Antioch 7.5' 8 A 
North Mill Creek Wadsworth 7.5' 7 B 
Antioch 7.5' 8 A 
Hastings Creek Antioch 7.5' 8 A 
Bull Creek Libertyville 7.5' 7 C 
Indian Creek Lake Zurich 7.5' 28 A 
Wheeling 7.5' 29 B 
Seavey Drainage Ditch Wheeling 7.5' 29 B 
Buffalo Creek Lake Zurich 7.5' 28 A 
North Branch Chicago River Libertyville 7.5' 7 C 
Highland Park 7.5' 29 A 
Wheeling 7.5' 29 B 
West Fork Chicago River Highland Park 7.5' 29 A 
Wheeling 7.5' 29 B 
Skokie River Highland Park 7.5' 29 A 
Fox River Fox Lake 7.5' 8 B 
Squaw Creek Grayslake 7.5' 8 D 
Eagle Creek Antioch 7.5' 8 A 
Sequoit Creek Antioch 7.5' 8 A 
Nippersink Creek Fox Lake 7.5' 8 B 
Cotton Creek Wauconda 7.5' 8 C 
Grayslake 7.5' 8 D 
Flint Creek Barrington 7.5' 28 B 
Spring Creek Barrington 7.5' 28 B 
Lake Michigan Zion 7.5' 7 A 
Waukegan 7.5' 7 D 
Highland Park 7.5' 29 A 
Bull Creek Zion 7.5' 7 A 
Kellogg Ravine Zion 7.5' 7 A 
Waukegan River Zion 7.5' 7 A 
Waukegan 7.5' 7 D 
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MCHENRY UNINCORPORATED COUNTY 479 141 144 522 977 775 776 777 778 193 
195 196 197 198 199 200 201 202 203 204 
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REPORT NUMBER: 102 
REPORT TITLE: CARY FIS 
AUTHOR: CCOE 
STREAM NAME: CARY CR STREAM NAME: FOX R 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: .5- 1.8 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 84.8- 87.1 
METHOD: HEC2 METHOD: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 24, T 43N, R 8E D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 23, T 43N, R 8E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: 128 
REPORT TITLE: WOODSTOCK FIS 
AUTHOR: HNTB 
STREAM NAME: NW QTR, SEC 10, T 4SN, R 7E 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: SILVER CR 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 4.3- 6.0 
METHOD: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 32, T 43N, R 7E 
PRIORITY: 1 
REPORT NUMBER: 141 
REPORT TITLE: FOX R CHAIN OF LAKES FHA 
AUTHOR: DOWR 
STREAM NAME: FOX R 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 97.7- 115.9 
METHOD: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 12, T 44N, R 8E 
PRIORITY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: 144 
REPORT TITLE: FOX R FCS 
AUTHOR: DOWR 
STREAM NAME: FOX R 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 81.3- 104.7 
METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 34, T 43N, R 8E 
PRIORITY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: 151 
REPORT TITLE: MCHENRY FIS 
AUTHOR: CCOE 
STREAM NAME: FOX R STREAM NAME: BOONE CR 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 101.1- 102.0 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 3.0 
METHOO: HEC2 METHOD: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 36, T 45N, R 8E D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 35, T 45N, R 8E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: SW QTR, SEC 26, T 45N, R 8E 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: LAKELAND PARK DRAINAGE D 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- .8 
METHOD: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 26, T 45N, R 8E 
PRIORITY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: 193 
REPORT TITLE: FLOODS IN FOX LAKE QUAD HA-151 FHA 
AUTHOR: USGS 
STREAM NAME: NIPPERSINK CR STREAM NAME: FOX R 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 9.3 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 97.7- 116.6 
METHOD: HWM METHOO: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 4, T 45N, R 9E  D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 13, T 45N, R 8E 
PRIORITY: 5    PRIORITY: 5 
REPORT NUMBER: 195 
REPORT TITLE: FLOODS IN WAUCONDA QUAD HA-207 FHA 
AUTHOR: 'USGS 
STREAM NAME: FOX R STREAM NAME: LILY LAKE DRAIN 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 92.4- 103.0 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 3.2 
METHOD: HWM METHOO: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 32, T 44N, R 9E D/S LIMITS: NE OTR, SEC 19, T 45N, R 9E 
PRIORITY: 5 PRIORITY: 5 
STREAM NAME: COTTON CR 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 1.8 
METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 30, T 44N, R 9E 
PRIORITY: 5 
REPORT NUMBER: 196 
REPORT TITLE: FLOODS IN RICHMOND QUAD HA-303 FHA 
AUTHOR: USGS 
STREAM NAME: NIPPERSINK CR STREAM NAME: NORTH BR NIPPERSINK CR 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 7.4- 21.0 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 9.7 
METHOD: HWM METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 25, T 46N, R 8E D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 27, T 46N, R 8E 
PRIORITY: 5  PRIORITY: 5 
STREAM NAME: NW QTR, SEC 13, T 46N, R 9E 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: ELIZABETH LAKE DRAIN 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 2.7 
METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 15, T 46N, R 8E 
PRIORITY: 5 
REPORT NUMBER: 197 
REPORT TITLE: FLOODS IN HEBRON QUAD HA-363 FHA 
AUTHOR: USGS 
STREAM NAME: NIPPERSINK CR STREAM NAME: SW QTR, SEC 9, T 45N, R 7E 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: SILVER CR 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 19.7- 35.8 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 1.7 
METHOD: HWM METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 13, T 45N, R 7E  D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 9, T 45N, R 7E 
PRIORITY: 5 PRIORITY: 5 
STREAM NAME: SW QTR, SEC 9, T 43N, R 7E STREAM NAME: NW QTR, SEC 10, T 45N, R 7E 
PROPOSED NAME: SLOUGH CR PROPOSED NAME: VANDER KARR CR 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 3.6 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 3.7 
METHOD: HWM METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 9, T 43N, R 7E D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 10, T 43N, R 7E 
PRIORITY. 5 PRIORITY: 5 
STREAM NAME: NORTH BR NIPPERSINK CR STREAM NAME: NE QTR, SEC 4, T 46N, R 7E 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: DEYOUNG CR 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 14.7- 17.2 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 2.6 
METHOD: HWM METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 4, T 46N, R 7E D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 4, T 46N, R 7E 
PRIORITY: 5 PRIORITY: 5 
STREAM NAME: NW QTR, SEC 10, T 45N, R 7E 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: NEWMAN CR 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 1.2 
METHOO: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 10, T 43N, R 7E 
PRIORITY: 5 
REPORT NUMBER: 198 
REPORT TITLE: FLOOOS IN WOOOSTOCK QUAD HA-256 FHA 
AUTHOR: USGS 
STREAM NAME: KISHWAUKEE R STREAM NAME: NE QTR, SEC 1, T 43N, R 6E 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: PLEASANT VALLEY BR 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 57.9- 63.2 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 2.4- 4.9 
METHOD: HWM METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 33, T 44N, R 7E D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC I, T 43N, R 6E 
PRIORITY: 5 PRIORITY: 5 
STREAM NAME: NW QTR, SEC 27, T 44N, R 6E STREAM NAME: NW QTR, SEC 23, T 44N, R 6E 
PROPOSED NAME: FRANKLINVILLE CR PROPOSED NAME: APPLE CR 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 1.2- 3.0 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 5.0 
METHOD: HWM METHOO: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 23, T 44N, R 6E  D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 23, T 44N, R 6E 
PRIORITY: 5 PRIORITY: 5 
STREAM NAME: SW QTR, SEC 9, T 45N, R 7E STREAM NAME: SW QTR, SEC 9, T 43N, R 7E 
PROPOSED NAME: SILVER CR PROPOSED NAME: SLOUGH CR 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- , 6.1 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 1.6- 6.6 
METHOD: HWM METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 9, T 43N, R 7E D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 18, T 43N, R 7E 
PRIORITY: 5                 PRIORITY: 5 
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REPORT NUMBER: 199 
REPORT TITLE: FLOODS IN MCHENRY QUAD HA-255 FHA 
AUTHOR: USGS 
STREAM NAME: DUTCH CR STREAM NAME: BOONE CR 
PROPOSED NAME:           PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: O.O- 3.8 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 12.9 
METHOD: HWM . METHOO: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: NE OTR, SEC 24, T 45N, R 8E  D/S LIMITS: SE OTR, SEC 26, T 45N, R 8E 
PRIORITY: 5 PRIORITY: 5 
STREAM NAME: FOX R STREAM NAME: NW OTR, SEC 8, T 44N, R 8E 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSEO NAME: POWERS CR 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 96.9- 102.5 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 3.4 
METHOD: HWM METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 12, T 44N, R 8E D/S LIMITS: NW OTR, SEC 8, T 44N, R 8E 
PRIORITY: 5 PRIORITY: 5 
STREAM NAME: NE OTR, SEC 13, T 44N, R 8E 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: SLEEPY HOLLOW CR 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 7.9 
METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 13, T 44N, R 8E 
PRIORITY: 5 
REPORT NUMBER: 200 
REPORT TITLE: FLOODS IN HARVARD QUAD HA-496 FHA 
AUTHOR: USOS 
STREAM NAME: NE QTR, SEC 13, T 46N, R 6E STREAM NAME: NORTH BR KISHWAUKEE R 
PROPOSED NAME: ALOEN CR PROPOSEO NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 1.2- 6.2 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 11.3- 17.7 
METHOD: HWM METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 14, T 46N, R 6E  D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 16, T 45N, R 6E 
PRIORITY: 5 PRIORITY: 5 
STREAM NAME: RUSH CR STREAM NAME: LAWRENCE CR 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSEO NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 10.6- 15.3 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 1.7- 6.5 
METHOD: HWM METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 11, T 45N, R 5E D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 22, T 46N, R 3E 
PRIORITY: 5 PRIORITY: 5 
STREAM NAME: MOKELER CR 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 3.7- 9.5 
METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 3, T 45N, R 5E 
PRIORITY: 5 
REPORT NUMBER: 201 
REPORT TITLE: FLOODS IN MARENGO N QUAD HA-493 FHA 
AUTHOR: USGS 
STREAM NAME: KISHWAUKEE R STREAM NAME: SOUTH BR KISHWAUKEE R 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSEO NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 33.6- 48.9 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 3.3 
METHOD: HWM METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 28, T 44N, R 3E D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 29, T 44N, R 6E 
PRIORITY: 5 PRIORITY: 5 
STREAM NAME: NORTH BR KISHWAUKEE R STREAM NAME: NW QTR, SEC 27, T 44N, R 6E 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: FRANKLINVILLE CR 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 12.3 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 3.1 
METHOD: HWM METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 29, T 44N, R 6E D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 27, T 44N, R 6E 
PRIORITY: 5 PRIORITY: 5 
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REPORT NUMBER: 202 
REPORT TITLE: FLOODS IN CAPRON QUAD HA-498 FHA 
AUTHOR: USGS 
STREAM NAME: PISCASAW CR STREAM NAME: RUSH CR 
PROPOSED NAME:  PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 15.1- 27.3 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 8.3- 11.6 
METHOD: HWM METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 18, T 45N, R 5E  D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 22, T 45N, R 5E 
PRIORITY: 5 PRIORITY: 5 
STREAM NAME: MOKELER CR STREAM NAME: SW QTR, SEC 7, T 45N, R 5E 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: LITTLE BEAVER CR 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 5.3 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 7.7 
METHOD: HWM METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 7, T 45N, R 5E D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 7, T 45N, R 5E 
PRIORITY: 5 PRIORITY: 5 
STREAM NAME: NE QTR, SEC 20, T 46N, R 5E STREAM NAME: LAWRENCE CR 
PROPOSED NAME: WEST BR PISCASAW CR TRIB PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 4.0 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 3.5 
METHOD: HWM METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: NE OTR, SEC 20, T 46N, R 5E D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 33, T 46N, R 5E 
PRIORITY: 5 PRIORITY: 5 
STREAM NAME: WEST BR PISCASAW CR 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 7.0 
METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 32, T 46N, R 5E 
PRIORITY: 5 
REPORT NUMBER: 203 
REPORT TITLE: FLOODS IN GARDEN PRA1RIE QUAD HA-497 FHA 
AUTHOR: USGS 
STREAM NAME: KISHWAUKEE R STREAM NAME: RUSH CR 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 28.1- 40.0 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 10.6 
METHOD: HWM METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 28, T 44N, R 4E D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 30, T 44N, R 5E 
PRIORITY: 5 PRIORITY: 5 
STREAM NAME: MUD CR STREAM NAME: NW QTR, SEC 23, T 44N, R 4E 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: WEST BR MUD CR 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 9.1 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 3.2 
METHOD: HWM METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 27, T 44N, R 4E D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 27, T 44N, R 4E 
PRIORITY: 5 PRIORITY: 5 
STREAM NAME: PISCASAW CR STREAM NAME: OERYUNE CR 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 10.2- 16.4 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 2.1- 10.1 
METHOD: HWM METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 27, T 45N, R 4E D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 34, T 45N, R 4E 
PRIORITY: 5 PRIORITY: 5 
REPORT NUMBER: 204 
REPORT TITLE: FLOODS IN MARENGO S QUAD HA-463 FHA 
AUTHOR: USGS 
STREAM NAME: KISHWAUKEE R STREAM NAME: SOUTH BR KISHWAUKEE R 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 47.8- 50.8 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 1.0- 5.S 
METHOD: HWM METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 26, T 44N, R 6E D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 33, T 44N, R 5E 
PRIORITY: 5 PRIORITY: 5 
STREAM NAME: NE QTR, SEC 3, T 43N, R 6E STREAM NAME: NE QTR, SEC 3, T 43N, R 6E 
PROPOSED NAME: UNION CR EAST PROPOSED NAME: EAST BR UNION CR EAST 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 4.6 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 3.8 
METHOD: HWM METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 3, T 43N, R 6E D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 10, T 43N, R 6E 
PRIORITY: 5 PRIORITY: 5 
STREAM NAME: COON CR STREAM NAME: NE QTR, SEC 2, T 42N, R 5E 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: HARMONY CR 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 13.9- 18.7 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 6.8 
METHOD: HWM METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 26, T 43N, R 5E D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 2, T 42N, R 5E 
PRIORITY: 5 PRIORITY: 5 
STREAM NAME: SE QTR, SEC 35, T 43N, R 5E STREAM NAME: NE QTR, SEC 22, T 43N, R 5E 
PROPOSED NAME: GETTY RD TRIB TO COON CR PROPOSED NAME: RILEY CR 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 5.2 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 4.5 
METHOD: HWM METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 35, T 43N, R 5E  D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 22, T 43N, R 5E 
PRIORITY: 5 PRIORITY: 5 
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REPORT NUMBER: 20S 
REPORT TITLE: FLOODS IN RILEY QUAD HA-464 FHA 
AUTHOR: USGS 
STREAM NAME: COON CR STREAM NAME: NE QTR, SEC 22, T 43N, R 5E 
PROPOSED NAME:  PROPOSED NAME: RILEY CR 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 3.7- 15.4 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 1.2 
METHOD: HWM METHOO: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 3, T 43N, R 4E D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 22, T 43N, R 3E 
PRIORITY: 5  PRIORITY: 5 
STREAM NAME: NE QTR, SEC 18, T 43N, R 5E STREAM NAME: SPRING BROOK 
PROPOSED NAME: WILLIAMSON CR PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 3.1 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 9.0 
METHOD: HWM METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 18, T 43N, R 5E D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 6, T 43N, R 5E 
PRIORITY: 5  PRIORITY: 5 
REPORT NUMBER: 207 
REPORT TITLE: FLOODS IN CRYSTAL LAKE QUAD HA-233 FHA 
AUTHOR: USGS 
STREAM NAME: FOX R STREAM NAME: NW QTR, SEC 34, T 43N, R 8E 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: CRYSTAL CR 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 77.7- 87.1 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 7.6 
METHOD: HWM METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 23, T 42N, R 8E  D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 34, T 43N, R 8E 
PRIORITY: 5 PRIORITY: 5 
STREAM NAME: NW QTR, SEC 34, T 43N, R 8E STREAM NAME: NW QTR, SEC 34, T 43N, R 8E 
PROPOSED NAME: WOODS CR PROPOSED NAME: WOOOS CR TRIB 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 5.7 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 2.5 
METHOD: HWM METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 28, T 43N, R 8E D/S LIMITS: SU QTR, SEC 20, T 43N, R 8E 
PRIORITY: 5 PRIORITY: 5 
STREAM NAME: SW QTR, SEC 12, T 43N, R 6E 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: KISHWAUKEE CR 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 6.1- 7.9 
METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 23, T 43N, R 7E 
PRIORITY: 5 
REPORT NUMBER: 208 
REPORT TITLE: FLOODS IN HUNTLEY QUAD HA-361 FHA 
AUTHOR: USGS 
STREAM NAME: KISHWAUKEE R STREAM NAME: SOUTH BR KISHWAUKEE R 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 46.8- 56.4 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 5.0- 17.3 
METHOD: HWM METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 35, T 44N, R 6E D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 11, T 43N, R 6E 
PRIORITY: 5 PRIORITY: 5 
STREAM NAME: SW QTR, SEC 32, T 43N, R 7E STREAM NAME: SW QTR, SEC 12, T 43N, R 6E 
PROPOSED NAME: EAKIN CR . PROPOSEO NAME: KISHWAUKEE CR 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 3.6 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 7.4 
METHOD: HWM METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 32, T 43N, R 7E  D/S LIMITS' SW QTR, SEC 12, T 43N, R 6E 
PRIORITY: 5 PRIORITY: 5 
REPORT NUMBER: 211 
REPORT TITLE: FLOODS IN BARRINGTON QUAD HA-150 FHA 
AUTHOR: USGS 
STREAM NAME: FOX R STREAM NAME: SPRING CR 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSEO NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 82.6- 96.3 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 8.0 
METHOD: HWM METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 34, T 43N, R 8E D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 19, T 43N, R 9E 
PRIORITY: 5 PRIORITY: 5 
REPORT NUMBER: 258 REPORT TITLE: MARENGO FIS AUTHOR: HNTB 
STREAM NAME: NE QTR, SEC 26, T 44N, R 5E 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: MARENGO CR 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: .2- 2 3 
METHOD: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 26, T 44N, R 5E 
PRIORITY: 2 
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REPORT NUMBER: 296 
REPORT TITLE: HARVARD FIS 
AUTHOR: HNTB 
STREAM NAME: MOKELER CR 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 4.8- 6.5 
METHOD: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 35, T 46N, R 5E 
PRIORITY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: 355 
REPORT TITLE: FOX RIVER GROVE FIS 
AUTHOR: CCOE 
STREAM NAME: FOX R 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 86.2- 88.4 
METHOD: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 19, T 43N, R 9E 
PRIORITY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: 356 
REPORT TITLE: SUNNYSIDE FIS 
AUTHOR: CCOE  
STREAM NAME: FOX R 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 104.6- 105.5 
METHOD: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 18, T 45N, R 9E 
PRIORITY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: 370 
REPORT TITLE: ALGONQUIN FIS 
AUTHOR: CCOE 
STREAM NAME: FOX R 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 81.6- 83.9 
METHOD: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: SW OTR, SEC 34, T 43N, R 8E 
PRIORITY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: 384 
REPORT TITLE: FOX RIVER VALLEY GAROENS FIS 
AUTHOR: CCOE 
STREAM NAME: FOX R 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 92.6- 93.5 
METHOD: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: NE OTR, SEC 5, T 43N, R 9E 
PRIORITY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: 414 
REPORT TITLE: RICHMOND FIS 
AUTHOR: USGS 
STREAM NAME: NORTH BR NIPPERSINK CR 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 5.3- 7.1 
METHOD: J635 
D/S LIMITS: NE OTR, SEC 16, T 46N, R 8E 
PRIORITY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: 479 
REPORT TITLE: UNINC MCHENRY COUNTY FIS 
AUTHOR: CCOE 
STREAM NAME: FOX R STREAM NAME: NIPPERSINK CR 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 83.9- 105.8 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 1.1- 22.6 
METHOD: HEC2 METHOD: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 34, T 43N, R 8E D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 5, T 4SN, R 9E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: NORTH BR NIPPERSINK CR STREAM NAME: NW QTR, SEC 15, T 46N, R 8E 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: ELIZABETH LAKE DRAIN 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 5.0 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 2.2 
METHOD: HEC2 METHOD: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 27, T 46N, R 8E D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 15, T 46N, R 8E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: DUTCH CR STREAM NAME: SW QTR, SEC 13, T 45N, R 8E 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: NORTH BR DUTCH CR 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 2.3 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 2.4 
METHOD: HEC2 METHOD: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 24, T 45N, R 8E  D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 13, T 45N, R 8E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
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STREAM NAME: SW QTR, SEC 14, T 45N, R 8E STREAM NAME: SW QTR, SEC 14, T 45N, R 8E 
PROPOSED NAME: NORTHWEST BR DUTCH CR     PROPOSED NAME: NORTH FK NORTHWEST BR DUTCH CR 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: O.O- 2.1 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 1.5 
METHOD: HEC2 METHOO: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 14, T 45N, R 8E D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 15, T 45N, R 8E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: SW QTR, SEC 14, T 45N, R 8E STREAM NAME: NW QTR, SEC 10, T 45N, R 7E 
PROPOSEO NAME: W FK OF N FK OF NW BR DUTCH C PROPOSED NAME: SLOUGH CR 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- .7 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 6.3 
METHOD: HEC2 METHOD: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 15, T 45N, R 8E D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 9, T 43N, R 7E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: NW QTR, SEC 10, T 45N, R 7E STREAM NAME: NW QTR, SEC 10, T 45N, R 7E 
PROPOSED NAME: SOUTH BR SLOUGH CR PROPOSED NAME: NEWMAN CR 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- .2 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 1.1 
METHOD: HEC2 METHOD: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 26, T 45N, R 6E D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 10, T 45N, R 7E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: NW QTR, SEC 10, T 45N, R 7E STREAM NAME: NW QTR, SEC 10, T 4SN, R 7E 
PROPOSED NAME: SILVER CR PROPOSED NAME: WEST BR SILVER CR 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 6.2 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 1.7 
METHOD: HEC2 METHOD: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 9, T 45N, R 7E D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 30, T 45N, R 7E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2  
STREAM NAME: NW QTR, SEC 10, T 45N, R 7E STREAM NAME: CARY CR 
PROPOSED NAME: LAMB RD BR TO SILVER CR PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- .6 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 1.0 
METHOD: HEC2 METHOO: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 31, T 4SN, R 7E D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 19, T 43N, R 9E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: 481 
REPORT TITLE: SPRING GROVE FIS 
AUTHOR: BENESCH 
STREAM NAME: NIPPERSINK CR STREAM NAME: NE QTR, SEC 25, T 46N, R 8E 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: SOUTH SPRING CR 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 6.2- 7.6 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 1.0 
METHOD: HEC2 METHOD: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 30, T 46N, R 9E D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 25, T 46N, R 8E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: NE QTR, SEC 25, T 46N, R 8E STREAM NAME: NE QTR, SEC 25, T 46N, R 8E 
PROPOSED NAME: NORTH SPRING CR PROPOSED NAME: EAST FK NORTH SPRING CR 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 1.3 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- .6 
METHOD: HEC2 METHOD: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: NE OTR, SEC 25, T 46N, R 8E D/S LIMITS: SE OTR, SEC 24, T 46N, R 8E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: 508 
REPORT TITLE: CRYSTAL LAKE FIS 
AUTHOR: BENESCH 
STREAM NAME: NW QTR, SEC 34, T 43N, R 8E 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: CRYSTAL CR 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 5.0- 7.8 
METHOD: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 7, T 43N, R 8E 
PRIORITY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: 519 
REPORT TITLE: UNION REC 
AUTHOR: RCOE 
STREAM NAME: NW QTR, SEC 4, T 43N, R 6E 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: UNION CR EAST 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- .6 
METHOD: OFM 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 4, T 43N, R 6E 
PRIORITY: 5 
REPORT NUMBER: 522 
REPORT TITLE: FOX R CHAIN OF LAKES FHA 
AUTHOR: CCOE 
STREAM NAME: FOX R 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 99.0- 116.0 
METHOD: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 12, T 44N, R 8E 
P R I O R I T Y : 2 
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REPORT NUMBER: 538 
REPORT TITLE: ISLAND LAKE FIS 
AUTHOR: BENESCH 
STREAM NAME: FOX R STREAM NAME: COTTON CR 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 95.5- 96.4 RIVER MILE LIMITS 0.0- 2.4 
METHOD: HEC2 METHOD: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 30, T 44N, R 9E    D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 30, T 44N, R 9E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: 576 
REPORT TITLE: MCHENRY SHORES FIS 
AUTHOR: BENESCH 
STREAM NAME: FOX R 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 99.4- 99.8 
METHOD: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 1, T 44N, R 8E 
PRIORITY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: 591 
REPORT TITLE: LAKEMOOR FIS 
AUTHOR: BENESCH 
STREAM NAME: 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: 




REPORT NUMBER: 613 REPORT TITLE: HEBRON REC AUTHOR: GLOBETROTT 
STREAM NAME: NIPPERSINK CR 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 31.3- 33.4 
METHOD: OFM 
D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 18, T 46N, R 17E 
PRIORITY: 7 
REPORT NUMBER: 775 
REPORT TITLE: LAKE IN THE HILLS DSR 
AUTHOR: CCOE 
STREAM NAME: LAKE IN THE HILLS 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- .8 
METHOD: HEC1 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 29, T 43N, R 8E 
PRIORITY: 5 
REPORT NUMBER: 776 
' REPORT TITLE: LAKE IN THE HILL NO 2 DSR 
AUTHOR: CCOE 
STREAM NAME: LAKE IN THE HILLS LAKE NO 2 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- .2 
METHOD: HEC1 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 28, T 29N, R 8E 
PRIORITY: 5 
REPORT NUMBER: 777 
REPORT TITLE: WONOER LAKE DSR 
AUTHOR: CCOE 
STREAM NAME: WONDER LAKE 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 3.4 
METHOD: HEC1 
D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 6, T 45N, R 8E 
PRIORITY: 5 
REPORT NUMBER: 778 
REPORT TITLE: MCHENRY LOCK AND DAM DSR 
AUTHOR: CCOE 
STREAM NAME: FOX R 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 97.7- 98.8 
METHOD: HEC1 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 12, T 44N, R 8E 
PRIORITY: 5 
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REPORT NUMBER: 867 
REPORT TITLE: HOLIDAY HILLS FIS 
AUTHOR: BENESCH 
STREAM NAME: FOX R 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 96.8- 97.8 
METHOO: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 18, T 44N, R 9E 
PRIORITY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: 888 
REPORT TITLE: LAKE IN THE HILLS FIS 
AUTHOR: BENESCH 
STREAM NAME: SW QTR, SEC 28, T 43N, R 8E STREAM NAME: SW OTR, SEC 28, T 43N, R 8E 
PROPOSED NAME: CRYSTAL CR PROPOSED NAME: WOODS CR 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 3.8 RIVER MILE LIMITS: .3- 2.0 
METHOD: HEC2 METHOD: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 28, T 43N, R 8E     D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 28, T 43N, R 8E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: SW OTR, SEC 28, T 43N, R 8E 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: KANDALL RD TRIB 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- .3 
METHOD: HEC2 D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 20, T 43N, R 8E PRIORITY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: 914 
REPORT TITLE: UNION FIS 
AUTHOR: CCOE 
STREAM NAME: NW QTR, SEC 4, T 43N, R 6E 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: UNION CR EAST 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- .6 
METHOD: DFM 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 4, T 43N, R 6E 
PRIORITY: 7 
REPORT NUMBER: 922 
REPORT TITLE: WONOER LAKE FIS 
AUTHOR: CCOE 
STREAM NAME: NIPPERSINK CR 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 19.3- 20.0 
METHOD: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: SE OTR, SEC 12, T 45N, R 7E 
PRIORITY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: 977 
REPORT TITLE: WOODS AND CRYSTAL CREEKS SPS 
AUTHOR: DOWR 
STREAM NAME: NW QTR, SEC 34, T 43N, R 8E STREAM NAME: NW QTR, SEC 34, T 43N R 8E 
PROPOSED NAME: CRYSTAL CR  PROPOSED NAME: WOODS CR 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 1.2 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 9 
METHOD: HEC2 METHOD: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 34, T 43N, R 8E D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 28, T 43N, R 8E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
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MCHENRY COUNTY 
FLOOD PRONE AREA MAPS 
Fox River Fox Lake 7.5' 8 B 
Wauconda 7.5' 8 C 
McHenry 7.5' 9 D 
Crystal Lake 7.5' 27 A 
Nippersink Creek Fox Lake 7.5' 8 B 
Richmond 7.5' 9 A 
Hebron 7.5' 9 B 
North Brauch Richmond 7.5' 9 A 
Hebron 7.5' 9 B 
Cotton Creek Wauconda 7.5' 8 C 
Grayslake 7.5' 8 D 
Lily Lake Drain Wauconda 7.5' 8 C 
Spring Creek Riley 7.5' 26 B 
Barrington 7.5' 28 B 
Boone Creek McHenry 7.5' 9 D 
Dutch Creek McHenry 7.5' 9 D 
Eakin Creek Huntley 7.5' 27 B 
Pingree Grove 7.5' 27 C 
Crystal Creek Elgin 7.5' 27 D 
Barrington 7.5' 28 B 
Kishwaukee River Woodstock 7.5' 9 C 
Garden Prairie 7.5' 10 C 
Marengo North 7.5' 10 D 
Marengo South 7.5' 26 A 
Huntley 7.5' 27 B 
North Branch Harvard 7.5' 10 A 
Marengo North 7.5' 10 D 
South Branch Kish. R East Marengo North 7.5' 10 D 
Marengo South 7.5' 26 A 
Crystal Lake 7.5' 27 A 
Huntley 7.5' 27 B 
Coon Creek Marengo South 7.5' 26 A 
Harmony Creek Marengo South 7.5' 26 A 
Riley Creek Marengo South 7.5' 26 A 
Piscasaw Creek Garden Prairie 7.5' 10 C 
Capron 7.5' 10 B 
West Branch Capron 7.5' 10 B 
Lawrence Creek Capron 7.5' 10 B 
Mokeler Creek Harvard 7.5' 10 A 
Capron 7.5' 10 B 
Geryune Creek Garden Prairie 7.5' 10 C 
Mud Creek Garden Prairie 7.5' 10 C 
Rush Creek Harvard 7.5' 10 A 
Garden Prairie 7.5' 10 C 
Franklinville Creek Marengo North 7.5' 10 D 
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Spring Brook Normantown 7.5' 53 B 
Rock Run Plainfield 7.5' 53 C 
Joliet 7.5' 53 D 
Channahon 7.5' 58 B 
Sugar Creek Elwood 7.5' 58 A 
Long Run Romeoville 7.5' 53 A 
Joliet 7.5' 53 D 
Sag Bridge 7.5' 54 B 
Hickory Creek Joliet 7.5' 53 D 
Mokena 7.5' 54 C 
Tinley Park 7.5' 54 D 
Frankfort 7.5' 57 A 
Marley Creek Mokena 7.5' 54 C 
Spring Creek Joliet 7.5' 53 D 
Mokena 7.5' 54 C 
Fraction Run Joliet 7.5' 53 D 
Mokena 7.5' 54 C 
Fiddyment Creek Joliet 7.5' 53 D 
Jackson Creek Frankfort 7.5' 57 A 
Manhattan 7.5' 57 B 
Elwood 7.5' 58 A 
Channahon 7.5' 58 B 
Jackson Branch Manhattan 7.5' 57 B 
Elwood 7.5' 58 A 
Grant Creek & Grant Cr. Cutoff Elwood 7.5' 58 A 
Channahon 7.5' 58 B 
Wilmington 7.5' 58 C 
Cedar Creek Elwood 7.5' 58 A 
Channahon 7.5' 58 B 
Plum Creek Dyer 7.5' 56 A 
Steger 7.5' 56 B 
Deer Creek Dyer 7.5' 56 A 
Steger 7.5' 56 B 
Thorn Creek Steger 7.5' 56 B 
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WILL UNINCORPORATED C O U N T Y - 159 119 137 316 556 635 814 815 816 127 147 177 
178 188 233 234 235 236 238 239 240 245 246 247 












FLOOD HAZARD BOUNDARY MAP 
COMMUNITY PANEL NUMBER 




REPORT NUMBER: 50 
REPORT TITLE: NAPERVILLE FIS 
AUTHOR: CCOE 
STREAM NAME: WEST BR DUPAGE R STREAM NAME: EAST BR DUPAGE R 
PROPOSED NAME:  PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 1.2- 8.9 RIVER M1LE LIMITS: 3.2- 4.0 
METHOD: HEC2 METHOD: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 6, T 37N, R 10E D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 5, T 37N, R 10E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: SW OTR, SEC 6, T 37N, R 10E 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: GRAVEL RD CR 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: .5- 1.3 
METHOD: HEC2 D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 6, T 37N, R 10E PRIORITY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: 90 REPORT TITLE: JOLIET FIS AUTHOR: SWS 
STREAM NAME: DESPLAINES R STREAM NAME: ILLINOIS & MICHIGAN CANAL 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 4.9- 17.9 RIVER MILE LIMITS: .1- 1.8 
METHOD: HEC2 METHOD: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: SE OTR, SEC 35, T 35N, R 9E D/S LIMITS: SE OTR, SEC 33, T 35N, R 9E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: HICKORY CR STREAM NAME: ROCK RUN 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 3.2 RIVER MILE LIMITS: .8- 7.0 
METHOD: HEC2 METHOD: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: NW OTR, SEC 21, T 35N, R 10E D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 27, T 35N, R 9E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: SW OTR, SEC 11, T 35N, R 9E STREAM NAME: SE QTR, SEC 11, T 35N, R 9E 
PROPOSED NAME: TIMBERLINE RD TRIB PROPOSED NAME: HILLS OF REST CEMETERY TRIB 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: .5- .8 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 1.9 
METHOD: HEC2 METHOD: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 11, T 3SN, R 9E D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 11, T 35N, R 9E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: SE QTR, SEC 15, T 35N, R 9E STREAM NAME: ROCK RUN SOUTH 
PROPOSED NAME: ROCK RUN SL PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: .5- 1.0 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 1.7 
METHOD: HEC2 METHOD: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 15, T 35N, R 9E  D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 35, T 35N, R 9E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: SPRING CR STREAM NAME: NE QTR, SEC 20, T 35N, R 10E 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: THORNE CR 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 1.8 RIVER MILE LIMITS: .3- 1.7 
METHOD: HEC2 METHOD: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 15, T 35N, R 10E  D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 20, T 35N, R 10E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: NE QTR, SEC 34, T 36N, R 9E STREAM NAME: NE OTR, SEC 34, T 36N, R 9E 
PROPOSED NAME: SUNNYLAND DRAIN PROPOSEO NAME: NORTH BR SUNNYLAND DRAIN 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 1.0- 1.8 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- .2 
METHOD: HEC2 METHOD: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 34, T 36N, R 9E D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 25, T 36N, R 9E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: 118 
REPORT TITLE: JOLIET FPI 
AUTHOR: CCOE 
STREAM NAME: NE QTR, SEC 20, T 35N, R 10E STREAM NAME: ROCK RUN 
PROPOSEO NAME: THORNE CR PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 1.7 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 7.1 
METHOD: HEC2 METHOD: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 20, T 35N, R 10E  D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 27, T 35N, R 9E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: SE QTR, SEC 15, T 35N, R 9E STREAM NAME: ILLINOIS & MICHIGAN CANAL 
PROPOSEO NAME: ROCK RUN SL PROPOSEO NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 1.6 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 7.8- 13.6 
METHOD: HEC2 METHOD: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 15, T 35N, R 9E D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 34, T 35N, R 9E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: ROCK RUN SOUTH 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 2.4 
METHOD: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 35, T 35N, R 9E 
PRIORITY: 2 
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REPORT NUMBER: 119 
REPORT TITLE: LITTLE CALUMET R FPI 
AUTHOR: SCS 
STREAM NAME: THORN CR STREAM NAME: DEER CR 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 16.7 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 17.2 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 14, T 36N, R 14E D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 9, T 35N, R 14E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: PLUM CR 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 6.1- 18.9 
METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 19, T 33N, R 15E 
PRIORITY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: 127 
REPORT TITLE: DUPAGE R FCS 
AUTHOR: DOWR 
STREAM NAME: DUPAGE R STREAM NAME: WEST BR DUPAGE R 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 27.7 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 24.0 
METHOD: HWM METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 20, T 34N, R 9E D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 12, T 37N, R 9E 
PRIORITY: 4 PRIORITY: 4  
STREAM NAME: EAST BR DUPAGE R 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 22.4 
METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 12, T 37N, R 9E 
PRIORITY: 4 
REPORT NUMBER: 134 
REPORT TITLE: DUPAGE R FPI 
AUTHOR: SWS 
STREAM NAME: DUPAGE R STREAM NAME: EAST BR DUPAGE R 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 27.7 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 6.7 
METHOD: HEC2 METHOD: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 20, T 34N, R 9E D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 12, T 37N, R 9E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: WEST BR DUPAGE R 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 2.1 
METHOD: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 12, T 37N, R 9E 
PRIORITY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: 137 
REPORT TITLE: CHICAGO S END LAKE MICHIGAN DUPAGE R FCS 
AUTHOR: CCOE 
STREAM NAME: OUPAGE R STREAM NAME: WEST BR DUPAGE R 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 27.7 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 33.0 
METHOD: HEC2 METHOD: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 17, T 34N, R 9E D/S LIMITS: SE OTR, SEC 12, T 37N, R 9E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: EAST BR DUPAGE R 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 24.3 
METHOD: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 12, T 39N, R 9E 
PRIORITY: 2 
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REPORT NUMBER: 147 
REPORT TITLE: FLOODS IN CHANNAHON QUAD HA-362 FHA 
AUTHOR: USGS 
STREAM NAME: DUPAGE R STREAM NAME: ROCK RUN 
PROPOSEO NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 9.1 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 2.6 
METHOD: HWM METHOO: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 20, T 34N, R 9E D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 27, T 35N, R 9E 
PRIORITY: 5 PRIORITY: 5 
STREAM NAME: JACKSON CR STREAM NAME: OESPLAINES R 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 7.3 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 12.9 
METHOD: HWM METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 14, T 34N, R 9E D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 36, T 34N, R 8E 
PRIORITY: 5 PRIORITY: 5 
STREAM NAME: CEDAR CR STREAM NAME: GRANT CR 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 4.9 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 8.8 
METHOD: HWM METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 11, T 34N, R 9E  D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 32, T 34N, R 9E 
PRIORITY: 5 PRIORITY: 5 
REPORT NUMBER: 159 r 
REPORT TITLE: CALUMET R & TRIBS REG AUTHOR: DOWR 
STREAM NAME: PLUM CR STREAM NAME: NE QTR, SEC 13, T 34N, R 14E 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: KLEMME CR 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 6.1- 13.8 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 2.0 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 29, T 35N, R 15E D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 13, T 34N, R 14E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: OEER CR 
PROPOSEO STREAM NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 13.8 
METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 9, T 35N, R 14E 
PRIORITY: 1 
REPORT NUMBER: 177 
REPORT TITLE: FLOODS IN SYMERTON QUAD HA-303 FHA 
AUTHOR: USGS 
STREAM NAME: SOUTH BR FORKED CR STREAM NAME: FORKED CR 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 3.1 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 2.1- 17.0 
METHOD: HWM METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 13, T 32N, R 10E D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 31, T 33N, R 10E 
PRIORITY: 5 PRIORITY: 5 
STREAM NAME: JORDAN CR STREAM NAME: PRAIRIE CR 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 9.8 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 4.1- 9.1 
METHOD: HWM METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 31, T 33N, R 10E  D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 7, T 33N, R 10E 
PRIORITY: 5 PRIORITY: 5 
STREAM NAME: SW QTR, SEC 6, T 32N, R 10E STREAM NAME: SE QTR, SEC 30, T 33N, R 10E 
PROPOSED NAME: BALLOU BROOK PROPOSED NAME: BARR BROOK 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 3.3 RIVER MILE LIMITS:. 0.0- 4.3 
METHOD: HWM METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 6, T 32N, R 10E  D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 30, T 33N, R 10E 
PRIORITY: 5 PRIORITY: 5 
STREAM NAME: SE QTR, SEC 30, T 33N, R 11E 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: WEST BR FORKED CR 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 2.3 
METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 30, T 33N, R 11E 
PRIORITY: 5 
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REPORT NUMBER: 178 
REPORT TITLE: FLOODS IN WILMINGTON QUAD HA-306 FHA 
AUTHOR: USGS 
STREAM NAME: KANKAKEE R STREAM NAME: FORKED CR 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 14.8 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 4.1 
METHOO: HWM METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 25, T 34N, R 8E D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 25, T 33N, R 9E 
PRIORITY: 5 PRI0RITY: 5 
STREAM NAME: PRAIRIE CR STREAM NAME: GRANT CR 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 5.0 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 6.8 
METHOO: HWM METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 15, T 33N, R 9E D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 32, T 34N, R 9E 
PRIORITY: 5 PRIORITY: 5 
STREAM NAME: CLAYPOOL D 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 4.5- 8.0 
METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 36, T 33N, R 8E 
PRIORITY: 5 
REPORT NUMBER: 188 
REPORT TITLE: FLOODS IN ELWOOD QUAD HA-254 FHA AUTHOR: USGS 
STREAM NAME: PRAIRIE CR STREAM NAME: NE QTR, SEC 36, T 34N, R 10E 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: WILTON TRIB 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 7.8- 15.0 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 2.1 
METHOD: HWM METHOO: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 3, T 33N, R 10E D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 36, T 34N, R 10E 
PRIORITY: 5 PRIORITY: 5 
STREAM NAME: DESPLAINES R STREAM NAME: SUGAR RUN 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 11.0- 14.0 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 1.3- 6.9 
METHOD: HWM METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 30, T 35N, R 10E  D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 22, T 35N, R 10E 
PRIORITY: 5 PRIORITY: 5 
STREAM NAME: NW QTR, SEC 15, T 34N, R 10E STREAM NAME: CEDAR CR 
PROPOSED NAME: MANHATTAN CR PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 5.6 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 4.2- 8.1 
METHOD: HWM METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 15, T 34N, R 10E D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 7, T 34N, R 10E 
PRIORITY: 5 ' PRIORITY: 5 
STREAM NAME: JACKSON BR STREAM NAME: JACKSON CR 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 5.0 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 4.0- 17.0 
METHOD: HWM METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 11, T 34N, R 10E D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 24, T 34N, R 9E 
PRIORITY: 5 PRIORITY: 5 
REPORT NUMBER: 233 
REPORT TITLE: FLOODS IN NORMANTOWN QUAD HA-210 FHA 
AUTHOR: USGS 
STREAM NAME: DUPAGE R STREAM NAME: EAST' BR DUPAGE R 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 19.0- 27.7 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 6.0 
METHOD: HWM METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 9, T 36N, R 9E D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 12, T 37N, R 9E 
PRIORITY: 5 PRIORITY: 5 
STREAM NAME: WEST BR DUPAGE R STREAM NAME: SPRING BROOK 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSEO NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 27.7- 31.8 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 8.1 
METHOD: HWM METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 12, T 37N, R 9E D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 12, T 37N, R 9E 
PRIORITY: 5 PRIORITY: 5 
STREAM NAME: NW QTR, SEC 1, T 37N, R 9E STREAM NAME: SW QTR, SEC 14, T 37N, R 9E 
PROPOSED NAME: BOOK CR PROPOSED NAME: CLOW CR 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 1.4 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 3.5 
METHOD: HWM METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 1, T 37N, R 9E D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 14, T 37N, R 9E 
PRIORITY: 5 PRIORITY: 5 
STREAM NAME: NW QTR, SEC 26, T 37N, R 9E STREAM NAME: SE QTR, SEC 16, T 37N, R 9E 
PROPOSED NAME: WOLF CR PROPOSED NAME: NORTH BR CLOW CR 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 5.5 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 1.1 
METHOD: HWM METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 26, T 37N, R 9E D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 16, T 37N, R 9E 
PRIORITY: 5 PRIORITY: 5 
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STREAM NAME: NW QTR, SEC 10, T 36N, R 9E STREAM NAME: NW QTR, SEC 10, T 36N, R 9E 
PROPOSED NAME: EAST NORMAN ORAIN  PROPOSED NAME: WEST NORMAN DRAIN 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 3.2 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 7.3 
METHOD: HWM METHOO: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 10, T 36N, R 9E  D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 10, T 36N, R 9E 
PRI0R1TY: S PRIORITY: 5 
STREAM NAME: LILY CACHE CR STREAM NAME: NE QTR, SEC 14, T 37N, R 9E 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: WHEATLAND CR 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 5.3- 12.0 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 2.4 
METHOO: HWM METHOO: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 2, T 36N, R 9E D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 14, T 37N, R 9E 
PRIORITY: 5 PRIORITY: 5 
REPORT NUMBER: 234 
REPORT TITLE: FLOODS IN ROMEOVILLE QUAD HA-146 FHA 
AUTHOR: USGS 
STREAM NAME: DESPLAINES R STREAM NAME: EAST BR DUPAGE R 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSEO NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 22.2- 28.3 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 2.0- 8.9 
METHOD: HWM METHOO: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 10, T 36N, R 10E D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 7, T 37N, R 10E 
PRIORITY: 5 PRIORITY: 5 
STREAM NAME: LILY CACHE CR STREAM NAME: LONG RUN 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 11.2- 18.4 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 1.1- 5.4 
METHOD: HWM METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 20, T 37N, R 10E  D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 11, T 36N, R 10E 
PRIORITY: 5 PRTORITY: 5 
REPORT NUMBER: 235 
REPORT TITLE: FLOODS IN JOLIET QUAD HA-89 FHA 
AUTHOR: USGS 
STREAM NAME: OESPLAINES R STREAM NAME: LONG RUN 
PROPOSEO NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 12.0- 23.4 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 1.9 
METHOO: HWM METHOO: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 20, T 35N, R 10E D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 11, T 36N, R 10E 
PRIORITY: 5 PRIORITY: 5 
STREAM NAME: NW QTR, SEC 34, T 36N, R 10E STREAM NAME: FIODYMENT CR 
PROPOSED NAME: DEEP RUN PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 3.1 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 4.2 
METHOD: HWM METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 34, T 36N, R 10E  D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 14, T 36N, R 10E 
PRIORITY: 5 PRIORITY: 5 
STREAM NAME: NW QTR, SEC 23, T 36N, R 10E STREAM NAME: FRACTION RUN 
PROPOSED NAME: MILNE CR PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 3.0 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 6.0 
METHOD: HWM METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 23, T 36N, R 10E  D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 27, T 36N, R 10E 
PRIORITY: 5 PRIORITY: 5 
STREAM NAME: SPRING CR STREAM NAME: HICKORY CR 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 6.8 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 8.8 
METHOD: HWM METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 15, T 35N, R 10E D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 21, T 35N, R 10E 
PRIORITY: 5 PRIORITY: 5 
REPORT NUMBER: 236 
REPORT TITLE: FLOOOS IN PLAINFIELD QUAO HA-228 FHA 
AUTHOR: USGS 
STREAM NAME: OUPAGE R STREAM NAME: LILY CACHE CR 
PROPOSEO NAME: PROPOSEO NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 7.9- 21 6 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 6.3 
METHOO: HWM METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 21, T 33N, R 9E  D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 27, T 36N, R 9E 
PRIORITY: 5 PRIORITY: 5 
STREAM NAME: MINK CR STREAM NAME: SE QTR, SEC 13, T 36N, R 9E 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSEO NAME: SOUTH BR MINK CR 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 4.0 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 1.5 
METHOD: HWM METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 23, T 36N, R 9E  D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 13, T 36N, R 9E 
PRIORITY: 5 PRIORITY: 5 
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STREAM NAME: SE QTR, SEC 17, T 36N, R 9E STREAM NAME: NE QTR, SEC 34, T 36N, R 9E 
PROPOSED NAME: SPRINGHOLE CR PROPOSED NAME: SUNNYLAND DRAIN 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 2.7 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 3.0 
METHOO: HWM METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 17, T 36N, R 9E D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 34, T 36N, R 9E 
PRIORITY: 5 PRIORITY: 5 
STREAM NAME: SW QTR, SEC 10, T 35N, R 9E STREAM NAME: ROCK RUN 
PROPOSED NAME: HAMMEL CR PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 4.1 RIVER MILE LIMITS: .4- 8.8 
METHOO: HWM METHOO: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 10, T 35N, R 9E D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 27, T 3SN, R 9E 
PRIORITY: 5 PRIORITY: 5 
STREAM NAME: SE QTR, SEC 15, T 3SN, R 9E STREAM NAME: NW QTR, SEC 10, T 36N, R 9E 
PROPOSED NAME: ROCK RUN SL PROPOSED NAME: WEST NORMAN DRAIN 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 1.8 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 1.6 
METHOD: HWM METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 15, T 35N, R 9E D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 10, T 36N, R 9E 
PRIORITY: 5 PRIORITY: 5 
REPORT NUMBER: 238 
REPORT TITLE: FLOODS IN SAG BRIDGE QUAD HA-149 FHA 
AUTHOR: USGS 
STREAM NAME: LONG RUN 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 5.1- 13.0 
METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 5, T 36N, R 11E 
PRIORITY: 5 
REPORT NUMBER: 239 
REPORT TITLE: FLOODS IN MOKENA QUAD HA-204 FHA 
AUTHOR: USGS 
STREAM NAME: HICKORY CR STREAM NAME: MARLEY CR 
PROPOSED NAME:  PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 6.2- 16.8 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 8.3 
METHOD: HWM METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 8, T 35N, R 11E D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 15, T 35N, R 11E 
PRIORITY: 5 PRIORITY: 5 
STREAM NAME: SPRING CR STREAM NAME: FRACTION RUN 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 7.7- 17.7 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 5.1- 7.3 
METHOD: HWM METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 5, T 35N, R 11E D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 29, T 36N, R 11E 
PRIORITY: 5 PRIORITY: 5 
STREAM NAME: SE QTR, SEC 2, T 35N, R 11E 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: EAST BR MARLEY CR 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 3.8 
METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 2, T 35N, R 11E 
PRIORITY: 5 
REPORT NUMBER: 240 
REPORT TITLE: FLOODS IN TINLEY PARK QUAD HA-152 FHA 
AUTHOR: USGS 
STREAM NAME: HICKORY CR STREAM NAME: UNION D 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 14.3- 19.9 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 5.6 
METHOO: HWM METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 17, T 35N, R 12E D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC, 15, T 35N, R 12E 
PRIORITY: 5 PRIORITY: 5 
STREAM NAME: SE QTR, SEC 1, T 36N, R 12E 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: FLOSSMOOR D 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 3.2 
METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 1, T 36N, R 12E 
PRIORITY: 5 
REPORT NUMBER: 245 
REPORT TITLE: FLOODS IN OYER QUAD HA-301 FHA 
AUTHOR: USGS 
STREAM NAME: PLUM CR STREAM NAME: DEER CR 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 4.3- 19.6 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 4.0- 10.8 
METHOD: HWM . METHOO: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 29, T 35N, R 15E D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 23, T 35N, R 14E 
PRIORITY: 5 PRIORITY: 5 
STREAM NAME: NE QTR, SEC 13, T 35N, R 14E 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: KLEMME CR 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 7.9 
METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 13, T 35N, R 14E 
PRIORITY: 5 
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REPORT NUMBER: 246 
REPORT TITLE: FLOODS IN STEGER GUAD HA-209 FHA 
AUTHOR: USGS 
STREAM NAME: PLUM CR STREAM NAME: NE QTR, SEC 9, T 34N, R 14E 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: GOOSE CR 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 17.8- 22.2 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 3.1 
METHOD: HWM METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 28, T 34N, R 14E D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 9, T 34N, R 14E 
PRIORITY: 5 PRIORITY: 5 
STREAM NAME: DEER CR STREAM NAME: THORN CR 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 9.3- 16.5 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 11.9- 18.8 
METHOD: HWM METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 9, T 34N, R 14E D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 20, T 35N, R 14E 
PRIORITY: 5 PRIORITY: 5 
STREAM NAME: BLACK WALNUT CR STREAM NAME: NW QTR, SEC 23, T 35N, R 13E 
PROPOSEO NAME: PROPOSED NAME: EAST BR BUTTERFIELD CR 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 9.0- 14.0 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 4.5 
METHOO: HWM METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 3, T 33N, R 13E D/S LIMITS: 
PRIORITY: 5 PRIORITY: 5 
REPORT NUMBER: 247 
REPORT TITLE: FLOODS IN BEECHER E QUAD HA-302 FHA 
AUTHOR: USGS 
STREAM NAME: TRIM CR STREAM NAME: PIKE CR 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 12.6- 21.9 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 6.5- 15.0 
METHOD: HWM METHOO: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 28, T 33N, R 14E D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 21, T 32N, R 14E 
PRIORITY: 5 PRIORITY: 5 
STREAM NAME: BULL CR 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 3.8- 10.8 
METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 25, T 32N, R 14E 
PRIORITY: 5 
REPORT NUMBER: 248 
REPORT TITLE: FLOODS IN BEECHER W QUAD HA-257 FHA 
AUTHOR: USGS 
STREAM NAME: TRIM CR STREAM NAME: NW QTR, SEC 28, T 33N, R 14E 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: BEECHER TRIB 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 5.9- 13.1 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 2.4 
METHOD: HWM METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 19, T 32N, R 14E D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 28, T 33N, R 14E 
PRIORITY: 5 PRIORITY: 5 
STREAM NAME: EXLINE SL STREAM NAME: SOUTH BR ROCK CR 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 13.5- 22.8 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 13.6- 20.3 
METHOD: HWM METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 17, T 32N, R 13E D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 32, T 33N, R 13E 
PRIORITY: 5 PRIORITY: 5 
STREAM NAME: MARSHALL SL STREAM NAME: BLACK WALNUT CR 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 3.3- 5.4 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 5.7- 10.3 
METHOD: HWM METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 29, T 33N, R 13E D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 17, T 33N, R 13E 
PRIORITY: 5 PRIORITY: 5 
STREAM NAME: PLUM CR 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 21.0- 23.4 
METHOO: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 6, T 33N, R 14E 
PRIORITY: 5 
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REPORT NUMBER: 249 
REPORT TITLE: FLOOOS IN FRANKFORT QUAD HA-231 FHA 
AUTHOR: USQS 
STREAM NAME: FORKED CR STREAM NAME: NE QTR, SEC 27, T 34N, R 12E 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: EAST BR FORKED CR 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 30.0- 39.1 RIVER M1LE LIMITS: 0.0- 4.3 
METHOD: HWM METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: MW QTR, SEC 32, T 34N, R 12E D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 27, T 34N, R 12E 
PRIORITY: 5 PRIORITY: 5 
STREAM NAME: SW QTR, SEC 28, T 34N, R 12E STREAM NAME: NW QTR, SEC 23, T 34N, R 12E 
PROPOSED NAME: GREEN GARDEN BR OF FORKED CR PROPOSED NAME: ST PETERS TRIB TO FORKED CR 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 2.7 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 2.8 
METHOD: HWM METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 28, T 34N, R 12E D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 23, T 34N, R 12E 
PRIORITY: 5 PRIORITY: 5 
STREAM NAME: SOUTH BR FORKED CR STREAM NAME: ROCK CR 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 17.1- 22.0 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 19.7- 23.1 
METHOD: HWM METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 3, T 33N, R 12E D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 6, T 33N, R 13E 
PRIORITY: 5 PRIORITY: 5 
STREAM NAME: HICKORY CR STREAM NAME: NE QTR, SEC 25, T 35N, R 12E 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: EAST BR HICKORY CR 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 19.3- 24.2 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 5.6 
METHOD: HWM METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 23, T 35N, R 12E D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 23, T 35N, R 12E 
PRIORITY: 5 PRIORITY: 5 
STREAM NAME: SE QTR, SEC 25, T 35N, R 12E STREAM NAME: NE QTR, SEC 26, T 33N, R 12E 
PROPOSED NAME: WEST FK EAST BR HICKORY CR PROPOSED NAME: WEST BR HICKORY CR 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 2.7 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 1.4 
METHOO: HWM METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 25, T 35N, R 12E D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 26, T 35N, R 12E 
PRIORITY: 5 PRIORITY: 5 
STREAM NAME: SE QTR, SEC 26, T 35N, R 12E STREAM NAME: PRAIRIE CR 
PROPOSED NAME: WEST FK WEST BR HICKORY CR PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 1.3 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 22.6- 26.4 
METHOD: HWM METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 26, T 35N, R 12E D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 17, T 34N, R 12E 
PRIORITY: 5 PRIORITY: 5 
STREAM NAME: NE QTR, SEC 28, T 34N, R 11E 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: NORTH BR PRAIRIE CR 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 6.3- 9.5 
METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 8, T 34N, R 12E 
PRIORITY: 5 
REPORT NUMBER: 250 
REPORT TITLE: FLOODS IN MANHATTAN QUAO HA-211 FHA 
AUTHOR: USGS 
STREAM NAME: FORKED CR STREAM NAME: JACKSON CR 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 24.6- 31.0 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 16.7- 25.0 
METHOD: HWM METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 2, T 33N, R 12E D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 8, T 34N, R 11E 
PRIORITY: 5 PRIORITY: 5 
STREAM NAME: JACKSON BR STREAM NAME: NW QTR, SEC 15, T 34N, R 10E 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: MANHATTAN CR 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 3.4- 9.0 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 5.1- 7.6 
METHOD: HWM METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 21, T 35N, R 11E D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 20, T 34N, R 11E 
PRIORITY: 5 PRIORITY: 5 
STREAM NAME: NE QTR, SEC 28, T 34N, R 11E STREAM NAME: PRAIRIE CR 
PROPOSED NAME: NORTH BR PRAIRIE CR PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 7.8 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 14.0- 24.2 
METHOD: HWM METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 28, T 34N, R 11E D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 29, T 34N, R 11E 
PRIORITY: 5 PRIORITY: 5 
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REPORT NUMBER: 251 
REPORT TITLE: FLOODS IN WILTON CENTER QUAD HA-304 FHA 
AUTHOR: USGS 
STREAM NAME: FORKED CR STREAM NAME: SE QTR, SEC 30, T 33N, R 11E 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: WEST BR FORKED CR 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 15.0- 27.0 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 7.1 
METHOD: HWM METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 31, T 33N, R 11E D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 30, T 33N, R 11E 
PRIORITY: 5  PRIORITY: 5 
STREAM NAME: SOUTH BR FORKED CR STREAM NAME: NW QTR, SEC 27, T 32N, R 11E 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: ROCKVILLE TRIB TO ROCK CR 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: .5- 13.7 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 1.7- 8.5 
METHOD: HWM METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 13, T 32N, R 10E  D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 13, T 32N, R 11E PRIORITY: 5  PRIORITY: 5 
STREAM NAME: NE QTR, SEC 4, T 32N, R 11E STREAM NAME: SW QTR, SEC 21, T 33N, R 11E 
PROPOSED NAME: WEST PEOTONE TRIB PROPOSED NAME: ANDRES CR 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 6.2 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 6.4 
METHOD: HWM METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 4, T 32N, R 11E  D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 21, T 33N, R 11E 
PRIORITY: 5 PRIORITY: 5 
REPORT NUMBER: 252 
REPORT TITLE: FLOODS IN PEOTONE QUAD HA-251 FHA 
AUTHOR: USGS 
STREAM NAME: MARSHALL SL STREAM NAME: BLACK WALNUT CR 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 4.3 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 6.9 
METHOD: HWM METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 12, T 32N, R 12E D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 11, T 32N, R 12E 
PRIORITY: 5 PRIORITY: 5 
STREAM NAME: SOUTH BR ROCK CR STREAM NAME: ROCK CR 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 7.3- 13.9 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 9.9- 20.9 
METHOD: HWM METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 23, T 32N, R 12E D/S LIMITS: SW QTR,SEC 8, T 32N, R 12E 
PRIORITY: 5 PRIORITY: 5 
STREAM NAME: SOUTH BR FORKED CR 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 13.0- 18.4 
METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 20, T 33N, R 1 2E 
PRIORITY: 5 
REPORT NUMBER: 255 
REPORT TITLE: CREST HILL FIS 
AUTHOR: HARZA 
STREAM NAME: DESPLAINES R STREAM NAME: SW QTR, SEC 34, T 35N, R 10E 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: CREST HILL TRIB 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 18.0- 19.1 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 1.4 
METHOD: HEC2 METHOD: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 34, T 35N, R 10E D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 34, T 35N, R 10E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: ROCK RUN STREAM NAME: SW QTR, SEC 32, T 33N, R 10E 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: ST FRANCIS TRIB TO ROCK RUN 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 7.0- 9.5 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- .5 
METHOD: HEC2 METHOD: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 31, T 36N, R 10E D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 32, T 35N, R 10E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: 236 
REPORT TITLE: MOKENA FIS 
AUTHOR: HARZA 
STREAM NAME: HICKORY CR 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 12.9- 13.9 
METHOD: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 18, T 35N, R 12E 
PRIORITY: 2 
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REPORT NUMBER: 277 
REPORT TITLE: BOLINGBROOK FIS 
AUTHOR: HARZA 
STREAM NAME: EAST BR DUPAGE R STREAM NAME: LILY CACHE CR 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 4.2- 3.9 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 11.4- 15.7 
METHOD: HEC2 METHOO: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 9, T 37N, R 10E  D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 17, T 37N, R 10E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: NW QTR, SEC 15, T 37N, R 10E STREAM NAME: SE QTR, SEC 17, T 37N, R 10E 
PROPOSED NAME: 107TH ST TRIB PROPOSED NAME: NAPERVILLE RD TRIB 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 1.1 RIVER MILE LIMITS: .5- .8 
METHOO: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 15, T 37N, R 10E  D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 17, T 37N, R 10E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: 291 
REPORT TITLE: FRANKFORT FIS 
AUTHOR: HARZA 
STREAM NAME: SW QTR, SEC 17, T 35N, R 12E 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: FRANKFORT BR 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 1.0- 2.5 
METHOD: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 21, T 35N, R 12E 
PRIORITY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: 292 
REPORT TITLE: SHOREWOOD FIS 
AUTHOR: HARZA 
STREAM NAME: DUPAGE R STREAM NAME: SW QTR, SEC 10, T 3SN, R 9E 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: HAMMEL CR 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 8.9- 12.1 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 2.3 
METHOD: HEC2 METHOD: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 21, T 33N, R 9E  D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 10, T 35N, R 9E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: 305 
REPORT TITLE: TINLEY PARK FIS 
AUTHOR: HARZA 
STREAM NAME: UNION D STREAM NAME: SE QTR, SEC 2, T 35N, R 12E 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: TOWER D 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 3.5- 4.8 RIVER MILE LIMITS: .6- 1.5 
METHOO: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 1, T 35N, R 12E D/S LIMITS NW QTR. SEC 1, T 35N, R 12E 
PRIORITY: 1 PRIORITY. 1 
REPORT NUMBER: 316 
REPORT TITLE: UNINC WILL COUNTY FIS 
AUTHOR: HARZA 
STREAM NAME: DESPLAINES. R STREAM NAME: KANKAKEE R 
PROPOSED-NAME: PROPOSED NAME 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 2.3- 28.0 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 2.3- 17.4 
METHOD: HEC2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 31, T 34N, R 9E D/S LIMITS: SW QTR. SEC 6, T 33N, R 9E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY. 2 
STREAM NAME: DUPAGE R STREAM NAME: WEST BR DUPAGE R 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 1.3- 26.1 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 26.1- 29.4 
METHOD: HEC2 METHOO: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 17, T 34N, R 9E D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 12, T 37N, R 9E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: EAST BR DUPAGE R STREAM NAME: FORKEO CR 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 6.6 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 1.3- 6.6 
METHOD: HEC2 METHOO: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 12, T 37N, R 9E D/S LIMITS SW OTR, SEC 30, T 33N, R 10E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: LILY CACHE CR STREAM NAME: NW QTR, SEC 15, T 37N, R 10E 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 107TH ST TRIB 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 18.4 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 1.1 
METHOD: HEC2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 27. T 36N, R 9E D/S LIMITS. NW QTR, SEC 15, T 37N, R 10E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY 2 
STREAM NAME: FIODYMENT CR STREAM NAME: SPRING CR 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 2 1 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 1.8- 11 9 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 14, T 36N, R 10E D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 2, T 35N, R 10E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
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STREAM NAME: SW QTR, SEC 2, T 35N, R 10E STREAM NAME: PLUM CR 
PROPOSED NAME: SPRING CR TRIB PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: .4- 1.2 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 8.5- 19.1 
METHOD: HEC2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 11, T 35N, R 10E  D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 5, T 34N, R 15E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: THORN CR STREAM NAME: DEER CR 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 1.6.0- 17.5 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 11.2- 14.4 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 2, T 34N, R 13E D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 7, T 34N, R 14E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: HICKORY CR STREAM NAME: SUGAR RUN 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 13.9 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 4.5 
METHOD: HEC2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 21, T 35N, R 10E  D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 21, T 35N, R 10E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: LONG RUN STREAM NAME: ROCK RUN 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 4.7- 11.2 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 7.4 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 6, T 36N, R 11E D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 27, T 35N, R 9E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: ROCK RUN SOUTH STREAM NAME: SE QTR, SEC 2, T 35N, R 9E 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: EAST BR ROCK RUN 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 2.3 RIVER MILE LIMITS: .8- 1.3 
METHOD: HEC2 METHOD: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 35, T 35N, R 9E D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 1, T 35N, R 9E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: SW QTR, SEC 11, T 35N, R 9E STREAM NAME: SE QTR, SEC 11, T 35N, R 9E 
PROPOSED NAME: TIMBERLINE RD TRIB PROPOSEO NAME: HILLS OF REST CEMETERY TRIB 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- .6 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 1.3 
METHOD: HEC2 METHOD: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 11, T 35N, R 9E D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 11, T 35N, R 9E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: SE QTR, SEC 15, T 35N, R 9E STREAM NAME: NE QTR, SEC 34, T 36N, R 9E 
PROPOSED NAME: ROCK RUN SL PROPOSED NAME: SUNNYLAND DRAIN 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 1.8 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 2.9 
METHOD: HEC2 METHOD: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 15, T 35N, R 9E D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 34, T 36N, R 9E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: NE QTR, SEC 34, T 3GN, R 9E STREAM NAME: SW QTR, SEC 10, T 35N, R 9E 
PROPOSED NAME: NORTH BR SUNNYLAND DRAIN PROPOSEO NAME: HAMMEL CR 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- .5 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 1.8- 2.3 
METHOD: HEC2 METHOO: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 25, T 36N, R 9E  D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 9, T 35N, R 9E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: SE QTR, SEC 17, T 37N, R 10E STREAM NAME: NE QTR, SEC 26, T 35N, R 10E 
PROPOSED NAME: NAPERVILLE RD TRIB PROPOSED NAME: MANHATTEN RD D 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- .8 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- .2 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 17, T 37N, R 10E D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 26, T 35N, R 10E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: ILLINOIS & MICHIGAN CANAL STREAM NAME: ILLINOIS & MICHIGAN CANAL 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 1.0- 7.6 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 9.8 
METHOO: HEC2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 8, T 34N, R 9E D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 3, T 35N, R 10E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: JACKSON CR STREAM NAME: NW QTR, SEC 10, T 36N, R 9E 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: WEST NORMAN DRAIN 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 7.5- 8.6 RIVER MILE LIMITS: .6- 1.2 
METHOO: HEC2 METHOO: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 17, T 34N, R 10E D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 9, T 36N, R 9E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: 344 
REPORT TITLE: CRETE FIS 
AUTHOR: CLARK OTZ 
STREAM NAME: NE QTR, SEC 9, T 34N, R 14E 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: GOOSE CR 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 2.4 
METHOD: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 9, T 34N, R 14E 
PRIORITY: 2 
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REPORT NUMBER: 334 REPORT TITLE: NEW LENOX FIS AUTHOR: HARZA 
STREAM NAME: HICKORY CR 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 7.4- 8.7 
METHOD: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 16, T 35N, R 11E 
PRIORITY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: 357 
REPORT TITLE: PARK FOREST SOUTH FIS 
AUTHOR: OELEUW CAT 
STREAM NAME: DEER CR STREAM NAME: THORN CR 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 13.3- 15.3 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 15.4- 18.4 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 7, T 34N, R 14E D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 1, T 34N, R 13E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
I 
STREAM NAME: NW QTR, SEC 23, T 35N, R 13E 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: EAST BR BUTTERFIELD CR 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 3.8- 4.7 
METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 34, T 35N, R 13E 
PRIORITY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: 359 
REPORT TITLE: PARK FOREST FIS 
AUTHOR: DELEUW CAT 
STREAM NAME: THORN CR 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 15.1- 17.7 
METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 36, T 35N, R 13E 
PRIORITY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: 417 
REPORT TITLE: WILMINGTON FIS 
AUTHOR: BENESCH 
STREAM NAME: KANKAKEE R STREAM NAME: KANKAKEE R EAST CHANNEL 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 8.2- 11.4 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 1.0 
METHOD: HEC2 METHOD: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 23, T 33N, R 9E D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 25, T 33N, R 9E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: FORKED CR STREAM NAME: NW QTR, SEC 36, T 33N, R 9E 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: KAHLER RD DRAINAGE 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 2.7 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- .7 
METHOD: HEC2 METHOD: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 25, T 33N, R 9E D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 36, T 33N, R 9E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: 422 
REPORT TITLE: LITTLE HICKORY CR SPS 
AUTHOR: DOWR 
STREAM NAME: SW QTR, SEC 17, T 35N, R 1 2E 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: LITTLE HICKORY CR 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 4.5 
METHOD: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 17, T 35N, R 1 2E 
PRIORITY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: 423 
REPORT TITLE: HICKORY AND SPRING CREEKS FCS 
AUTHOR: DOWR 
STREAM NAME: HICKORY CR 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 25.0 
METHOD: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 21, T 35N, R 10E 
PRIORITY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: 446 REPORT TITLE: SHOREWOOD REC AUTHOR: CCOE 
STREAM NAME: DUPAGE R STREAM NAME: SW QTR, SEC 10, T 35N, R 9E 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: HAMMEL CR 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 9.5- 11.2 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 7.6 
METHOD: HEC2 METHOD: DFM 
D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 16, T 35N, R 9E D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 10, T 35N, R 9E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 7 
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REPORT NUMBER: 520 REPORT TITLE: SUNNYLAND REC AUTHOR: CCOE 
STREAM NAME: NE QTR, SEC 34, T 36N, R 9E 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: SUNNYLANO DRAIN 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 2.2- 2.9 
METHOO: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: NW OTR, SEC 25, T 36N, R 9E 
PRIORITY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: 556 
REPORT TITLE: UNINC AREA NEAR TINLEY PARK FIS 
AUTHOR: SWS 
STREAM NAME: UNION D STREAM NAME: SE QTR, SEC 1, T 35N, R 12E 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: FLOSSMOOR 0 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 2.4- 3.6 RIVER MILE LIMITS: O.O- 1.1 
METHOD: HEC2 METHOD: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 2, T 35N, R 12E D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 1, T 35N, R 12E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: SE QTR, SEC 2, T 35N, R 12E 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: TOWER D 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- .6 
METHOD: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 2, T 35N, R 12E 
PRIORITY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: 578 REPORT TITLE: BESCHER FIS AUTHOR: BENESCH 
STREAM NAME: TRIM CR STREAM NAME: TRIM CR 
PROPOSED NAME:  PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 14.5- 15.4 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 14.5- 15.4 
METHOD: HEC2 METHOD: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 22, T 33N, R 14E  D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 22, T 33N, R 14E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: NW QTR, SEC 28, T 33N, R 14E STREAM NAME: NW QTR, SEC 28, T 33N, R 14E 
PROPOSED NAME: BEECHER TRIB PROPOSED NAME: BEECHER TRIB 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 1.0- 2.4 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 1.0- 2.4 
METHOD: HEC2 METHOO: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 21, T 33N, R 14E D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 21, T 33N, R 14E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: 579 REPORT TITLE: ELWOOD FIS AUTHOR: BENESCH 
STREAM NAME: JACKSON CR 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 7.5- 9.2 
METHOO: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 17, T 34N, R 10E 
PRIORITY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: 589 REPORT TITLE: MANHATTAN FIS AUTHOR: BENESCH 
STREAM NAME: NW QTR, SEC 15, T 34N, R 10E 
PROPOSEO STREAM NAME: MANHATTAN CR 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 5.4- 6.6 
METHOD: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 17, T 34N, R 11E 
PRIORITY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: 590 
REPORT TITLE: PLAINFIELD FIS 
AUTHOR: BENESCH 
STREAM NAME: DUPAGE R STREAM NAME: LILY CACHE CR 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 18.2- 21.9 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 3.6- 3.9 
METHOD: HEC2 METHOD: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 16, T 36N, R 9E  D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 11, T 36N, R 9E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: SE QTR, SEC 17, T 36N, R 9E STREAM NAME: NW QTR, SEC 10, T 36N, R 9E 
PROPOSED NAME: SPRING HOLE CR PROPOSED NAME: EAST BR NORMAN DRAIN 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: .8- 1.1 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- .6 
METHOD: HEC2 METHOD: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 17, T 36N, R 9E D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 10, T 36N, R 9E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: NW QTR, SEC 10, T 36N, R 9E 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: WEST BR NORMAN DRAIN 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 2.0 
METHOO: HEC2 
D/S L I M I T S : NW QTR, SEC 1 0 , T 3 6 N , R 9E 
PR IORITY: 2 
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REPORT NUMBER: 593 REPORT TITLE: LOCKPORT FIS AUTHOR: BENESCH 
STREAM NAME: NW QTR, SEC 23, T 36N, R 10E STREAM NAME: FIDDYMENT CR 
PROPOSED NAME: MILNE CR PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 1.7 RIVER MILE LIMITS: .3- .7 
METHOD: HEC2 METHOD: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 23, T 36N, R 10E D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 14, T 36N, R 10E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: 594 
REPORT TITLE: CREST HILL S JOLIET FHA 
AUTHOR: SCS 
STREAM NAME: ROCK RUN STREAM NAME: SW QTR, SEC 32, T 36N, R 10E 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: ST FRANCIS TRIB TO ROCK RUN 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 7.1- 11.1 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 1.0 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 36, T 36N, R 9E D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 32, T 36N, R 10E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
STREAM NAME: NW QTR, SEC 34, T 36N, R 10E 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: CREST HILL TRIB 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 1.0 
METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 34, T 36N, R 10E 
PRIORITY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: 61 1 
REPORT TITLE: CHANNAHON FIS 
AUTHOR: BENESCH 
STREAM NAME: DUPAGE R STREAM NAME: ROCK RUN SOUTH 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 1.6 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 1.7- 1.8 
METHOD: HEC2 METHOD: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 20, T 34N, R 9E D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 35, T 35N, R 9E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: 635 
REPORT TITLE: DRESDEN ISLAND DSR 
AUTHOR: CCOE 
STREAM NAME: DRESOEN COOL ING LAKE 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 0.0 
METHOO: HEC1 
D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 1, T 33N, R 8E 
PRIORITY: 5 
REPORT NUMBER: 676 REPORT TITLE: ROCKDALE FIS AUTHOR: BENESCH 
STREAM NAME: NE QTR, SEC 20, T 35N, R 10E 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: THORNE CR 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- .4 
METHOO: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: NE QTR. SEC 20, T 35N, R 10E 
PRIORITY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: 814 
REPORT TITLE: DEER LAKE DSR 
AUTHOR: CCOE 
STREAM NAME: DEER LAKE 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- .5 
METHOD: HEC1 
D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 3, T 34N, R 14E 
PRIORITY: 5 
REPORT NUMBER: 815 
REPORT TITLE: JOLIET JUNIOR COLLEGE LAKE DSR 
AUTHOR: CCOE 
STREAM NAME: JOLIET JUNIOR COLLEGE LAKE 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- .4 
METHOD: HEC1 
D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 22, T 35N, R 9£ 
PRIORITY: 5 
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REPORT NUMBER: 816 
REPORT TITLE: LOCKPORT POWERHOUSE & CONTROLLING WORKS 
AUTHOR: CCOE 
STREAM NAME: DESPLAINES R 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 291.1- 292.8 
METHOD: HEC1 
D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 27, T 36N, R 10E 
PRIORITY: 5 
REPORT NUMBER: 892 
REPORT TITLE: ROMEOVILLE FIS 
AUTHOR: BENESCH 
STREAM NAME: OESPLAINES R 
PROPOSED STREAM NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 295.9- 297.4 
METHOD: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: NE QTR, SEC 3, T 36N, R 10E 
PRIORITY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: 948 
REPORT TITLE: HAMMEL CREEK SPS 
AUTHOR: DOWR 
STREAM NAME: SW OTR, SEC 10, T 35N, R 9E STREAM NAME: SW QTR, SEC 10, T 33N, R 9E 
PROPOSED NAME: HAMMEL CR PROPOSED NAME: RIVER ROAD D 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 2.1 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- .3 
METHOD: HEC2 METHOD: HEC2 
D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 10, T 35N, R 9E D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 9, T 3SN, R 9E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: 978 
REPORT TITLE: LITTLE CALUMET RIVER WATERSHED FP1 
AUTHOR: SCS 
STREAM NAME: DEER CR STREAM NAME: PLUM CR 
PROPOSED NAME:  PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 14.1 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 6.1- 13.8 
METHOD: WSP2 METHOD: WSP2 
D/S LIMITS: NW QTR, SEC 9, T 35N, R 14E D/S LIMITS: SE QTR, SEC 29, T 35N, R 15E 
PRIORITY: 2 PRIORITY: 2 
REPORT NUMBER: 991 
REPORT TITLE: FLOODS OF MAY 1943 IN ILLINOIS 
AUTHOR: USGS 
STREAM NAME: DESPLAINES R STREAM NAME: CHICAGO SANITARY SHIP CANAL 
PROPOSED NAME: PROPOSED NAME: 
RIVER MILE LIMITS: 4.9- 22.1 RIVER MILE LIMITS: 0.0- 1.0 
METHOD: HWM METHOD: HWM 
D/S LIMITS: SW QTR, SEC 13, T 34N, R 9E  D/S LIMITS: SW OTR, SEC 34, T 35N, R 10E 
PRIORITY: 5  PRIORITY: 5 
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WILL COUNTY 
FLOOD PRONE AREA MAPS 
Kankakee River Wilmington 7.5' 58 C 
Rock Creek Frankfort 7.5' 57 A 
Peotone 7.5' 57 D 
Black Walnut Creek Steger 7.5' 56 B 
Beecher West 7.5' 56 C 
Peotone 7.5' 57 D 
Marshall Slough Beecher West 7.5' 56 C 
Exline Slough Beecher West 7.5' 56 C 
Canavan Slough Beecher West 7.5' 56 C 
Trim Creek Beecher West 7.5' 56 C 
Beecher East 7.5' 56 D 
Tower Creek Beecher West 7.5' 56 C 
Pike Creek Beecher East 7.5' 56 D 
Forked Creek Frankfort 7.5' 57 A 
Manhattan 7.5' 57 B 
Wilton Center 7.5' 57 C 
Wilmington 7.5' 58 C 
Symerton 7.5' 58 D 
South Branch Frankfort 7.5' 57 A 
Wilton Center 7.5' 57 C 
Peotone 7.5' 57 D 
Jordan Creek Wilmington 7.5' 58 C 
Symerton 7.5' 58 D 
Prairie Creek Frankfort 7.5' 57 A 
Manhattan 7.5' 57 B 
Elwood 7.5' 58 A 
Wilmington 7.5' 58 C 
Symerton 7.5' 58 D 
DesPlaines River Romeoville 7.5' 53 A 
Joliet 7.5' 53 D 
Elwood 7.5' 58 A 
Channahon 7.5' 58 B 
DuPage River Romeoville 7.5' 53 A 
Normantown 7.5' 53 B 
Plainfield 7.5' 53 C 
Elwood 7.5' 58 A 
Channahon 7.5' 58 B 
Lily Cache Creek Romeoville 7.5' 53 A 
Normantown 7.5' 53 B 
Plainfield 7.5' 53 C 
Mink Creek Plainfield 7.5' 53 C 
East Branch DuPage Romeoville 7.5' 53 A 
Normantown 7.5' 53 B 
West Branch DuPage Normantown 7.5' 53 B 
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Spring Brook Normantown 7.5' 53 B 
Rock Run Plainfield 7.5' 53 C 
Joliet 7.5' 53 D 
Channahon 7.5' 58 B 
Sugar Creek Elwood 7.5' 58 A 
Long Run Romeoville 7.5' 53 A 
Joliet 7.5' 53 D 
Sag Bridge 7.5' 54 B 
Hickory Creek Joliet 7.5' 53 D 
Mokena 7.5' 54 C 
Tinley Park 7.5' 54 D 
Frankfort 7.5' 57 A 
Marley Creek Mokena 7.5' 54 C 
Spring Creek Joliet 7.5' 53 D 
Mokena 7.5' 54 C 
Fraction Run Joliet 7.5' 53 D 
Mokena 7.5' 54 C 
Fiddyment Creek Joliet 7.5' 53 D 
Jackson Creek Frankfort 7.5' 57 A 
Manhattan 7.5' 57 B 
Elwood 7.5' 58 A 
Channahon 7.5' 58 B 
Jackson Branch Manhattan 7.5' 57 B 
Elwood 7.5' 58 A 
Grant Creek & Grant Cr. Cutoff Elwood 7.5' 58 A 
Channahon 7.5' 58 B 
Wilmington 7.5' 58 C 
Cedar Creek Elwood 7.5' 5 8 A 
Channahon 7.5' 58 B 
Plum Creek Dyer 7.5' 56 A 
Steger 7.5' 56 B 
Deer Creek Dyer 7.5' 56 A 
Steger 7.5' 56 B 
Thorn Creek Steger 7.5' 56 B 
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TOWN INDEX 
This is an index of the towns included in the northeastern volume of 
the directory. Beside each town is the page number of the map with that 
town. More than one page number indicates the town is in more than one 
county. Since the reports listed in each county will differ, all map pages 
given for the town should be checked. 
Addison - 55 Dixmoor - 13 
Algonquin - 141 Dolton - 13 
Alsip - 11 Downers Grove - 61 
Antioch - 107 East Chicago Heights - 13 
Arlington Heights - 7 East Dundee - 83 
Aurora - 59, 89 East Hazel Crest - 13 
Bannockburn - 111 Elgin - 7, 83 
Barrington - 7, 109 Elk Grove Village - 7, 55 
Barrington Hills - 7, 83, 109, 141 Elmhurst - 55 
Bartlett - 7, 57 Elmwood Park - 3 
Batavia - 89 Elwood - 159 
Beecher - 161 Evanston - 3 
Bellwood - 7 Evergreen Park - 13 
Bensenville - 7, 55 Fernway Park - 11 
Berwyn - 3 Flossmoor - 13 
Bloomingdale - 55 Forest Park - 3 
Blue Island - 13 Forest View - 3 
Bolingbrook - 157 Fox Lake - 107 
Braidwood - 159 Fox Lake Hills - 107 
Bridgeview - 11 Fox River Grove - 141 
Broadview - 3 Fox River Valley Gardens - 141 
Brookfield - 3 Frankfort - 161 
Buffalo Grove - 7, 111 Franklin Park - 7 
Bull Valley - 135 Geneva - 89 
Burbank - 11 Gilberts - 83 
Burnham - 13 Glencoe - 3 
Burr Ridge - 11, 61 Glendale Heights - 55 
Calumet City - 13 Glen Ellyn - 55 
Calumet Park - 13 Glenview - 3 
Carol Stream - 57 Glenwood - 13 
Carpentersville - 83 Golf - 3 
Cary - 141 Grayslake - 107 
Channahon - 157 Green Oaks - 111 
Chicago - 3, 55 Gurnee - 105 
Chicago Heights - 13 Hainesville - 107 
Chicago Ridge - 11 Hampshire - 85 
Clarendon Hills - 61 Hanover Park - 7, 57 
Country Club Hills-11 Harvard - 137 
Countryside - 3 Harvey - 13 
Crest Hill - 157 Harwood Heights - 3 
Crestwood - 11 Hawthorn Woods - 109 
Crete - 161 Hazel Crest - 13 
Crystal Lake - 141 Hebron - 137 
Darien - 61 Hickory Hills - 11 
Deerfield - 3, 111 Highland Park - 111 
Des Piaines - 7 Highwood - 111 
Hillside - 7 McHenry - 135 
Hinsdale - 7, 61 McHenry Shores - 135 
Hodgekins - 11 Medinah - 55 
Hoffman Estates - 7 Melrose Park - 3 
Holiday Hills - 141 Merionette Park - 13 
Homewood - 13 Mettawa - 111 
Huntley - 139 Midlothian - 11 
Indian Head Park - 11 Minooka - 159 
Ingalls Park - 157 Mokena - 161 
Ingleside - 107 Montgomery - 89 
Inverness - 7 Morton Grove - 3 
Island Lake - 109, 141 Mount Prospect - 7 
Itasca - 55 Mundelein - 111 
Johnsburg - 135 Naperville - 59, 157 
Joliet - 157 New Lenox - 157 
Justice - 11 Niles - 3 
Keeneyville - 57 Norridge - 3 
Kenilworth - 3 North Aurora - 89 
Kildeer - 109 North Barrington - 109 
Klondike - 107 Northbrook - 3 
Knollwood - 111 North Chicago - 111 
La Grange - 7 Northfield - 3 
La Grange Park - 7 Northlake - 7 
Lake Barrington - 109 North Riverside - 3 
Lake Bluff - 111 Oak Brook - 61 
Lake Forest - 111 Oakbrook Terrace - 61 
Lake in the Hills - 141 Oak Forest - 11 
Lakemoor - 135 Oak Lawn - 11 
Lake Villa - 107 Oak Park - 3 
Lakewood - 141 Oakwood Hills - 141 
Lake Zurich - 109 Old Mill Creek - 105 
Lansing - 13 Olympia Fields - 13 
Lemont - 11 Orland Park - 11 
Libertyville - 111 Palatine - 7 
Lilymoor -135 Palos Heights - 11 
Lincoln Estates - 161 Palos Park - 11 
Lincolnshire - 111 Park City - 105 
Lincolnwood - 3 Park Forest - 13, 161 
Lindenhurst - 107 Park Forest South - 13, 161 
Lisle - 61 Park Ridge - 3 
Lockport - 157 Peotone - 161 
Lombard - 55 Phoenix - 13 
Long Grove - 109 Pistakee Highlands - 135 
Lynwood - 13 Plainfield - 157 
Lyons - 3 Posen - 13 
Lotus Woods - 107 Prairie Grove - 141 
Manhattan - 159 Prospect Heights - 7 
Maple Park - 87 Richmond - 135 
Marengo - 139 Richton Park - 11 
Markham - 13 River Forest - 3 
Matteson - 11 River Grove - 3 
Maywood - 3 Riverdale - 13 
McCook - 3 Riverside - 3 
McCullom Lake - 135 Riverwoods - 111 
Robbins - 13 Wildwood - 105 
Rockdale - 157 Willowbrook - 61 
Rolling Meadows - 7 Willow Springs - 11 
Romeoville - 157 Wilmette - 3 
Rondout - 111 Wilmington -159 
Roselle - 7, 55 Winfield - 57 
Rosemont - 7 Winnetka - 3 
Round Lake - 107 Winthrop Harbor - 105 
Round Lake Beach - 107 Wonder Lake - 135 
Round Lake Heights - 107 Wood Dale - 55 
Round Lake Park - 107 Woodridge - 57 
Sauk Village - 13 Woodstock - 137 
Schaumberg - 7, 57 Worth - 11 
Schiller Park - 7 Zion - 105 
Shorewood - 157 
Skokie - 3 
Sleepy Hollow - 83 
South Barrington - 7 
South Chicago Heights - 13 
South Elgin - 83 
South Holland - 13 
Spring Grove - 135 
St. Charles - 89 
Steger - 13, 161 
Stickney - 3 
Stone Park - 7 
Streamwood - 7 
Sugar Grove - 87 
Summit - 3 
Sunny Land - 157 
Sunnyside - 135 
Symerton - 159 
Third Lake - 107 
Thornton - 13 
Tinley Park - 11, 161 
Tower Lakes - 109 
Union - 139 
Valley View - 57, 83 
Venetian Village - 107 
Vernon Hills - 111 
Villa Park - 55 
Wadsworth - 105 
Warrenville - 59 
Wauconda - 109 
Waukegan - 105 
Wayne - 57, 83 
Westchester - 7 
West Chicago - 57 
West Dundee - 83 
Western Springs - 7 
Westhaven - 11 
Westmont - 61 
Wheaton - 57 
Wheeling - 7, 111 
